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Abstract
Automatically describing an image with a concise natural language descrip-
tion is an ambitious and emerging task bringing together the Natural Lan-
guage and Computer Vision communities. With any emerging task, the
necessary groundwork developing appropriate datasets, strong baseline mod-
els, and evaluation frameworks is key. In this thesis, we introduce the first
large datasets specifically designed with image description in mind, focusing
on concrete descriptions that can be gleaned from the image alone. Fur-
thermore, we develop strong baseline models that show the need to model
language beyond a simple bag-of-words approach to increase performance.
Most importantly, we introduce a ranking based framework for comparing
image description models. We show that this framework is more reliable and
accurate than the conventional wisdom of evaluating on novel model gener-
ated text. As this task has gained popularity recently, we further analyze
the drawbacks of current evaluation methods, and put forth concrete exten-
sions to our ranking framework that will guide progress towards modeling
the association of natural language and the images the language describes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
At a high level, a significant portion of the Computer Vision literature takes
a photograph (or part thereof) and seeks to classify or cluster the image
into a discrete set of choices. Humans do not necessarily convey information
about an image in such a fashion. When asked to describe an image, people
will use natural language to describe various parts of the photograph in
many different ways. Arguably, one of the most ambitious tasks in image
understanding is to bridge this gap: to summarize the salient aspects of
the depicted entities, events, and scenes; describing them in a crisp natural
language statement. Advances in this task have a myriad of applications, for
instance more practical and efficient image search and automatic labeling of
the ever growing collections of personal photos or even on internet in general.
1.1 What Do We Mean by Image
Description?
When we say “natural language image description”, for the purpose of this
thesis, we mean concrete descriptions of the aspects of a photograph such
as entities, events, or scenes and the relations between them. In short, we
want to avoid dealing with information that cannot be gleaned directly from
the image, assumptions imagined by annotators, or in general, non-visual
information. We show an example of such in Figure 1.1, the annotators
literally describe the events of the photograph featuring a kid playing on
a playground. The provided descriptions do not infer the feeling, artistic
meaning, or mood of the photograph, nor do they infer the specific, proper
names of the child, playground equipment or location on Earth. Furthermore,
overly literal metadata, such as the fact that it is in fact a “photograph” (not
a painting or render), or the fact is of a “JPG” file format or was taken on a
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Figure 1.1: An example from the Flickr30K dataset.
certain date, is not conveyed as well. However, of special note is the variety
of language being used even when focusing on concrete descriptions.
1.2 The Challenges of Evaluating Image
Description
Unlike most literature tasks, one of the major difficulties inherent to image
description is is the lack of a singular objective ground truth for an image.
As a result, the task does not neatly fall into a detection, multilabel, or
multiclass classification framework. In Figure 1.1, we see an example from the
Flickr30K dataset [113] with five captions of roughly equal quality describing
the image. In addition to the five given captions, there are still a practically
uncountable number of equally valid descriptions. For example, one could say
“A kid plays on a jungle gym outside”, which has little word overlap to any
of the human provided captions despite describing the same scene, actors,
and events. Furthermore, among the given captions, no one mentioned the
buildings or the tree in the background. Although potentially less salient
than other aspects, we argue that mentioning them would not be invalid.
Further confounding this issue, it is unclear that “A young boy climbing up
a rope of some playground toy in front of a tree” is strictly better or worse
in quality than if the tree was not mentioned.
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With any emerging task, it is important for the research community to
focus on a concrete objective with a metric that makes sense and agrees with
human judgment. Progress is not truly made if the community is concerned
about results that do not actually improve the quality of models. For image
description, the literature has previously primarily relied on metrics from the
machine translation community to compare with the human annotated data,
such as BLEU [83] or ROUGE [66] which largely rely on word or phrase
overlap between a candidate sentence and the gold sentence(s). Therefore,
these metrics penalize not only failing to mention the same aspects, but also
not using the exact same phrasing as the gold data. In the figure, we can
see the descriptions of the child not having a strong amount of word overlap
from sentence to sentence. As we will show in Chapter 4, this causes these
metrics to have poor agreement with humans. These issues will be further
elaborated upon and analyzed in Chapters 4, 6, and 8.
Instead of evaluating directly on model generated captions, we proprose
using the human written captions directly for evaluation. This allows us to
separate the potential gramatical and unnatural issues of generated text, and
just focus on the semantics of a caption. We propose casting the evaluation
as a ranking task over the captions and therefore examine whether the model
understands that a given image can be described by relevant captions (e.g.
the gold) and not by other captions. We posit that it should follow that if
a model performs better at the ranking task, the model better understands
image descriptions. With this ranking task, the difficulty is inherently tied
to the semantic distance of the distractors of the dataset (e.g. the non-
applicable captions for a given image in the set). As the state-of-the-art
continues to drastically improve (especially on the ranking task), we propose
more focused variants of this task that can continue to separate the relative
expressivity and power of image description models.
1.3 Contributions
This work makes the following contributions towards the goal of automated
understanding of natural language image descriptions.
Ranking Framework We introduce a novel framework for image descrip-
tion that casts evaluation as a retrieval problem. This allows us to
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avoid the issues of fluency and pragmatics that come into play when
evaluating machine generated text, and focus on correct semantics in
our evaluation. Later, we further focus this ranking approach by au-
tomatically generating semantically meaningful false captions for an
image. These allow us to focus on specific aspects of understanding to
facilitate meaningful evaluation.
Extensive Analysis of Evaluation Metrics We provide detailed analy-
sis illustrating the benefits of evaluating on preexisting human written
captions through ranking over the approaches in evaluating machine
made captions in the literature. Furthermore, we were able to highlight
differences between models and systematic errors previously obscured
by existing metrics through our focused ranking experiments.
Strong Baseline Models We introduce a number of baseline models that
seek to embed images and text into the same semantic space. Unlike
much of the related work of the time, these models show that impres-
sive performance is possible even without pre-trained classifiers (e.g
scene classifiers and object detectors). Furthermore, they illustrate
the importance of language modeling beyond a bag of words approach.
More recently, we put forth a neural network baseline model that may
be outperforming state-of-the-art models for image description under-
standing.
Denotation Graph Our grand goal is to understand the visual denota-
tion of arbitrary language utterances and not just complete sentences.
Therefore, we analyzed the use of the Denotation Graph [113] as an
auxiliary datasource for image description.
1.4 Structure of this thesis
Chapter 2 discusses our datasets, which are the the first large datasets
created specifically for the task of annotating photographs with sentence de-
scriptions. They focus on “concrete” descriptions of the images, and contain
five separate captions inorder to capture the linguistic choice between anno-
tators. We will also briefly discuss the Microsoft Common Objects in Context
(MS COCO) dataset [13], a large dataset from the research community in
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response to our work.
Chapter 3 casts automatic image description into a ranking framework.
This allows us to simultaneously evaluate models for sentence based image
search. We then develop strong baseline models using Kernel Canonical Cor-
relation Analysis (KCCA) [3, 45] that show significant improvement when
modeling language beyond a simple bag-of-words approach. We will also
briefly discuss a followup linear model designed to scale better with dataset
size and explicitly offer insight into the connection between images and the
language used to describe them.
Chapter 4 analyzes metrics for evaluating models of image description. We
analyze the shortcomings of existing metrics for automatic evaluation when
compared to human judgment. We then discuss how to incorporate human
judgments into ranking framework, allowing for reusable and cheap evalua-
tion than previous work in the literature. We will also describe what insights
the linear model provides.
Chapter 5 discusses the state-of-the-art in image description. Much of the
recent advances utilize deep learning and neural networks for virtually every
aspect of the task.
Chapter 6 revisits evaluation in light of the advances in state-of-the-art.
Unfortunately, lack of publicly available code or results for many of these
models along with many differing variables between papers make direct or
even indirect comparison difficult. Recent models in the literature appear to
be nearly solving the ranking task on small test sets, making it difficult to
compare models meaningfully. Furthermore, additional proposed automatic
evaluation metrics for machine generated language continue to have poor
correlation with human judgment. We also discuss the recent related task of
Visual Question Answering and how it relates to image description.
Chapter 7 discusses utilizing the Denotation Graph, a deterministic exten-
sion of the Flickr30K dataset that seeks to associate an arbitrary natural
language utterance with the set of images it describes. The graph further
highlights the difference between image description and more standard tasks
in the vision and natural language literature.
Chapter 8 discusses concrete task pilots which are to extend the rank-
ing framework. Inspired by the work on Visual Question Answering (e.g.
[1, 114, 91]), we aim to create specific distractors for a ranking task that
focus on the model’s abilities to understand specific aspects of language un-
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derstanding. These proposed tasks expose differences between current mod-
els in the literature that are being obscured by other metrics. We continue
to stress that such repeatable, objective tasks, moving beyond a nebulous
generic idea of “a better caption”, are key to making progress in the research
community.
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Chapter 2
Image Description Data Sets
In this chapter, we will discuss datasets created specifically for image de-
scription and reiterate the uniqueness of image description when compared
to other photograph based domains. As a step beyond standard image clas-
sification tasks, we want to focus on what can be understood from an image
alone, but grounded in complete natural language sentences instead of pre-
defined fixed categories. As part of this desire, we want to eschew the need
for side information such as text that accompanied the picture in its orig-
inal context, for example “this is a picture taken on my trip to Europe”,
exact identities of named entities, e.g. the building is the Siebel Center in
Urbana, IL (or even, “my cousins Aaron and Paul”), or knowledge of events
that occurred in the world surrounding the photograph. An example of this
disparity is shown by an image of our Flickr30K dataset [113] in Figure 2.1,
where actual sentences from the data are shown on the left, and examples of
the types of annotations we want to avoid are on the right.1
1This chapter contains material from Hodosh, Young, and Hockenmaier (2013), “Fram-
ing Image Description as a Ranking Task: Data, Models and Evaluation Metrics,” Journal
of Artificial Intelligence Research, 47, 853-889 which was jointly written.
Image Flickr 30K “Concrete” Captions Not “Image Description”
A woman holding a microphone wearing a brown 
jacket, in front of a sign which says "comedians 
you should know."
A brunet male in a brown blazer talking to an 
audience at a comedian show.
A woman with dark hair and a brown coat holding 
a microphone on stage.
A white comedian with long hair performs on 
stage.
A young comedian in a brown jacket doing an act.
Cameron Esposito performs in Chicago at 
Timothy O’Tooles’.
In a spooky photo, a comedian performs on stage 
at a comedy show.
On October 3rd, 2010, a comedian performs 
standup. 
A photograph from my night out in Chi-town
   
Figure 2.1: An example from the our Flickr30K dataset, with its paired “Im-
age Description” caption (left) and “fake” examples of the types of captions
we do not want to focus on (right), written for this figure.
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2.1 The Need for New Datasets
There is in a substantial body of work on image description related to image
libraries [52, 97] that is useful to revisit for our purpose. We argue that out
of the three different kinds of image descriptions that are commonly distin-
guished, one type, the so-called conceptual descriptions, is of most relevance
to the image understanding we aim to achieve with automatic captioning.
Conceptual image descriptions identify what is depicted in the image, and
while they may be abstract (e.g., concerning the mood a picture may con-
vey), image understanding is mostly interested in concrete descriptions of
the depicted scene and entities, their attributes and relations, as well as the
events they participate in. Because they focus on what is actually in the
image, conceptual descriptions differ from so-called non-visual descriptions,
which provide additional background information that cannot be obtained
from the image alone, e.g. about the situation, time or location in which the
image was taken.
While there is no dearth of images that are associated with text available
online, we argue that most of this text is not suitable for image description.
Some work, notably in the natural language processing community, has fo-
cused on images in news articles [35, 36]. However, images are often only
used to illustrate the news article, and have little direct connection to the
text (Figure 2.2, left). Furthermore, even when captions describe the de-
picted event, they tend to focus on the information that cannot be obtained
from the image itself. Similarly, when people provide captions for the im-
ages they upload on websites such as Flickr (Figure 2.2, center), they often
describe the situation that the images were taken in, rather than what is
actually depicted in the image. That is, these captions often provide non-
visual or overly specific information (e.g., by naming people appearing in the
image or the location where the image was taken). There is a simple reason
why people do not typically provide the kinds of generic conceptual descrip-
tions that are of most use for our purposes: Gricean maxims of relevance and
quantity [40] entail that image captions that are written for people usually
provide precisely the kind of information that could not be obtained from the
image itself, and thus tend to bear only a tenuous relation to what is actually
depicted. Or, to state it more succinctly, captions are usually written to be
seen along with the images they accompany, and users may not wish to bore
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BBC captions  
(Feng and Lapata 2010)
 SBU Captioned Photo Dataset (Flickr)
(Ordonez et al. 2011)
 IAPR-TC12 data set 
(Grubinger et al. 2006)
Consumption 
has soared as 
the real price of 
drink has fallen
AMD destroys 
central vision
At the Downers Grove 
train station (our condo 
building is in the 
background), on our 
way to the AG store in 
Chicago.
 I don't chew up the couch 
and pee in the kitchen 
mama!
a blue and white airplane is standing on a grey airport; 
a man and red cones are standing in front of it and two 
red-dressed hostesses and two passengers are directly 
on the stairs in front of the airplane; a brown landscape 
with high dark brown mountains with snow-covered 
summits and a light grey sky in the background;
Figure 2.2: Related datasets
other readers with the obvious.
Ordonez et al. [82] harvested images and their captions from Flickr to cre-
ate the SBU Captioned Photo Dataset, but had to discard the vast majority
of images because their captions were not actually descriptive. Further anal-
ysis of a random sample of 100 images of their final data set revealed that
the majority (67/100) of their captions describe information that cannot be
obtained from the image itself (e.g., by naming the people or locations ap-
pearing in the image), while a substantial fraction (23/100) only describe a
small detail of the image or are otherwise just commentary about the image.
Examples of these issues are shown in Figure 2.2 (center). This makes their
data set less useful for the kind of image understanding we are interested in:
unless they refer to specific entities one may actually wish to identify (e.g.,
celebrities or famous landmarks that appear in the image), proper nouns are
of little help in learning about visual properties of entity types unless one can
infer what kind of entity they refer to.2 The IAPR TC-12 data set [42], which
consists of 20,000 photographs is potentially more useful for our purposes,
since it contains descriptions of “what can be recognized in an image without
any prior information or extra knowledge.” However, the descriptions, which
consist often of multiple sentences or sentence fragments, have a tendency
to be lengthy (average length: 23.1 words) and overly detailed, instead of
focusing on the salient aspects of the photograph. For example, in the photo
of an airplane in Figure 2.2 (right), the ‘two hostesses’ are barely visible but
nevertheless described in detail.
2The data set of [82] also differs significantly in content from ours: while our collection
focuses on images of eventualities, i.e. people or animals doing something, the majority of
Ordonez et al.’s images (60/100) do not depict people or animals (e.g., still lifes, landscape
shots).
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2.2 Our Data Sets
Since the kinds of captions that are normally provided for images do not de-
scribe the images themselves, we have collected our own data sets of images
and captions. The captions are obtained by using the crowdsourcing service
provided by Amazon Mechanical Turk to annotate each image with five de-
scriptive captions. By asking people to describe the people, objects, scenes
and activities that are shown in a picture without giving them any further
information about the context in which the picture was taken, we were able
to obtain conceptual descriptions that focus only on the information that
can be obtained from the image alone. Our annotation process and quality
control are described in detail in Rashtchian et al. [89]. We have annotated
three different data sets in this manner, and more recently Lin et al. [69]
have released a dataset in response in the same manner.
2.2.1 The PASCAL VOC-2008 Data Set
The first data set we produced, in Rashtchian et al. [89], is relatively small,
and consists of only 1,000 images randomly selected from the training and
validation set of the PASCAL 2008 object recognition challenge [29]. It has
been used by a large number of image description systems [32, 60, 65, 111, 78,
43], but since almost all of these systems (the only exception being [43]) rely
on detectors trained on images from the same data set [34], it is unclear how
well these approaches would generalize to other domains where no labeled
data to train detectors is available. The captions in the PASCAL data set
are also relatively simple. For example, since the data set contains many
pictures that do not depict or focus on people doing something, 25% of the
captions do not contain any verb, and an additional 15% of the captions
contain only the common static verbs sit, stand, wear, or look.
2.2.2 The Flickr8K Data Set
Originally presented in Rashtchian et al. [89] and described in more detail
in Hodosh et al. [49], we collected a larger, more diverse data set consisting
of 8,092 images from the Flickr.com website. Unlike the more static PAS-
CAL images, the images in this data set focus on people or animals (mainly
dogs) performing some action. Examples from this data set are shown in
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Our data set of 8,000 Flickr images with 5 crowd-sourced captions
A man is doing tricks on a bicycle on ramps in front of a crowd.
A man on a bike executes a jump as part of a competition while the crowd watches.
A man rides a yellow bike over a ramp while others watch.
Bike rider jumping obstacles.
Bmx biker jumps off of ramp.
A group of people sit at a table in front of a large building.
People are drinking and walking in front of a brick building.
People are enjoying drinks at a table outside a large brick building.
Two people are seated at a table with drinks.
Two people are sitting at an outdoor cafe in front of an old building.
Figure 2.3: Our data set of images paired with generic conceptual descrip-
tions.
Figure 2.3. The images were chosen from six different Flickr groups,3 and
tend not to contain any well-known people or locations, but were manually
selected to depict a variety of scenes and situations. In order to avoid un-
grammatical captions, we only allowed workers from the United States who
had passed a brief spelling and grammar test we devised to annotate our
images. Because we were interested in conceptual descriptions, annotators
were asked to write sentences that describe the depicted scenes, situations,
events and entities (people, animals, other objects). We collected multiple
captions for each image because there is a considerable degree of variance in
the way many images can be described. As a consequence, the captions of the
same images are often not direct paraphrases of each other: the same entity
or event or situation can be described in multiple ways (man vs. bike rider,
doing tricks vs. jumping), and while everybody mentions the bike rider, not
everybody mentions the crowd or the ramp. The more dynamic nature of
the images is also reflected in how they are being described: Captions in this
data set have an average length of 11.8 words, compared to 10.8 words in
the PASCAL data set, and while 40% of the PASCAL captions contain no
verb other than sit, stand, wear, or look, only 11% of the captions for the
Flickr8K set contain no verb, and an additional 10% contain only these com-
mon verbs. Our data sets, the Flickr training/test/development splits and
human relevance judgments used for evaluation of the test items (Section 4)
3These groups were called strangers!, Wild-Child (Kids in Action), Dogs in Action
(Read the Rules), Outdoor Activities, Action Photography, Flickr-Social (two or more
people in the photo).
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are publicly available.4 The online appendix to Hodosh et al. [49]5 contains
our instructions to the workers, including the qualification test they had to
pass before being allowed to complete our tasks.
2.2.3 The Flickr30K Data Set and the Denotation
Graph
Following a similar procedure as the Flickr8K set, in Young et al. [113], we
extended the Flickr8K dataset to the Flickr30K dataset which contains more
than 30K images split between 25,381 training images, 3,000 development
images, and 3,000 test images. Instead of relying on Flickr groups, we col-
lected a variety of Creative Commons licensed images by searching on Flickr
for a variety of verbs, people terms, and event terms, again focusing on peo-
ple performing actions. In addition, this dataset was manually pruned by the
authors, to not have too many similar images from the same user to ensure a
diversity of images. The five captions were generated similarly to the process
for the Flickr8K dataset. Test images of the Flickr8K dataset do not appear
in the training or development sets of images of the Flickr30K dataset (and
vice versa). Therefore, models trained on one corpus can be evaluated on
both test sets. This dataset also contains the Denotation Graph that seeks
to represent the set of images in the dataset that can be described every
utterance in the various captions. More information about the Denotation
Graph will be discussed in Chapter 7.
2.3 Microsoft Common Objects in Context
(COCO)
Following the crowdsourcing approach for Flickr8K and Flickr30K put forth
in our work, Lin et al. [69] have recently released the first version of the Mi-
crosoft Common Objects in Context (MS COCO) dataset, which currently
contains 82,783 training images and 40,504 validation images harvested from
Flickr that are each associated with five captions. Such large datasets are
crucial for this task, since their size should allow for a more meaningful explo-
4 http://nlp.cs.illinois.edu/HockenmaierGroup/data.html
5 http://www.jair.org/papers/paper3994.html
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ration of the subtleties and rarer phenomena of language. Instead of focusing
on people doing things, this dataset focuses on the appearance of 91 object
types, such as “person” , “pizza”, and “bicycle”, that are “easily recogniz-
able by a 4 year old”. This potentially focuses the domain of this dataset,
and as a result it may be more similar to our PASCAL dataset than our
Flickr datasets. It is important to note that unlike our Flickr datasets, MS
COCO contains many “still life” images that do not contain people at all as
they focused on said objects. As we will discuss in further in Chapter 6, this
dataset has become the basis for a popular shared task in the literature.
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Chapter 3
Initial Systems for
Sentence-Based Image
Description
The following chapter details the framework and models, first from Hodosh
et al. [49], and then from the followup, As a result, it reflects the state of the
then current research. Those publications help spur an explosion of research
into image description in response. Therefore, in Chapter 5 and beyond,
we will detail and discuss the models that have come into prominence as a
response to these foundational publications.1
3.1 Related Work
Before we introduce our models for image description and our framework for
evaluation, we should discuss the roadblocks that prevent us from directly
comparing our work to much of the related work. There are essentially two
schools of thought in the literature for image descriptions: One is to either
utilize training captions to label a test image (e.g. [82]), or parts thereof
(e.g. [61]). The other is to generate a novel caption conditioned on visual
detections or classifications (e.g. [111, 60]). As a result, because most of
the related work focuses on the task of generating novel descriptions (e.g.
[60, 111, 65, 78, 61]), the literature chooses to evaluates directly on said
model created descriptions. A significant portion of this thesis will be the
discussion and analysis of the difficulties in evaluating on machine generated
text. In addition, several of the prominent related papers that are evalu-
ated on our PASCAL VOC-2008 dataset rely on classifiers that may have
been trained on images from this dataset (e.g. [32, 60, 65, 111, 82, 78]), and
Kuznetsova et al. [61] rely on a specific test set of images where their own
1The following chapter contains material taken from Hodosh, Young, and Hockenmaier
(2013), “Framing Image Description as a Ranking Task: Data, Models and Evaluation
Metrics” Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 47, 853-889 and Hodosh and Hocken-
maier, “Sentence-based image description with scalable, explicit models,” CVPR Work-
shops 2013, 294-300. c© 2013 IEEE. The writing in both works were a collaborative effort.
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classifiers work well. It is therefore currently unclear how to fairly compare
with these models on a different dataset.
As we will discuss further in this thesis, the evaluation of generation sys-
tems is already generally known to be quite difficult (e.g. [20, 90]) and
requires the seperation of both content selection (what exactly is being de-
scribed) and the judgment of fluency of the generated text. Therefore, we
invited the community to evaluate on our released datasets (Chapter 2), us-
ing our evaluation framework on human created captions (Chapter 4), to
achieve a true fair comparison to the strong baseline models that follow. In
addition, we were able to indirectly compare with the work of Hwang and
Grauman [51] through the use of their TagRank kernel in our models.
3.2 Framework Definition
Since image description requires the ability to associate images and sentences,
all image description systems can be viewed in terms of an affinity function
f(i, s) which measures the degree of association between images and sen-
tences. We will evaluate our ability to compute such affinity functions by
measuring performance on two tasks that depend directly on them. Given
a candidate pool of sentences Scand and a candidate pool of images Icand,
sentence-based image retrieval aims to find the image i∗ ∈ Icand that maxi-
mizes f(i, sq) for a query sentence sq ∈ Scand. Conversely, image annotation
aims to find the sentence s∗ ∈ Scand that maximizes f(iq, s) for a query
image iq ∈ Icand. In both cases, f(i, s) should of course be maximized for
image-sentence pairs in which the sentence describes the image well:
Image search: i∗ = arg maxi∈Icand f(i, sq) (3.1)
Image annotation: s∗ = arg maxs∈Scand f(iq, s)
This formulation is completely general: although we will, for evaluation
purposes, define Scand as the set of captions originally written for the images
in Icand, this does not have to be the case, and Scand could also, for example,
be defined implicitly via a caption generation system. In order to evaluate
how well f generalizes to unseen examples, we will evaluate our system on
test pools Itest and Stest that are drawn from the same domain but are disjoint
from the training data Dtrain = (Itrain, Strain) and development data Ddev =
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(Idev, Sdev).
The challenge in defining f lies in the fact that images and sentences
are drawn from two different spaces, I and S. In this chapter, we present
two different kinds of image description systems. One is based on nearest-
neighbor search (NN), the other uses a technique called Kernel Canonical
Correlation Analysis [3, 45]. Both rely on a set of known image-sentence
pairs Dtrain = {〈i, s〉}.
3.3 Nearest-Neighbor Search for Image
Description
Nearest-neighbor based systems use unimodal text and image similarity func-
tions directly to first find the image-sentence pair in the training corpus Dtrain
that contains the closest item to the query, and then score the items in the
other space by their similarity to the other item in this pair:
Img. retrieval: fNN(i, sq) = fI(i
NN, i), 〈iNN, sNN〉 = arg max
〈it,st〉∈Dtrain
fS(sq, s
t) (3.2)
Img. annotation: fNN(iq, s) = fS(s
NN, s), 〈iNN, sNN〉 = arg max
〈it,st〉∈Dtrain
fI(iq, i
t)
Despite their simplicity, such nearest-neighbor systems are non-trivial base-
lines: for the task of annotating images with tags or keywords, methods which
annotate unseen images with the tags of their nearest neighbors among train-
ing images are known to achieve competitive performance [71], and similar
methods have recently been proposed for image description [82]. Since the
task we address here does not allow us to return items from the training data,
but requires us to rerank a pool of unseen captions or images, our nearest-
neighbor search requires two similarity functions. All of our nearest-neighbor
systems use the same image representation as our KCCA-based systems, de-
scribed in Section 3.5. Our main nearest-neighbor system, NN (NN5idfF1),
treats the five captions associated with each training image as a single docu-
ment. It then reweights each token by its inverse document frequency (IDF)
λw, and defines the similarity of two sentences as the F1-measure (harmonic
mean of precision and recall) computed over their IDF-reweighted bag-of-
words representation. If Dtrain(w) is the subset of training images in whose
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captions word w appears at least once, the inverse document frequency (IDF)
of w is defined as λw = log
|Dtrain|
|Dtrain(w)|+1 . IDF-reweighting is potentially help-
ful for our task, since words that describe fewer images may be particularly
discriminative between captions.
In Appendix E, we provide results for NN systems that use the same text
representation as two of our KCCA systems, and show that the NN systems
perform significantly worse than all of our KCCA systems.
3.4 Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis
for Image Description
Most of the systems we present are based on a technique called Kernel Canon-
ical Correlation Analysis [3, 45]. We first provide a brief introduction, and
then explain how we apply it to our task.
3.4.1 Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA)
KCCA is an extension of Canonical Correlation Analysis [50], which takes
training data consisting of pairs of corresponding items 〈xi,yi〉 drawn from
two different feature spaces (xi ∈ X ,yi ∈ Y), and finds maximally corre-
lated linear projections αx and βy of both sets of items into a newly in-
duced common space Z. Since linear projections of the raw features may not
capture the patterns that are necessary to explain the pairing of the data,
KCCA implicitly maps the original items into higher-order spaces X ′ and Y ′
via kernel functions KX = 〈φX (xi) · φX (xj)〉, which compute the dot prod-
uct of two data points xi and xj in a higher-dimensional space X ′ without
requiring the explicit computation of the mapping φX . KCCA then oper-
ates on the two resulting kernel matrices KX [i, j] = 〈φX (xi) · φX (xj)〉 and
KY [i, j] = 〈φY(yi) · φY(yj)〉 which evaluate the kernel functions on pairwise
combinations of items in the training data. It returns two sets of projec-
tion weights, α∗ and β∗, which maximize the correlation between the two
(projected) kernel matrices:
(α∗, β∗) = arg max
α,β
α′KXKY β√
(α′K2Xα + κα′KXα)(β′K
2
Y β + κβ
′KY β)
(3.3)
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This can be cast as a generalized eigenproblem (KX + κI)
−1KY (KY +
κI)−1KXα = λ2α, and solved by partial Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
[45, 101]. The regularization parameter κ penalizes the size of possible so-
lutions, and is used to avoid overfitting, which arises when the matrices are
invertible.
One disadvantage of KCCA is that it requires the two kernel matrices
of the training data to be kept in memory during training. This becomes
prohibitive with very large data sets, but does not cause any problems here,
since our training data consists of only 6,000 items (see Section 4.1).
3.4.2 Using KCCA to Associate Images and
Sentences
KCCA has been successfully used to associate images [45, 51, 44] or image
regions [101] with individual words or sets of tags. In our case, the two
original spaces X = I and Y = S correspond to images and sentences that
describe them. Images i ∈ I are first mapped to vectors KI(i) whose elements
KI(i)(t) = KI(it, i) evaluate the image kernel function KI on i and the t-th
image in Dtrain. Similarly, sentences s ∈ S are mapped to vectors KS(s) that
evaluate the sentence kernel function KS on s and the sentences in Dtrain.
The learned projection weights (α∗, β∗) then map KI(i) and KS(s) into our
induced space Z, in which we expect images to appear near sentences that
describe them well. In a KCCA-based image annotation or search system, we
therefore define f as the cosine similarity (sim) of points in this new space:
fKCCA(i, s) = sim(αKI(i), βKS(s)) (3.4)
We now describe the image and text kernels used by our KCCA systems.
3.5 Image Kernels
In contrast to much of the work done on image description, which assumes
the existence of a large number of preexisting detectors, the image representa-
tions used in this paper are very basic, in that they rely only on three different
kinds of low-level pixel-based perceptual features that capture color, texture
[104], and shape information in the form of SIFT descriptors [70, 105]. We
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believe that this establishes an important baseline, and leave the question of
how more complex image representations affect performance to future work.
We use two different kinds of kernels: a histogram kernel KHisto, which rep-
resents each image as a single histogram of feature values and computes the
similarity of two images as the intersection of their histograms, and a pyramid
kernel KPy [63], which represents each image as a pyramid of nested regions,
and computes the similarity of two images in terms of the intersection of the
histograms of corresponding regions. In both cases, we compute a separate
kernel for each of the three types of image features and average their result.
3.5.1 The Histogram Kernel (KHisto)
Each image xi is represented as a histogram Hi of discrete-valued features,
such that Hi(v) is the fraction of pixels in xi with value v. The similarity
of two images xi and xj is defined as the intersection of their histograms,
i.e. the percentage of pixels that can be mapped onto a pixel with the same
feature value in the other image:
K(xi,xj) =
V∑
v=1
min(Hi(v), Hj(v)) (3.5)
We combine three kernels based on different kinds of visual features: KC
captures color, represented by the three CIELAB coordinates. KT captures
texture, represented by descriptors which capture edge information at differ-
ent orientations centered on the pixel [104]. KS is based on SIFT descriptors,
which capture edge and shape information in a manner that is invariant to
changes in rotation and illumination, and have been shown to be distinct
across possible objects of an image [70, 105]. We use 128 color words, 256
texture words and 256 SIFT words, obtained in an unsupervised fashion by
K-means clustering on 1,000 points of 200 images from the PASCAL 2008
data set [29]. Our final histogram kernel KHisto is the average of the re-
sponses of the three kernels KHistoC , K
Histo
T , K
Histo
S , taken to the pth power:
KHisto(xi,xj) =
[
1
3
∑
F∈{C,S,T}
KHistoF (xi,xj)
]p
(3.6)
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3.5.2 The Pyramid Kernel KPy
The spatial pyramid kernel [63] is a generalization of the histogram kernel
that captures similarities not just at a global, but also at a local level. Each
image xi is represented at multiple levels of scale l (l ∈ {0, 1, 2}) such that
each level partitions the image into a smaller and smaller grid of Cl = 2
l× 2l
cells (C0 = 1, C1 = 4, C2 = 16), and each cell c is represented as a histogram
Hic. The similarity of images xi and xj at level l, I
l
ij, is in turn defined as
the sum of the histogram similarities of their corresponding cells 0l, ..., Cl at
this level:
I lij =
Cl∑
c=0l
V∑
v=1
min(Hic(v), Hjc(v)) (3.7)
Although similarities at level l subsume those at a more fine-grained level
l + 1 (I lij ≥ I l+1ij ), similarities that hold at a more fine-grained level are
deemed more important, since they indicate a greater local similarity. The
pyramid kernel therefore proceeds from the most fine-grained (l = L) down
to the coarsest (whole-image) scale (l = 0), and weights the similarities first
encountered at level l (I lij − I l+1ij ) by 12L−l :
KPy(xi,xj) = I
L
ij +
L−1∑
l=0
1
2L−l
(I lij − I l+1ij ) (3.8)
=
1
2L
I0ij +
L∑
l=1
1
2L−l+1
I lij
We again compute three separate pyramid kernels KPyC , K
Py
T , K
Py
S based on
the same color, texture and SIFT features as described above, and combine
them into a single pyramid kernel KPy, as in equation 3.29.
3.6 Basic Text Kernels
We examine three different basic text kernels: a bag of words (BoW) kernel,
TagRank [51] kernel, and a truncated string kernel (Tri).
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3.6.1 The Bag of Words Kernel (BoW)
Since bag-of-words representations have been successfully used for other tasks
involving text and images (e.g. [39, 44]), we include a basic bag of words
kernel, which ignores word order and represents each caption simply as a
vector of word frequencies. The BoW kernel function is defined as the cosine
similarity of the corresponding bag of words vectors. We either merge the
five captions of each training item into a single document (BoW5), or reduce
each training item to a single, arbitrarily chosen, caption (BoW1). A word’s
frequency can also be reweighted by its IDF-score. As in the nearest neighbor
approach, the IDF-weight of a word w is defined as λw = log
|Dtrain|
|Dtrain(w)|+1 ,
where Dtrain(w) is the subset of training images in whose captions word w
appears at least once. We found the square root of λw (BoW5
√
idf) to give
better results than the standard IDF-score λw (BoW5
idf).
3.6.2 The Tag Rank Kernel (TagRank)
Hwang and Grauman [51] apply KCCA to keyword-based image annotation
and retrieval. They focus on a data set where each image is paired with a
list of tags ranked by their importance, and propose a new kernel for this
kind of data. This so-called tag rank kernel (TagRank) is a variant of the
bag of words kernel that aims to capture the relative importance of tags by
reweighting them according to their position in this list. Although Hwang
and Grauman do not evaluate the ability of their system to associate images
with entire sentences, they also consider another data set in which the lists
of “tags” correspond to the words of descriptive captions, and argue that the
linear order of words in these captions also reflects the relative importance
of the corresponding objects in the image, so that words that appear at the
beginning of the sentence describe more salient aspects of the image.
In the TagRank kernel, each sentence is represented as two vectors, ~a and
~r. In ~a, the weight of each word is based on its absolute position, so that
the first words in each sentence are always assigned a high weight. In this
“absolute tag rank” representation, each caption s is mapped to a vector
~a = [~a(1) . . .~a(|V |)], where |V | is the size of the vocabulary. ~a(i) depends
on the absolute position pi of wi in s (if wi occurs multiple times in s, pi is
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averaged over all its positions). If wi does not occur in s, ~a(i) = 0. Otherwise,
~a(i) =
1
log2(1 + pi)
(3.9)
In ~r, the weight of a word depends on how its current position compares to
the distribution of positions it occupies in the training data. The intuition
behind this “relative rank” representation is that words should have a higher
weight when they occur earlier in the sentence than usual. Here, each caption
s is mapped to a vector ~r = [~r(1) . . . ~r(V )] of relative tag ranks. Again, when
wi does not appear in s, ~r(i) = 0. Otherwise wi’s relative tag rank ~r(i)
indicates what percent of its occurrences in the training data appear after
position pi. Defining nik as the number of times word wi appears in position
k in the training data, and ni =
∑
k nik as the total frequency of wi in the
training data:
~r(i) = 1−
∑pi
k=1 nik
ni
(3.10)
The final kernel KT is given by the average of two χ
2 kernels computed over
~r and ~a (Ω and Ω′ are normalization terms):
KT (xi,xj)=
1
2
[
exp
(−1
2Ω
V∑
k=1
(~ri(k)− ~rj(k))2
~ri(k) + ~rj(k)
)
+exp
(−1
2Ω′
V∑
k=1
(~ai(k)− ~aj(k))2
~ai(k) + ~aj(k)
)]
(3.11)
Since each image in our training data is associated with multiple, indepen-
dently generated captions, we evaluate the kernel separately on each sentence
pair and average the response, instead of treating the multiple sentences as
a single document.
The TagRank kernel is relatively sensitive to overall sentence length, espe-
cially in cases where the subject is preceded by multiple adjectives or other
modifiers (‘a very large brown dog’ vs. ‘a dog’ ). In English, the absolute
tag rank will generally assign very high weights to the subjects of sentences,
lower weight to verbs, and even lower weight to objects or scene descriptions,
which tend to follow the main verb. The relative tag rank may not down-
weight verbs, objects and scene descriptions as much (as long as they are
always used in similar positions in the sentence).
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3.6.3 The Trigram Kernel (Tri)
Since bag-of-words representations ignore which words appear close to each
other in the sentence, they lose important information: an image of ‘a small
child with red hair playing with a large brown dog on white carpet’ looks quite
different from one of ‘a small white dog playing with a large red ball on brown
grass’, although both descriptions share the majority of their words. To
capture this information, we define a trigram kernel as a truncated variant of
string kernels [98] that considers not just how many single words two captions
share, but also how many short sequences (pairs and triples) of words occur
in both.
A word sequence w = w1...wk is an ordered list of words. A sentence
s = s1...sn contains w (w ∈ s) as long as the words in w appear in s in
the order specified by w. That is, the sentence “A large white dog runs and
catches a red ball on the beach” (when lemmatized) contains both the subject-
verb-object triple “dog catch ball” and the subject-verb-location triple “dog
run beach.” Formally, every substring (i, j) = si...sj in s that starts with
si = w1, ends in sj = wk, and contains w is considered a match between s
and w. Ms,w is the set of all substrings in s that match the sequence w:
Ms,w = {(i, j) | w = w1...wk ∈ si...sj, w1 = si, wk = sj} (3.12)
When w is restricted to individual words (k = 1), string kernels are identical
to the standard BoW kernel.
A match between strings s and s′ is a pair of substrings (i, j) ∈ s and
(i′, j′) ∈ s′ that both match the same word sequence w. Standard string
kernels K(s, s′) weight matches by a factor λ(j−i+1)+(j
′−i′+1) that depends
on an adjustable parameter λ and the respective length of the matching
substrings:
K(s, s′) =
∑
w
∑
(i,j)∈Ms,w
∑
(i′,j′)∈Ms′,w
λ(j−i+1)+(j
′−i′+1) (3.13)
In order to distinguish between the length of the matching subsequence,
l(w), and the length of the gaps in (i, j) and (i′, j′), we replace λ by two
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parameters λm, λg, and reformulate this as:
K(s, s′) =
∑
w
∑
(i,j)∈Ms,w
∑
(i′,j′)∈Ms′,w
λ2l(w)m λ
(j−i+1)+(j′−i′+1)−2l(w)
g (3.14)
We found that a gap score of λg = 1, which means that gaps are not
penalized, and a match score of λm = 0.5 perform best on our task.
Although string kernels are generally defined over sequences of arbitrary
length (k ≤ ∞), we found that allowing longer sequences did not seem to im-
pact performance on our task but incurred a significant computational cost.
Intuitively, word pairs and triplets represent most of the linguistic informa-
tion we need to capture beyond the BoW representation, since they include
head-modifier dependencies such as large-dog vs. small-dog and subject-verb-
object dependencies such as child-play-dog vs. dog-play-ball. We therefore
consider only sequences up to length k ≤ 3. With w restricted to sequences
of length k ≤ 3 and ms,w = |Ms,w|, this yields the following “trigram” kernel
(Tri):
KTri(s, s
′) =
∑
w:k≤3
ms,wms′,wλ
2l(w)
m (3.15)
To deal with differences in sentence length, we normalize the kernel re-
sponse between two examples by the geometric mean of the two example
responses with themselves.
Since the trigram kernel also captures sequences that are merely coinci-
dental, such as “large white red”, it may seem advantageous to use richer
syntactic representations such as dependency tree kernels [80], which only
consider word tuples that correspond to syntactic dependencies. However,
such kernels are significantly more expensive to compute, and initial exper-
iments indicated that they may not perform as well as the trigram kernel.
We believe that this is due to the fact that our image captions contain little
syntactic variation, and that hence surface word order may be sufficient to
differentiate e.g. between the agent of an action (whose mention will be the
subject of the sentence) and other participants or entities (whose mentions
will appear after the verb). On the other hand, many of our image captions
contain a lot of syntactic ambiguity (e.g. multiple prepositional phrases), and
a vocabulary that is very distinct from what standard parsers are trained on.
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It may be that we were not able to benefit from using a richer representation
simply because we were not able to recover it with sufficient accuracy.
In order to capture the relative importance of words, we can also reweight
sequences by the IDF (or
√
idf) weight of their words. With λw defined as
before, the IDF-weight of a sequence w = wi...wj is λw =
∏j
k=i λwk . The√
idf-weighted trigram kernel K
Tri
√
idf (Tri5
√
idf) is therefore
K
Tri
√
idf(s, s
′) =
∑
w:k≤3
λwms,wms′,wλ
2l(w)
m (3.16)
3.7 Extending the Trigram Kernel with
Lexical Similarities
One obvious shortcoming of the basic text kernels is that they require ex-
act matches between words, and cannot account for the fact that the same
situation, event, or entity can be described in a variety of ways (see Fig-
ure 2.3 for examples). One way of capturing this linguistic diversity is
through lexical similarities which allow us to define partial matches between
words based on their semantic relatedness. Lexical similarity have found suc-
cess in other tasks, e.g. semantic role labeling [19], but have not been fully
exploited for image description. Ordonez et al. [82] define explicit equiva-
lence classes of synonyms and hyponyms to increase the natural language
vocabulary corresponding to each of their object detectors (e.g. the word
“Dalmatian” may trigger the dog detector), but do not change the under-
lying, pre-trained detectors themselves, ignoring the potential variation of
appearance between, e.g., different breeds of dog. Similarly, the generative
model of Yang et al. [111] can produce a variety of words for each type of
detected object or scene, but given an object or scene label, the word choice
itself is independent of the visual features. We therefore also investigate the
effect of incorporating different kinds of lexical similarities into the trigram
kernel that allow us to capture partial matches between words. We did not
explore the effect of incorporating lexical similarities into the tag-rank kernel,
since it is unclear how they should affect the computation of ranks within a
sentence.
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String Kernels with Lexical Similarities
Since standard lexical similarities simS (w,wi) do not necessarily yield valid
kernel functions, we follow Bloehdorn et al. [8] and use these similarities to
map each word w to vectors ~wS in an N -dimensional space, defined by a
fixed vocabulary of size N . Each vector component ~wS (i) corresponds to the
similarity of w and wi as defined by S :
~wS (i) = simS (w,wi) (3.17)
We then define the corresponding word kernel function κS (w,w
′), which cap-
tures the partial match of words w and w′ according to S , as the cosine of
the angle between ~wS and ~w
′
S :
κS (w,w
′) = cos(~wS , ~w ′S ) (3.18)
S may only be defined over a subset of the vocabulary. The similarity of
words outside of its vocabulary is defined by the identify function, as in the
standard string kernel.
The similarity of sequences w and w′ of length l is defined as the product
of the word kernels over the corresponding pairs of sequence elements wi, w
′
i:
σS (w,w
′) =
l∏
i=1
κS (wi, w
′
i) (3.19)
If σS (w) = {w′ | σS (w′,w) > 0, l(w′) = l(w)} is the set of sequences that
have a non-zero match with w, the string kernel KS with similarity S is:
KS (s, s
′) =
∑
w
∑
w′∈σS (w)
ms,wms′,w′λ
2l(w)
m σS (w
′,w) (3.20)
To obtain the IDF-weighted version of this kernel, K
√
idf
S (s, s
′), the inner
term is multiplied by
√
λwλw′ :
KS (s, s
′) =
∑
w
∑
w′∈σS (w)
√
λwλw′ms,wms′,wλ
2l(w)
m σS (w
′,w) (3.21)
In our experiments, we use the trigram variants of these kernels, and restrict
w again to sequences of length k ≤ 3.
We consider three different kinds of lexical similarities: the WordNet-based
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Lin similarity [68] (σLin), a distributional similarity metric (σD), and a novel
alignment-based similarity metric (σA), which takes advantage of the fact
that each image is associated with five independently generated captions. All
metrics are computed on our training corpus. We also computed the Distri-
butional similarity on the British National Corpus [9]. We lemmaized both
corpora, and removed stop words before similarities are computed. Since
almost any pair of words will have a non-zero similarity, the word kernel
matrices are very dense, but since most of these similarities are very close to
zero, they have very little effect on the resulting kernel. We therefore zero
out entries smaller than 0.05 in the alignment-based kernel κA and less than
0.01 in any distributional kernel κDC .
The Lin Similarity Kernel (σLin)
Lin similarity [68] relies on the hypernym/hyponym relations in WordNet
[33] as well as corpus statistics. WordNet is a directed graph in which the
nodes (“synsets”) represent word senses and the edges indicate is-a relations:
a parent sense (e.g., dog1) is a hypernym of its children (e.g., poodle1 or
dachshund1). Kernels based on Lin’s similarity have been found to perform
well on tasks such as text categorization [8]. But with the exception of
Farhadi et al. [32], who incorporate Lin’s similarity into their model, but
do not evaluate what benefit they obtain from it, WordNet’s hypernym-
hyponym relations have only been used superficially for associating images
and text [109, 82, 43]. The Lin similarity of two word senses si, sj is defined
as
simLin(si, sj) =
2 logP (LCS(si, sj))
logP (si) + logP (sj)
(3.22)
LCS(s1, s2) refers to the lowest common subsumer of s1 and s2 in WordNet,
i.e. the most specific synset that is an ancestor (hypernym) of both s1 and
s2. P (s) is the probability that a randomly drawn word is an instance of
synset s or any of its descendants (hyponyms). We use our training data
to estimate P (s), and follow Bloehdorn et al. [8] in assigning each word w
its most frequent (first) noun sense sw in WordNet 3.0. Hence, we represent
each word w with WordNet sense s as a vector ~wLin of Lin similarities over
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its hypernyms H(sw):
~wLin(i) =

2×log(f(si))
log(f(s))+log(f(si))
si ∈ H(s)
1 sw = si
0 otherwise
(3.23)
3.7.1 Distributional Similarity (σDC)
Distributional similarity metrics are based on the observation that words
that are similar to each other tend to appear in similar contexts [54]. The
components of ~wDC are the non-negative pointwise mutual information scores
(PMI) of w and wi, computed on the corpus C:
~wDC(i) = max
[
0, log2
PC(w,wi)
PC(w)PC(wi)
]
(3.24)
PC(w) is the probability that a random sentence in C contains w, and
PC(w,wi) is the probability that a random sentence in C contains both w
and wi. We compute two variants of the same metric: σDic is computed
on the image captions in our training corpus, and is defined over the co-
occurrences of the 1,928 words that appear at least 5 times in this corpus,
while σDBNC uses the British National Corpus [9], and is defined for the 1,874
words that appear at least 5 times in both corpora, but considers their PMI
scores against the 141,656 words that appear at least 5 times in the BNC.
Alignment-Based Similarity (σA)
We also propose a novel, alignment-based, similarity metric (σA), which takes
advantage of the fact that each image is associated with five independently
generated captions, and is specifically designed to capture how likely two
words are to describe the same event or entity in our data set. We borrow the
concept of alignment from machine translation [10], but instead of aligning
the words of sentences in two different languages, we align pairs of captions
that describe the same image.2 This results in a similarity metric that has
better coverage on our data set than WordNet based metrics, and is much
more specific than distributional similarities which capture broad topical
2The concept of aligning two sentence to incorporate domain knowledge has been found
useful in many NLP tasks such as paraphrase detection (e.g. [11]) or entailment (e.g. [62])
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relatedness rather than semantic equivalence. Instead of aligning complete
captions, we have found it beneficial to align nouns and verbs independently
of each other, and to ignore all other parts of speech. We create two versions
of the training corpus, one consisting of only the nouns of each caption, and
another one consisting only of the verbs of each caption. We then use Giza++
[81] to train IBM alignment models 1–2 [10] over all pairs of noun or verb
captions of the same image to obtain two sets of translation probabilities,
one over nouns (Pn(·|w)) and one over verbs (Pv(·|w)). Finally, we combine
the noun and verb translation probabilities as a sum weighted by the relative
frequency with which the word w was tagged as a noun (Pn(w)) or verb
(Pv(w)) in the training corpus. The ith entry in wA is therefore:
~wA(i) = Pn(wi|w)Pn(w) + Pv(wi|w)Pv(w) (3.25)
We define the noun and verb vocabulary as follows: words that appear at
least 5 times as a noun, and are tagged as a noun in at least 50% of their
occurrences, are considered nouns. But since verbs are more polysemous than
nouns (leading to broader translation probabilities) and are often mistagged
as nouns in our domain, we only include those words as verbs that are tagged
as verbs at least 25 times, and in at least 25% of their occurrences. This
results in 1180 noun and 143 verb lemmas, including 11 that can be nouns
or verbs. We use the OpenNLP3 POS tagger before lemmatization.
Comparing the Similarity Metrics (Table 3.1)
Table 3.1 illustrates the different similarity metrics, using the words rider
and swim as examples. While distributional similarities are high for words
that are topically related (e.g., swim and pool), the alignment similarity
tends to be high for words that can be used to describe the same entity
(usually synonyms or hyper/hyponyms) or activity such as swim or paddle.
Distributional similarities that are obtained from the image captions are very
specific to our domain. The BNC similarities are much broader and help
overcome data sparsity, although the BNC has relatively low coverage of the
kinds of sports that occur in our data set. The Lin similarity associates swim
with hypernyms such as sport and activity, or other kinds of sport such as
football or soccer. This makes it the least suitable similarity for our task (see
3https://opennlp.apache.org/
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Comparing similarity metrics: The five words most similar to rider and swim
Alignment Distributional Lin
Corpus Strain Strain BNC Strain
w wi σA wi σDic wi σDBNC wi σLin
rider biker 0.86 bike 0.41 ride 0.21 traveler 0.94
bicyclist 0.82 dirt 0.35 horse 0.20 cyclist 0.89
cyclist 0.79 motocross 0.33 race 0.19 bicyclist 0.89
bmx 0.75 motorcycle 0.33 bike 0.17 horseman 0.84
bicycler 0.73 ride 0.33 jockey 0.16 jockey 0.84
swim retrieve 0.56 pool 0.53 fish 0.21 bathe 0.85
paddle 0.54 trunk 0.35 water 0.18 sport 0.85
dive 0.52 water 0.34 sea 0.18 football 0.77
come 0.38 dive 0.30 pool 0.18 activity 0.75
wade 0.31 goggles 0.29 beach 0.17 soccer 0.73
Table 3.1: A comparison of lexical similarities for the noun rider and the
verb swim.
also Section 4.3.4 for experimental results), since these terms should not be
considered similar for our purposes of identifying the different ways in which
visually similar events or entities can be described.
Combining Different Similarities
Combining the different distributional and the alignment-based similarities
allows us to capture the different strengths of each method. We define an
averaged similarity which captures aspects of the distributional similarities
computed over both corpora:
κDBNC,ic(w,w
′) =
κDBNC(w,w
′) + κDic(w,w
′)
2
(3.26)
For every distributional kernel κD(w,w
′), we also define a variant κD+A(w,w′)
which incorporates alignment-based similarities by taking the maximum of
either kernel:4
κD+A(w,w
′) = max(κA(w,w′), κA(w,w′)) (3.27)
4This operation may not preserve the positive definiteness of the matrix required to be a
valid kernel, but this simply means we effectively use (plain) CCA with this representation.
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3.8 Linear Model Experiments
The following section is taken from Hodosh and Hockenmaier [48] c© 2013
IEEE.
Moving forward from the models previously described, there were two ma-
jor disadvantages that stood out. Datasets for image description had already
begun to grow rapidly (and now there are datasets, such as the MS COCO
dataset [69] with 82,783 training images) and the previous models use ker-
nelized features. The required computations to compute the kernel matrices
for KCCA grows quadratically with dataset size and therefore, it quickly be-
comes intractable without the use of approximations. In addition, we wanted
a model that could be evaluated much quicker on unseen text and images,
without needing to recompute the kernel functions across training examples.
The other main issue is that by working with kernelized features, it may be
less clear how a change in representation affects performance, especially since
the overall performance is defined by an induced dense space that may not
have easily interpretable dimensions. Therefore, we introduce a new linear
model that represents the interaction between vision and language explic-
itly to explore how language is effecting the modeling of sentences that can
give us insite into what unique aspects of language need to be modeled. In
Chapter 4, we will examine some insight from this approach.
3.8.1 Linear Model Definition
Our linear model is based on the PAMIR model [39] which has had success
in the domain of tag-based queries of images. In theory, an image’s captions
should fit the image better than any other image (and vise versa). Therefore,
this model’s approach is to treat the problem of learning these preferences as
solving the RankSVM optimization problem, as proposed by Joachims [53].
In order to encode such preferences, we explicitly train a linear classifier to
have a stronger response to a relevant caption than other captions for a given
image. The set of training examples we train our linear classifier on, Dtrain ,
is a set of triples of the form (i, c+, c−), where i is an image of the dataset, c+
is a caption that is relevant for the image, and c− is a caption that does not
fit the image. Since we only care that c+ is ranked higher than c− for i, the
loss we want to consider, `((i, c+, c−),w), is the hinge loss of applying the
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current model weights, w, to the difference between the representation of c+
and c− when paired with image i, where Φ(i, c) is the feature representation
when image i is paired with caption c:
`((i, c+, c−),w) = max(0, 1− 〈w,Φ(i, c+)−Φ(i, c−)〉) (3.28)
The objective we seek to minimize (based on [95]) is:
min
w
λ
2
||w||2 + 1|Dtrain |
∑
(i,c+,c−)∈Dtrain
`((i, c+, c−),w) (3.29)
where the parameter λ balances minimizing the loss on the training data
with regularization. Explicitly modeling the representation of the entries of
Dtrain can become intractable as the size of the dataset grows, and calcu-
lating the loss of all pairs in Dtrain can be quickly become computationally
prohibitive. However, by training this SVM through online updates in the
primal space, we can avoid the potentially intractable memory and compu-
tation costs. Therefore, we use a modified version of the Pegasos [96] imple-
mentation of the Sofia-ml toolkit [95] to minimize the objective. The mod-
ifications allow for storing the image and caption indices that define Dtrain
separately from their respective feature representations. This significantly
cuts down on redundancy in memory (at the expense of some computational
efficiency). Pegasos is an iterative approach that involves sampling an image
and a caption of each type, and then taking a local gradient step to minimize
the objective based on the sampled triplet similar to stochastic gradient de-
scent.5 Furthermore, after each iteration, the weight vector is projected to
bound the maximum L2 norm of the weights during training, with provides
theoretical convergence time guarantees.
Although designed for image search based on tags rather than English
sentences, the framing of the objective is nearly identical to PAMIR [39],
except that PAMIR is trained as a perceptron which results in a different
form of regularization and Grangier et al. explicitly trained on all possible
positive and negative pairs each iteration.
5Typically Pegasos samples k training examples at a time and updates based on the
gradient involving all those examples. However Shalev-Shwartz et al. [96] found perfor-
mance to be roughly constant for a fixed value of kT where T is the number of iterations
on their examined tasks.
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3.8.2 Feature representation
As a basic model, as with PAMIR [39], we define our feature representation
for an image-caption pair, Φ(i, c), to be the outer product of the independent
image and caption features: Φ(i, c)m,n = Φ(i)mΦ(c)n. By decomposing the
feature space into separate image and caption features, storing the explicit
representation of every used pair is not needed, and instead just the rep-
resentation of the images and captions separately, at the expense of some
computational time.
3.8.3 Image Features
In order to scale to large datasets, we wanted to use image features that
are efficient to compute and require a small amount of memory per image,
while still being expressive enough to serve as a starting point for image
description. Therefore, we use the binary meta-class features of Bergamo and
Torresani [5] which were designed for object classification. When combined
with a linear classifier, the meta-class features were found to be state of the
art on the the Caltech256 benchmark [41] and were competitive on the 2010
ImageNet Challenge [4]. Each image is represented as a binary feature vector,
in which each bit corresponds to the output of a pre-trained variant of the LP-
β classifier [38]. The original LP-β classifier relies on non-linear classification
through kernels and has shown state-of-the-art results on multiple image
categorization benchmarks. Bergamo and Torresani approximate the kernels
of LP-β through Vedaldi and Zisserman’s “lifting” method [106], resulting in
speedups of several orders of magnitude during training. They take images
from 8,000 randomly sampled synsets of ImageNet [21] and train two types of
classifiers for meta-class representation. Then, they train one-vs-all classifiers
on these synsets, and also classifiers that partition the synsets into a tree-
structure. This results in a final dimensionality of 15,232 bits.
3.8.4 Text features
As a baseline representation, we simply define a binary bag-of-words repre-
sentation of each caption c, where Φ(c)w = 1 if word w appears in caption
c and 0 otherwise. We started with the binary representation since words
are often not repeated in a caption. Naively, when a word such as “man” is
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repeated, it is unclear if the appropriate representation should be twice as
much “man”. The image could have two separate men that ideally should be
modeled separately or the caption could just be referring to different aspects
of the same man. We also apply IDF weighting to each of the text features,
where if word w occurs in caption c, Φ(c)w = λw = log(
|Ctrain |
|Ctrain (w)|) where Ctrain
is the set of captions associated with training images and Ctrain(w) is the set
of those captions that contain word w. Therefore, features corresponding to
rarer words that are more discriminative for the dataset are up-weighted. In
order to account for differences in sentence length, we also consider normal-
izing the final feature vector of each caption (with or without IDF weighting
beforehand) to make its L2 norm equal to 1 (Φ(c)′w =
Φ(c)w√∑
w∈c Φ(c)2w)
).
In our previous KCCA models, we could incorporate multiple word se-
quences and similarity between different words into their kernel representa-
tion. However, since the kernelized representation avoids explicitly modeling
the text representation, the complexity of the kernels can be increased with-
out directly increasing the dimensionality of the representation or model
complexity. In a more explicit setting, there would have to be an active
feature corresponding to every possible word sequence of a caption, and in-
corporating the similarity naively would require an active feature for every
sequence that has a non-zero similarity to a sequence of the caption, as well.
It remains unclear how to include these features and have the model remain
tractable in computation and memory in a more explicit setting. In Chapter
5, we will examine the use of word embeddings to solve this issue.
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Chapter 4
Ranking Based Evaluation
The primary focus of this chapter will be evaluating and analyzing the KCCA
[3, 45] models of Chapter 3. It reflects the state of research around the pub-
lication of Hodosh et al. [49] and Hodosh and Hockenmaier [48]. In the last
section, we will discuss and analyze the linear model and the findings it af-
forded us. Later in the thesis, (Chapters 6, 7, and 8), we will further analyze
and address issues in evaluation of the state-of-the-art.1
In order to evaluate scoring functions f(i, s) for image-caption pairs, we
need to evaluate their ability to associate previously unseen images and cap-
tions with each other. In analogy to caption generation systems, we first ex-
amine metrics that aim to measure the quality of a single image-description
pair (Section 4.2). Here, we focus on the image annotation task, and restrict
our attention to the first caption returned for each test item, and a subset
of our systems. We collect graded human judgments from small number
of native speakers of American English, and investigate whether these “ex-
pert” judgments can be approximated with automatically computed BLEU
[83] or ROUGE [67] scores, or with simpler crowdsourced human judgments
that can be collected on a much larger scale. In Section 4.3, we consider
approaches to evaluation that aim to measure the quality of the ranked list
of image-caption pairs returned by each system, and allow us to evaluate a
large number of systems. For reasons of space, we focus most of our discus-
sion again on only a subset of our systems, and refer the interested reader
to Appendix E.2 for complete results. Since the candidate pool contains one
sentence or image that was originally associated with the query image or
1The following chapter details the evaluation and analysis as taken from Hodosh,
Young, and Hockenmaier (2013), “Framing Image Description as a Ranking Task: Data,
Models and Evaluation Metrics” Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 47, 853-889
and Hodosh and Hockenmaier, “Sentence-based image description with scalable, explicit
models,” CVPR Workshops 2013, 294-300. c© 2013 IEEE. The writing in both works were
a collaborative effort.
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sentence, we first compare systems by the rank and recall of this original
item. These metrics can be computed automatically, but should only be
considered lower bounds on actual performance, since each image may be as-
sociated with a number of captions that describe it well or perhaps with only
minor errors. We then show that the crowdsourced human judgments can
be mapped to binary relevance judgments that correlate well with the more
fine-grained expert judgments, and consider metrics based on these relevance
judgments.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We now describe the data, the tasks, and the systems we evaluate in our
experiments.
4.1.1 The Data
Since the PASCAL 2008 data set contains only a total of 1,000 images, we
perform our experiments exclusively on the Flickr8K set. We split 8,000
images from this corpus (see Section 2.2) into three disjoint sets. The training
data Dtrain = 〈Itrain, Strain〉 consists of 6,000 images, each associated with five
captions, whereas the test and development data, Dtest and Ddev, each consist
of 1,000 images associated with one, arbitrarily chosen, caption. All captions
are preprocessed by spellchecking with Linux spell, normalizing compound
words (e.g., t-shirt, t shirt, and tee-shirt → t-shirt), stop word removal, and
lemmatization.
4.1.2 The Tasks
We evaluate our systems on two tasks, sentence-based image annotation (or
description) and sentence-based image search. For image search, the task is
to return a ranked list of the 1,000 images in Itest for each of the captions
(queries) in Stest. Image annotation is defined analogously as a retrieval
problem: the task is to return a ranked list of the 1,000 captions in Stest for
each of the 1,000 test (query) images in Itest. In both cases, the ranked lists
are produced independently for each of the 1,000 possible queries.
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4.1.3 The Systems
We have a total of 30 different systems, each of which uses either a nearest-
neighbor approach or KCCA, paired with a different combination of image
and text representations. But for the purposes of discussing different evalua-
tion metrics, we will focus on only a small number of these systems: the best-
performing nearest-neighbor-based system, NN (NN5idfF1), and a small number
of KCCA-based systems with with different text kernels: BoW1 and BoW5
both use the simple bag-of-words kernel. TagRank uses the kernel of Hwang
and Grauman [51], Tri5 uses the trigram kernel, and Tri5Sem (Tri5
√
idf
A,DBNC+ic
in Appendix E.2) uses the
√
idf-reweighted trigram kernel with all distribu-
tional and the alignment-based similarities. With the exception of BoW1,
where we have arbitrarily selected a single caption for each training image,
all other models use all five captions for the training images. For BoW5, we
merge them into a single document. In all other cases, we follow Moschitti
[79] and sum the kernel responses over the cross product of sentences before
normalization. All of these systems (including NN) use the pyramid kernel
as their image representation. For the large-scale evaluations in Section 4.3,
the scores of all models are given in Appendix E.2.
All our systems use the KCCA implementation of Hardoon et al. [45],
which allows us to vary the regularization parameter κ. We also vary n,
the number of dimensions (largest eigenvalues) in the learned projection The
allowable values for these parameters were based on early exploratory ex-
periments. In the experiments reported in this paper, κ is sampled from 4
possible values (0.1, 0.5, 1, 5), and n is chosen from 46 possible values in the
range of (10, 6000). There are two additional parameters that are fixed in
advance for each text image kernel pair: the image kernels are either squared
or cubed, and the text kernels are regularized by multiplying the values on
the diagonal by a factor d in the range of (1, 15).
For each kernel and for each of the two tasks (image annotation and
search), we then use the development set to pick five settings of n and κ
that maximize the recall of the original item as the first result, five settings
that maximize its recall among the first five results, and five settings that
maximize its recall among the first ten results, yielding a total of 15 different
models for each pair of kernels and each task. For each query image (anno-
tation) or caption (search) in the test set, each of these 15 models returns
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The selected caption ...
... describes the image
without any errors
(score = 4)
... describes the image 
with minor errors 
(score = 3)
... is somewhat 
related to the image
(score = 2)
... is unrelated
to the image
(score = 1)
A girl wearing a 
yellow shirt and 
sunglasses smiles.
A man climbs 
up a sheer wall 
of ice.
A Miami basketball 
player dribbles by an 
Arizona State player.
A group of people 
walking a city street in 
warm weather.
A boy jumps into 
the blue pool 
water.
A dog in a grassy field, 
looking up.
Basketball players in 
action.
A man riding a motor 
bike kicks up dirt.
Dogs pulling
a sled in a 
sled race. 
Two little girls 
practice martial 
arts.
A snowboarder in the 
air over a snowy 
mountain.
A child jumping 
on a tennis court.
A boy in a blue life 
jacket jumps into the 
water.
A black dog with 
a purple collar 
running.
Figure 4.1: Our 1–4 rating scale for the fine-grained expert judgments, with
actual examples returned by our best model (Tri5Sem).
a ranking of all 1,000 test items (sentences or images). To combine these
15 rankings, we use Borda counts [103], a simple, deterministic method for
rank aggregation: with N items to be ranked, each system assigns a score
of N − r to the item it ranks in position r = 0...N − 1, and the final rank
of each item is determined by the sum of its scores across all systems. We
break ties between items by the median of their ranks across all models.
4.2 Metrics for the Quality of Individual
Image-Caption Pairs
Before we consider metrics that consider the quality of the ranked list of
results (Section 4.3), we first examine metrics that measure the quality of
individual image-caption pairs.
4.2.1 Human Evaluation with Graded ‘Expert’
Judgments
‘Expert’ scores The decision of how well a caption describes an image
ultimately requires human judgment. For the caption generation task, a
number of different evaluation schemes have been proposed for image de-
scription: Ordonez et al. [82] presented judges with a caption produced by
their model and asked them to make a forced choice between a random im-
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age and the image the caption was produced for, and Kuznetsova et al. [61]
asked judges to choose between captions from two of their models for a given
test image. Such forced choice tasks may give a clear ranking of models, but
cannot be compared across different experiments unless the output of each
system is made publicly available. One advantage of framing image descrip-
tion as a ranking task is that different systems can be compared directly on
the same test pool. Forced choice evaluations also do not directly measure
the quality of the captions. Following common practice in natural language
generation, Yang et al. [111] and Kulkarni et al. [60] evaluated captions on a
graded scale for relevance and readability, while Li et al. [65] added a “cre-
ativity” score, and Mitchell et al. [78] compared systems based on whether
the captions describe the “main aspects” of the images, introduce objects
in an appropriate order, are semantically correct, and seemed to have been
written by a human.
Since the captions in our test pool are all produced by people, we do not
need to evaluate their linguistic quality, and can focus on their semantic cor-
rectness. In order to obtain a fine-grained assessment of description quality,
we asked three different judges to score image-caption pairs returned by our
systems on a graded scale from 1 to 4. The judges were 21 adult native
speakers of American English, mostly recruited from among the local gradu-
ate student population. In contrast to the anonymous crowdsourcing-based
evaluation described in Section 4.3.2, we will refer to them as ‘experts’. The
rating scale is illustrated in Figure 4.1 with actual examples returned by our
models. A score of 4 means that the caption describes the image perfectly
(without any mistakes), a score of 3 that the caption almost describes the
image (minor mistakes are allowed, e.g. in the number of entities), whereas
a score of 2 indicates that the caption only describes some aspects of the im-
age, but could not be used as its description, and a score of 1 indicates that
the caption bears no relation to the image. The online appendix of Hodosh
et al. [49] contains our annotation guidelines.2 Annotators took on average
ten minutes per 50 image-caption pairs, and all image-caption pairs were
judged independently by three different annotators. Inter-annotator agree-
ment, measured as Krippendorff α [58], is high (α = 0.81) [2]. The final score
of each image-caption pair was obtained by averaging the three individual
2http://www.jair.org/papers/paper3994.html
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Quality of first caption (image annotation)
Cumulative distribution of expert scores (% ≥ X)
= 4.0 ≥ 3.66 ≥ 3.33 ≥3.0 ≥ 2.66 ≥ 2.33 ≥ 2.0
Random 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.1 1.5 2.9 7.8
NN 3.4 4.1 5.2 8.5 11.4 16.3 27.1
BoW1 6.6 8.1 9.9 18.3 22.9 29.7 44.2
BoW5 9.7 11.8 13.6 19.8 24.7 33.0 46.9
TagRank 9.6 12.3 14.2 21.1 25.8 32.9 46.2
Tri5Sem 11.0 13.3 15.7 23.0 28.1 36.9 53.0
Table 4.1: Cumulative distribution of expert judgments on our 1–4 scale
(Figure 4.1), indicating what percentage of image-caption pairs are judged
to be at or above a given score. Scores are averaged over three judges.
Superscripts indicate statistically significant difference to Tri5Sem ( : p ≤
0.1,  : p ≤ 0.05,  : p ≤ 0.01).
scores. Since this is the most time-consuming evaluation, we only judged the
highest-ranked caption for each test image on the annotation task, and only
focused on the subset of our models described above. To gauge the difficulty
of this task on our data set, we also include a random baseline.
Since we only evaluate a single caption for each image, we are interested
in the percentage of images for which a suitable caption was returned. We
therefore show each model’s cumulative distribution of test items with scores
at or above thresholds ranging from 4.0 to 2.0. Each threshold can be inter-
preted as a more or less strict mapping of the fine-grained scores into binary
relevance judgments. In order to assess whether the difference between mod-
els at any given threshold reaches statistical significance, we use McNemar’s
significance test, a paired, non-parametric test that has been advocated for
the evaluation of binary classifiers [24]. Given the output of models A and B
on the same set of items, McNemar’s test considers only the items on which
A and B’s output differ (the ‘discordant pairs’ of output) to test the null
hypothesis that both outputs are drawn from the same underlying popula-
tion. Among these discordant pairs, it compares the proportion of items for
which model A is successful but model B is not with the proportion of items
for which Model B is successful but model A is not. In our results tables, 
superscripts indicate whether the difference between a model and Tri5Sem
is statistically significant ( : p ≤ 0.1,  : p ≤ 0.05,  : p ≤ 0.01).
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‘Expert’ results (Table 4.1) We first interpret the “expert” scores as bi-
nary relevance judgments, and therefore show their cumulative distribution
for different thresholds in. We see very clear differences between the random
baseline, NN, and the KCCA models at all thresholds. The differences be-
tween NN and the random model, as well as between any KCCA model and
NN are highly significant (p < 0.001) at any threshold. While the random
baseline returns a perfect caption for 0.5% of the images, and a good caption
(assuming a threshold of ≥ 2.66) for 1.5% of the images, our best KCCA
model, Tri5Sem, returns a perfect caption for 11.0% and a good caption
for 28.1% of the images. However, the differences among the KCCA models
are more subtle, and may only become apparent at lower thresholds. There
is no significant difference between BoW5 and TagRank at any threshold,
but they are both significantly better than BoW1 (p< 0.001) at thresholds
of 3.33 and above. Tri5Sem outperforms all other models, but the differ-
ences to BoW5 and TagRank only reach statistical significance when the
threshold of what is considered a suitable caption is lowered to either 3.33
(p = 0.06) or 3.0 (p = 0.01), or to 2.66 (p = 0.08) or to 2.33 (p = 0.005).
This lack of statistical significance can be partially explained by the fact that
McNemar’s test has relatively low power when the percentage of items on
which the two models are successful is very low, as is the case for the higher
thresholds here. We will show in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 below that there is
a very significant difference between Tri5Sem and these two models on image
annotation once we extend the analysis beyond the highest-ranked caption.
This shows that evaluations that are only based on a single caption returned
per image may fail to uncover significant differences between models that
become apparent once multiple results are considered. It may also be impor-
tant to consider performance on both annotation and retrieval. On the image
retrieval task, we will see that Tri5Sem significantly outperforms all other
models even when only the first result is considered. Table 4.1 also reveals
another artifact of McNemar’s test: since it is not based on absolute differ-
ences in performance but on the number of discordant pairs, the difference
between BoW1 and Tri5Sem at thresholds 2.66 and 2.0 is considered less
significant than that between BoW5 and Tri5Sem at the same thresholds,
even though BoW1’s scores are lower than BoW5’s. In Table 4.2, we present
the systems’ average expert scores, and use Fisher’s Randomization Test to
determine statistical significance. According to this evaluation, Tri5Sem is
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very significantly better than all other models (p ≤ 0.0001 in all cases), but
since the average score of Tri5Sem is only 2.08, this difference is not reflected
at the higher thresholds in the cumulative distribution shown in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 Automatic Evaluation with BLEU and ROUGE
Since human judgments are expensive and time-consuming to collect, we now
examine how well they can be approximated by BLEU [83] and ROUGE
[66], two standard metrics for machine translation and summarization.
BLEU and ROUGE scores BLEU and ROUGE scores can be com-
puted automatically from a number of reference captions, and have been used
to evaluate a number of caption generation systems [60, 82, 65, 61, 111, 43],
although it is unclear how well they correlate with human judgments on this
task.
Given a caption s and an image i that is associated with a set of reference
captions Ri, the BLEU score of a proposed image-caption pair (i, s) is
based on the n-gram precision of s against Ri, while ROUGE is based on
the corresponding n-gram recall. As is common for image description, we
only consider unigram-based scores (only 3.5% of all possible image-caption
pairs in the test have a non-zero bigram-based BLEU-2 score, but 39.4% set
have a non-zero BLEU-1 score). We also ignore BLEU’s brevity penalty,
since our data set has relatively little variation in sentence length, and we
would like to avoid penalizing short, but generic captions that include few
details but are otherwise correct. Hence, if cs(w) is the number of times word
w occurs in s:
Bleu(i, s) =
∑
w∈smin(cs(w),maxr∈Ricr(w))∑
w∈s cs(w)
(4.1)
Rouge(i, s) =
∑
r∈Ri
∑
w∈rmin(cs(w),cr(w))∑
r∈Ri
∑
w∈r cr(w)
Both reference and candidate captions are preprocessed. We first tokenize the
sentences with the OpenNLP3 tools. Then we break up hyphenated words,
stripping out non-alphanumeric and hyphen characters, and converting all
words to lower case. Following the work of Lin [66], we use a stemmer [87]
3http://opennlp.apache.org
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and remove stopwords before compute ROUGE scores. We compute the
BLEU and ROUGE score of a system as the average BLEU or ROUGE
scores of all items in the test set.4
We use Fisher’s Randomization Test [37, 100] to assess the statistical sig-
nificance of the difference between models. This is a paired, sampling-based
test that evaluates the null hypothesis that the results of models A and B are
produced by the same underlying distribution. In each sample, the scores
that A and B assign to each test item are randomly reassigned to the two
models, and p-values are obtained by comparing the actual difference between
A and B’s performance to the fraction of samples with equal or greater dif-
ference between the models. We sample 100,000 reassignments of the entire
test set.
BLEU and ROUGE results (Table 4.2) Table 4.2 shows the average
BLEU and ROUGE scores of the highest ranked caption pairs returned by
each image annotation systems, computed against a reference pool consist-
ing of the five original captions for each test image (including the caption
that was randomly selected to be part of the candidate pool). These scores
lead to the same broad conclusions as the average expert scores: all metrics
find very clear differences (p < 0.0001) between the random baseline and
any of the other models, as well as between NN and any of the KCCA mod-
els, and none find any significant difference between BoW5 and TagRank.
Tri5Sem outperforms the other KCCA models according to all metrics, but
both the expert evaluation and ROUGE find a much larger difference to
BoW5 (Experts: p ≤ 0.0001, ROUGE: p < 0.001) than to TagRank (Ex-
perts: p = 0.001, ROUGE: p = 0.005). BLEU only finds a significant
difference to TagRank (p < 0.05), but not to BoW5 (p < 0.05), which in-
dicates BLEU may be less well suited to identify more subtle differences
between systems.
Agreement of BLEU and ROUGE with ‘expert’ scores Since it
is difficult to measure directly how well the BLEU and ROUGE scores
agree with the expert judgments, we consider a number of different relevance
4A system’s BLEU score is usually computed at the corpus level, but since we are only
dealing with unigram scores and evaluate all systems on sentences from the same corpus,
the averaged sentence-level BLEU scores of our systems we report are almost identical
(r > 0.997) to their corpus-level BLEU scores.
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Avg. score of first caption
(image annotation)
Expert BLEU ROUGE
Random 1.22 0.31 0.04
NN 1.57 0.35 0.11
BoW1 1.90 0.43 0.14
BoW5 1.98 0.46 0.15
TagRank 1.99 0.46 0.15
Tri5Sem 2.08 0.48 0.17
Table 4.2: Comparison of averaged scores according to the 4-point ‘expert’
evaluation (Figure 4.1), BLEU and ROUGE, using all five test captions as
reference. Superscripts indicate statistically significant difference to Tri5Sem
(  : p ≤ 0.1,  : p ≤ 0.05,  : p ≤ 0.01).
thresholds for each type of score (θB, θR, and θE), and turn them into binary
relevance judgments. This allows us to use Cohen’s κ [18] to measure the
agreement between the corresponding binarized scores. Since BLEU and
ROUGE both require a set of reference captions for each test image, we
compare four different ways of defining the set of reference captions (for
detailed scores, see Tables E.1 and E.2 in Appendix E).
Since our data set contains multiple descriptions for each image, we first
use all five captions as reference. In this setting, BLEU reaches the best
agreement (κ = 0.72) against θE = 4.0 with θB = 1.0 or against θE ≥ 3.6
with θB ≥ 0.8. However, such high BLEU scores are generally only obtained
when the system proposes the original caption. ROUGE has much lower
agreement (κ = 0.54) against the expert scores, obtained at θR ≥ 0.4 vs.
θE ≥ 4.0 or θE ≥ 3.6, or θR ≥ 0.3 against θE ≥ 3.0. Since other data sets
may have only one caption per image, we also evaluate against a reference
corpus that consists only of the single caption in the test pool. In this case,
both metrics reach again the highest agreement against an expert threshold
of θE = 4.0 (BLEU: κ = 0.71, ROUGE: κ = 0.69), with thresholds of
θB ≥ 0.8, and θR ≥ 0.9. We conclude that neither BLEU nor ROUGE are
useful in this scenario, since they require such high thresholds that they only
capture how often the system returned the reference caption.
When BLEU and ROUGE are used to evaluate caption generation sys-
tems, we cannot assume that the generated caption is identical to one of
the reference captions. We therefore examine to what extent BLEU and
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ROUGE scores agree with human judgments when the candidate pool con-
tains human generated captions, but is disjoint from the reference captions.
We first use a reference corpus of four captions per image, excluding the
caption we use in the candidate pool. In this case, all three metrics show
significantly lower agreement with human judgments than when the can-
didate pool contains the reference caption. BLEU reaches only κ = 0.52
(with θB ≥ 0.7 against θE ≥ 3.3) and ROUGE reaches only κ = 0.51
(with θR ≥ 0.2 against θE ≥ 2.6). To simulate the case where only a single
caption per image is available, we also evaluate against a reference corpus
consisting of only one of these four captions. In this case, agreement with
human judgments is even lower: BLEU reaches κ = 0.36, and ROUGE
reaches κ = 0.42. These results suggest that BLEU and ROUGE are not
appropriate metrics when the pool of candidate captions does not contain
the reference captions, and lead us to question their usefulness for the eval-
uation of caption generation systems. This is consistent with the findings
of Reiter and Belz [90], who have studied BLEU and ROUGE scores to
evaluate natural language generation systems, and concluded that they may
be useful as metrics of fluency, but are poor measures of content quality.
4.3 Metrics for the Large-Scale Evaluation
of Image Description Systems
Metrics that only consider the first caption returned for each image cannot
capture the fact that a better model should score good captions higher than
most other captions, even if fails to consider them the best possible caption.
Since our systems return a ranked list of results for each item, we now exam-
ine metrics that allow us to evaluate the quality of this list. In contrast to
the human evaluations described in Section 4.2 above, we now also evaluate
our image retrieval systems. We first consider metrics that can be computed
automatically: recall and median rank of the item (image or sentence) that
was originally associated with the query sentence or image (Section 4.3.1).
We then show how to use crowdsourcing to collect a very large number of
human judgments (Section 4.3.2), and use these relevance judgments to de-
fine two additional metrics: the “rate of success”, which is akin to recall,
and R-precision, an established information retrieval metric (Section 4.3.3).
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Although these metrics allow us to evaluate all of our systems, we will focus
our discussion on the small set of systems considered so far, and refer the
interested reader to Section E.2 of the appendix for the scores of all systems.
4.3.1 Recall and Median Rank of the Original Item
One advantage of our ranking framework is that the position of the orig-
inal caption or image among the complete list of 1,000 test items can be
determined automatically. Since a better system should, on average, assign
a higher rank to the original items than a worse system, we can use their
ranks to define a number of different evaluation metrics.
Recall (R@k) and median rank scores Since each query is only asso-
ciated with a single gold result, we need not be concerned with precision.
However, recall at position k (R@k), i.e. the percentage of test queries for
which a model returns the original item among the top k results, is a useful
indicator of performance, especially in the context of search, where a user
may be satisfied if the first k results contain a single relevant item. We focus
on k = 1, 5, 10 (R@1, R@5, R@10). Since this is a binary metric (for each
query, the gold item is either found among the top k results or not), we use
again McNemar’s test to identify statistically significant differences between
models. Conversely, the median rank indicates the k at which a system has
a recall of 50% (i.e. the number of results one would have to consider in
order to find the original item for half the queries). Here, we use Fisher’s
randomization to identify significant differences between models.
Recall (R@k) and median rank results (Table 4.3) The results in Ta-
ble 4.3 confirm our earlier observation that the NN baseline is clearly beaten
by all KCCA models (p< 0.001 for all metrics and models, except for R@1
search, where the difference to BoW1 has a p-value of p < 0.01). Since the
R@1 annotation scores are based on the same image-caption pairs as the
expert scores in Table 4.1, we can compare them directly. The difference be-
tween the R@1 and expert scores, even at the strictest threshold of 4.0 for the
experts, indicates that measures which capture how often the original cap-
tion was returned should be viewed as a lower bound on actual performance:
while Tri5Sem returns the original caption first for 8.3% of the images, our
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human judges found that these captions describe 11.0% of the images with-
out any errors. This discrepancy is even larger for BoW5 (6.2% vs. 9.7%)
and TagRank (6.0% vs. 9.6%). As a consequence, the automatically com-
puted R@1 scores indicate erroneously that there is a statistically significant
difference between the quality of the first captions returned by Tri5Sem and
those returned by BoW5 or TagRank, even though these differences are
not significant according to the human evaluation. However, metrics that
are only based on the first caption may fail to identify differences between
models that become very apparent under all other metrics. For example,
R@1 reveals no significant difference between Tri5 and Tri5Sem on the an-
notation task, although their difference is highly significant according to all
other metrics. In Section 4.3.3, we present the results of a large-scale human
evaluation which confirm that the actual differences between Tri5Sem and
Tri5 on annotation can only be identified when more than the first caption
is taken into account.
Table E.4 in Section E.2 provides recall and median rank scores for all
models.
4.3.2 Collecting Relevance Judgments on a Large
Scale
In order to perform a human evaluation of a system that goes beyond mea-
suring the quality of the highest ranked result, we would have to obtain
relevance judgments for all image-caption pairs among the top k results for
each query. Since we have two tasks, and a total of 30 different systems,
this set consists of 113,006 distinct image-caption pairs for k = 10, rendering
an exhaustive evaluation on the four-point scale described in Section 4.2.1
infeasible. We therefore needed to reduce the total number of judgments
needed, and to define a simpler annotation task that could be completed in
less time. Crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk of-
fer new possibilities for evaluation because they enable us to collect a large
number of human judgments rapidly and inexpensively, and a number of
researchers have evaluated caption generation systems on Mechanical Turk
[82, 111, 61, 60, 65]. But these experiments have not been performed at the
scale of our analysis, and have also not evaluated how well crowdsourced
judgments for this task approximate what can be obtained from a smaller
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pool of judges that can be given more detailed instructions. We examine
here whether crowdsourcing allows us to collect reliable relevance judgments
for a large scale evaluation of all of our image description systems.
The crowdsourcing task We presented workers with images that were
paired with ten different captions, and asked them to indicate (via check-
boxes) which of the captions describe the image. We adapted the guidelines
developed for the fine-grained annotation such that a caption that describes
the image with minor errors (corresponding to a score of 3 on our 4-point
scale) would still be permitted to receive a positive score. These guidelines
can also be found in the online appendix to this paper. Each individual
task consisted of six different images, each paired with ten captions, and
included a copy of the guidelines. We accessed Amazon Mechanical Turk
through a service provided by Crowdflower.com, which makes it easy to in-
clude control items for quality control. One of the six images in each task
was such a control item, which we generated by taking random images from
the development set, using between one and three of their original captions
as correct responses, and adding another nine to seven randomly selected
captions (which we verified manually that they did not describe the image)
as incorrect responses. We only used workers who judged 70% of their control
items correctly. Each image-caption pair was annotated by three different
annotators (at a total cost of 0.9 cents), and the final score of each image-
caption pair was computed as the average number of positive judgments it
received.
Filtering unlikely image-caption pairs In order to reduce the number
of annotations needed, we devised a filter based on BLEU scores [83] to
filter out image-caption pairs whose caption is so dissimilar from the five
captions originally written for the image that it is highly unlikely it describes
the image. We found that a filter based on unigram BLEU-1 scores in
combination with the stemming and stop word removal that is standardly
done by Lin [66] ROUGE script (BLEUpre) proved particularly effective: a
threshold of BLEUpre ≥ 0.25 filters out 86.0% of all possible (1,000×1,000)
image-caption pairs in our test set, but eliminates only 6.7% of the pairs
with an expert score of 22
3
or greater, and 3.5% of the pairs with an expert
score of 3 or greater. A slightly higher cutoff of BLEUpre ≥ 0.26 would
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filter out 90.4% of all image caption pairs, but discard 12.3% of all image-
caption pairs with an expert score of ≥ 22
3
and 7.5% of all image-caption
pairs with an expert score of ≥ 3. Among the 113,006 image-caption pairs
that we actually wished to obtain judgments for, the 0.25 filter eliminates
72.8%, reducing the number of pairs we needed to annotate to 30,781. Since
our setup required us to pair each image with a number of captions that
was a multiple of 10, we also annotated an additional 10,374 image caption
pairs that had been filtered out, allowing us to evaluate the performance of
our filter. For 98.3% of these filtered out pairs, all Mechanical Turk judges
decided that the caption did not describe the image, and for 99.8% of them,
the majority of annotators thought so. We also found that standard BLEU-
1 without preprocessing is not a very effective filter: a threshold of BLEU
≥ 0.330 misses 6.9% of the good captions (with an expert score of ≥ 22
3
),
while only filtering out 55% of the entire data set, whereas a threshold of
BLEU ≥ 0.333 filters out 65% of the entire data set, but misses 11.9% of
the good captions.
Agreement of crowdsourced and expert judgments We again use Co-
hen’s κ to measure the agreement between the crowdsourced and the expert
judgments (Table E.3 in the appendix). The best agreement is obtained be-
tween crowdsourced scores with a threshold of 0.66 or above (i.e. at least two
of the three judges think the caption describes the image) and expert scores
with a threshold of 3.33 (one expert thinks the caption describes the image
perfectly and the other two agree or think it describes the image with only
minor errors, or two experts think it describes the image perfectly and the
other one thinks it is at least related). At κ = 0.79, this is a significantly bet-
ter approximation to the expert scores than was possible with either BLEU
or ROUGE. We also examine the precision, recall and f-scores that these
approximate relevance judgments achieve when compared against relevance
judgments obtained from binarized expert judgments (Table E.3). 98.6% of
all items with a perfect expert score (and 95.0% of all items with an almost
perfect expert score of 3.7) are identified, and at least 94.7% of the items that
pass this threshold have an expert score of 2.7 or greater (i.e. the major-
ity of experts agreed that the caption describes the image perfectly or with
minor errors). Using a threshold of 0.66 adds 2,031 suitable image-caption
pairs to the 1,000 test images paired with their original caption. Among the
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1,000 test captions, 446 still describe only a single image, 202 describe two
test images, 100 three, and 252 describe four or more images. Among the
1,000 test images, 331 have only a single (i.e. the original) caption, 202 have
two possible captions, 100 have three possible captions, and 317 have four or
more captions.
4.3.3 Large-Scale Evaluation with Relevance
Judgments
The crowdsourced relevance judgments allow us to define two new metrics,
the “rate of success” (S@k) and R-precision. We believe R-precision to be
the more reliable indicator of overall performance, since it summarizes the
human judgments in a single number that does not depend on an arbitrary
one relevant item, S@k scores provide a more direct measure of utility for
hypothetical users.
Rate of success (S@k) scores The “rate of success” metric (S@k) is
analogous to the recall-based R@k-scores used in Table 4.3, and is intended
to measure the utility of our system for a hypothetical user. It indicates
the percentage of test items for which at least one relevant result is found
among the highest ranked k results. Following the analysis in Section 4.3.2,
an image-caption pair is considered relevant if the majority of the judges say
that the caption describes the image.
Rate of success results (Table 4.4) Table 4.4 confirms again that NN
performs clearly worse than any of the KCCA models. The differences be-
tween Tri5Sem and the other models shown in Table 4.4 are highly statis-
tically significant (p < 0.001) for all metrics except for the S@1 annotation
scores, where, in agreement with the expert scores from Table 4.1, only the
differences to NN and BoW1 are significant. It is unclear why the quality
of the first caption that Tri5Sem returns for annotation is not significantly
better than those returned by the other models, since it outperforms them on
all other metrics. The S@k scores in Table 4.4 indicate that Tri5Sem returns
a relevant caption among the top 10 responses for 49.1% of the images, and
a relevant image for 48.5% of the captions. A comparison with the expert
scores in Table 4.1 shows that all S@1 annotation scores lie between expert
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Rate of success (S@k)
(Percentage of items with relevant response among top X results)
Image annotation Image retrieval
S@1 S@5 S@10 S@1 S@5 S@10
NN 5.8 15.4 20.2 5.0 13.3 18.4
BoW1 12.2 30.3 39.7 11.4 30.5 40.2
BoW5 15.0 34.1 42.7 12.1 31.5 40.8
TagRank 16.2 34.2 42.9 12.4 31.5 41.6
Tri5 16.4 32.9 43.4 13.1 33.1 43.8
Tri5Sem 16.6 37.7 49.1 15.7 36.9 48.5
Table 4.4: The rate of success (S@k) indicates the percentage of test items for
which the top X results contain at least one relevant response. Superscripts
indicate statistically significant difference to Tri5Sem ( : p ≤ 0.1,  : p ≤
0.05,  : p ≤ 0.01).
scores with a threshold of 3.66 and 3.0, while a comparison with the R@k
results in Table 4.3 shows that the S@1 scores are at least twice as high as
the corresponding R@1 scores. That is, the highest ranked response is just
as often a relevant item that was not originally associated with the query as
it is the original gold item itself.
R-precision scores Given the crowdsourced relevance judgments, each
test image may now be associated with multiple relevant captions, and each
test caption may have been deemed relevant for multiple images besides the
one it was originally written for. When queries have a variable number of
relevant answers, the performance of retrieval systems is commonly mea-
sured in terms of R-precision [73]. Unlike the S@k scores, this metric does
not depend on an arbitrary cutoff, but summarizes the performance of each
system in a single number, allowing us to rank models according to their
overall performance (see Section 4.3.4 below). And while the S@k scores
measure only whether at least one of the relevant items is ranked highly,
R-precision requires all relevant items to be ranked highly. It is therefore a
better indicator of the quality of the mapping between images and sentences,
since a better mapping should prefer all relevant captions or images over any
irrelevant caption or image.
The R-precision of system s on a query qi with ri known relevant items
in the test data is defined as its precision at rank ri (i.e. the percentage of
relevant items among the top ri responses returned by s). The R-precision
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R-precision
Annotation Search Total
NN 5.2 3.8 4.5
BoW1 10.7 9.6 10.1
BoW5 11.1 10.5 10.8
TagRank 11.7 10.5 11.1
Tri5 11.6 11.0 11.3
Tri5Sem 13.7 13.4 13.5
Table 4.5: Model performance as measured by R-precision, with statistically
significant differences to Tri5Sem ( : p ≤ 0.1,  : p ≤ 0.05,  : p ≤ 0.1).
of s is obtained by averaging over all test queries. We again use Fisher’s
randomization test to assess whether the differences between models reaches
statistical significance.
R-precision results (Table 4.5) Table 4.5 gives the R-precision of the
model types that were used when collecting expert judgments (Section 4.2.1).
We see that the nearest neighbor baseline is again very clearly below all
KCCA models (p < 0.001). R-precision indicates that there is little difference
between BoW1, BoW5 and TagRank in terms of their overall performance.
Although TagRank and Tri5 outperform BoW1 slightly on search (p =
0.062), the only statistically significant difference among these three models
is that between BoW1 and Tri5 on search (p = 0.01). In contrast to the
human evaluation that considered only the first result (Table 4.1), Tri5Sem
clearly outperforms all other models on both annotation and retrieval (for
all differences p ≤ 0.0001). Table E.5 in Appendix E.2 shows scores for all
models.
4.3.4 The Impact of Linguistic Features (Table 4.6)
The results presented so far indicate clearly that Tri5Sem outperforms the
simpler Tri5 model, but have not considered the impact of the individual
text features that distinguish the two models. Since R-precision summarizes
the performance of each system in a single number, it allows us to easily
perform this analysis.
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Using R-precision for model comparison Table 4.6 shows the results of
an ablation study which compares the R-precision of Tri5 and Tri5Sem with
that of other trigram-based KCCA models that use a subset of Tri5Sem’s ad-
ditional features. The basic Tri5 model yields the bolded scores shown in the
top left corner. Tri5Sem’s scores are given in the bottom right corner. The
top row contains models that do not capture any distributional similarities,
while each of the bottom three rows corresponds to the addition of one kind
of distributional similarity (computed on the BNC, on the image captions in
our training corpus, or on both corpora) to the corresponding model in the
top column. The first column contains models that do not capture any IDF
reweighting or alignment-based similarities. The second column corresponds
to the addition of IDF reweighting to models in the first column, while the
third column adds alignment-based similarities to the models in the first
column. The last column adds both IDF-reweighting and alignment-based
similarities, and these scores should be compared to both the second and
third column. Superscripts indicate that the addition of a particular feature
leads to a statistically significant improvement over the model that does not
include this feature but is otherwise identical. That is, d superscripts show
that the addition of a distributional similarity metric leads to a significant
improvement over the model in the top cell of the same column. The i su-
perscripts indicate that the addition of IDF reweighting leads to a significant
improvement over the corresponding model without IDF reweighting in the
immediately preceding cell in the same row. The a superscripts in the third
column show that the addition of the alignment-based similarity leads to a
significant improvement over the model without IDF reweighting shown in
the first column of the same row, and a superscripts in the fifth column show
that the addition of the alignment-based similarity to the model with IDF
reweighting shown in the second column of the same row leads to a significant
improvement.
The impact of IDF weighting, distributional and alignment-based
similarities While IDF weighting is almost always beneficial, the improve-
ments obtained by adding IDF weighting to a given text kernel reach sta-
tistical significance (indicated by i superscripts in Table 4.6) in only two
cases: the performance of the basic Tri5 model on image annotation, and
the performance of the alignment-based Tri5 model on image search. By
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contrast, adding lexical similarities leads almost always to a significant or
highly significant improvement. Distributional similarities (d superscripts)
are very beneficial for the basic Tri5 model on both tasks, and help the IDF
weighted Tri5 model on image search. Distributional similarities computed
on both corpora also significantly improve the performance of the alignment-
based Tri5 model that does not incorporate IDF weighting. Adding them
to the alignment-based Tri5 model without IDF weighting leads to further
improvement on search (while not helping or slightly decreasing performance
on annotation, albeit not significantly so). The improvements on search
only reach statistical significance when the similarities computed over both
corpora are added. Conversely, adding alignment-based similarities to the
non-IDF weighted Tri5 model with distributional similarities from both cor-
pora leads to a significant improvement on annotation. Finally, the top cell
of the last column shows that adding alignment-based similarities to the
IDF-weighted Tri5 model leads to a significant improvement on both tasks,
although the impact on search is even greater. Comparing this model’s per-
formance to the alignment-based Tri5 model without IDF weighting shows
that in this case, IDF weighting only helps on search. The bottom cells of this
column show that adding alignment-based similarities to models that already
use IDF weighting and distributional similarities, or adding IDF weighting
to models with distributional and alignment-based similarities generally lead
to minor improvements.
Table 4.6 shows only whether the difference in performance obtained by
the addition of one kind of feature reaches statistical significance, but it is
worth noting that any model that captures lexical similarities of any kind
is significantly better than the basic Tri5 model on both tasks (p ≤ 0.02
search; p < 0.0001 annotation), while IDF-reweighting by itself only leads
to a significant improvement on the annotation task (p < 0.03). Moreover,
the difference between Tri5Sem (13.7 search; 13.4 annotation) and the basic
Tri5 kernel with IDF-reweighting (12.5 search; 11.3 annotation) are highly
significant (p < 0.03 search; p < 0.0001 annotation).
The impact of Lin’s similarity Not shown in Table 4.6 is the perfor-
mance of Tri5Lin, the model which augments the trigram kernel with [68]
WordNet-based similarity. Tri5Sem does not include Lin’s similarity, since
we found during development that Tri5Lin performed similarly to or worse
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than the basic Tri5 model on the automatic R@k and median rank scores.
This is also reflected in Tri5Lin’s R-precision scores of 11.7 for annotation
(Tri5: 11.6) and 10.7 for search (Tri5: 11.0). Lin’s similarity may simply be
too coarse for our purposes. As shown in Table 3.1, the hypernym relations
in WordNet lead it to associate terms such as swimming and football with
each other. But even though these are semantically related by the fact that
they are both different kinds of sports or activities, they are visually very
dissimilar, and should not be considered related by our systems.
4.3.5 Can Human Evaluations Be Approximated by
Automatic Techniques?
R-precision and the S@k scores require human judgments, and therefore can-
not be applied to datasets where these judgments have not yet been collected
or whose scale may prohibit ever creating a definitive set of judgments. How-
ever, if the evaluation is intended to measure relative progress on image de-
scription rather than absolute performance, our automatic metrics may be a
sufficient approximation, since they yield a similar ranking of systems to R-
precision and the S@k scores. Table 4.7(a) shows the correlations between the
rankings of all of our NN and KCCA systems (n = 30) obtained from the S@k
scores and those obtained from the corresponding R@k scores. Table 4.7(b)
shows the correlations between R-precision and our automatic metrics. We
report two rank correlation coefficients, Spearman’s ρ and Kendall’s τ . We
first observe that system rankings obtained via R@1 do not correlate highly
with either R-precision or S@1 based rankings. On the other hand, we also
observe that R@5, R@10, and the median rank scores correlate well with
R-precision and that R@5 and R@10 correlate well with their correspond-
ing S@k metrics. This suggests that ranking-based metrics are significantly
more robust than metrics that consider only the quality of the first result.
Moreover, these results indicate that our framework, in which systems are
expected to rank a pool of images or sentences written by people, may enable
a large-scale, fully automated, evaluation of image description systems that
does not require an equally large-scale effort to collect human judgments.
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Correlation of system rankings
between S@k and R@k
Annotation Search
ρ τ ρ τ
@1 0.86 0.69 0.97 0.87
@5 0.92 0.76 0.97 0.88
@10 0.96 0.82 0.97 0.87
(a) S@k vs. R@k
Correlation of system rankings
between R-precision
Annotation Search
ρ τ ρ τ
R@1 0.85 0.68 0.94 0.83
R@5 0.93 0.78 0.96 0.87
R@10 0.94 0.79 0.97 0.89
Median rank -0.92 -0.79 -0.97 -0.89
(b) R-precision vs. R@k and median rank
Table 4.7: Correlation (Spearman’s ρ and Kendall’s τ) of system rankings
obtained from human metrics (S@k and R-precision) and automated scores
(R@k and median rank).
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4.3.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, in this section, we have shown the benefit of evaluating image
description as a ranking task. This task is able to focus on grammatically
correct, actual descriptions, that allow for metrics that correlate with hu-
man judgment. Human judgment can be focused purely on semantics, and
augmenting data with judgments allows for comparable evaluation on future
and past models. Furthermore, it allows us to evaluate models on more than
one sentence per image, exposing more subtle or important differences, even
when the top sentence is inaccurate. Our strong baseline models introduce
the importance of modeling text beyond a naive bag of words representation
for image description, a trend we will continue to discuss in Chapter 5. We
continue to stress that evaluating novel machine generated captions is diffi-
cult and may not correlate with human judgment. In Chapter 6 and 8, we
will revisit evaluation, further refining the ranking framework.
4.4 Linear Model Experiments
The following section is taken from Hodosh and Hockenmaier [48]
Because the linear model can scale to training data of a size beyond what
the KCCA models can handle, we consider two different training sets, the
original Flickr8K training set and one where the extra images were added,
resulting in 21,757 training images.5 In addition, we vary the use of IDF
weighting and L2 normalization on the text representation. The captions
were lemmatized and stop words were removed. We restrict our vocabulary to
words that appear in 20 or more sentences when using the Flickr8K training
set and 50 or more sentences when we use the additional images. These
cutoffs were chosen based on validation set performance and result in lexicons
of 820 words and 1,320 words respectively. For every training image, the
triplets in Dtrain are composed of all 5 original sentences written for an image
of the training set as relevant captions paired with 2,000 random sentences
from other training images as the irrelevant captions. The regularization
parameter λ was chosen based on performance on the 1,000 image validation
5In addition, we also used additional extra images for validation purposes on held out
data (for instance Figure 4.4) although they are not used for this quantitative experiment
in order to better mirror the KCCA experiments.
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set, where each setting was trained 3 times and ran for 30 million iterations
(chosen based on early validation performance).
Models for comparison As a baseline, we use a set of independently
trained binary SVM classifiers for each term. Each SVM was trained using
the LIBLINEAR toolkit [30], where the regularization parameter was chosen
to maximize the area under the precision/recall curve (AUC) for each word
on a validation set. During training, an image is considered to be a positive
example for a word if the word appeared in any of the original captions.
Similar to the jointly trained model, for every image and sentence pair, the
final score is calculated by adding the real valued response of each word of the
sentence’s classifier. As a comparison to current state-of-the-art performance
on this task, we also compare ourselves to the Tri5Sem KCCA model.
4.4.1 Results
In Table 4.8, we present the results of the quantitative experiment aggregated
over the 3 trained models The independent baseline performs the worst across
all metrics at this task, reinforcing the benefit of not treating each word as
being independently classified. The best overall jointly trained model uses
the extra training examples and IDF weighting but not L2 normalization.
Although the increased amount of training data yielded some increase in
these metrics, it is important to remember that the test set is drawn entirely
from the domain of the original Flickr8K dataset (in order to directly compare
with the KCCA models).
The final KCCA model outperforms all other models, but as mentioned
previously, it is unlikely to scale to increasingly large datasets and incor-
porates textual features beyond what is presented in this paper. It is also
important to reiterate that in addition to the more advanced linguistic mod-
eling, the KCCA model uses different, lower level image features. It remains
an open question what kind of performance may be achievable by state of
the art kernels such as the ones used for the LP-β classifier [38].
Because our KCCA models operate in the implicit kernel space, it does
not directly model the visual meaning of individual words. By contrast, our
joint model directly learns weights for pairs of words and visual features. The
model’s overall response for an image-caption pair can be thought of as the
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Word Highest ranked images Word Highest ranked images
Crowd Bicycle
Table Two
Figure 4.2: An example of the top responding images to certain words of
our lexicon among held out images for a jointly trained model (Joint IDF w/
Extra Training). c© 2013 IEEE.
sum of the responses for the active text features (in this case, words of the
caption). In Figure 4.2, we examine the response to individual words of one
of the reported “Joint IDF w/ Extra Training” models. We display the top
responding images to each word from a set of 2,000 held out images.
Its important to remember that in this jointly trained setup, the model can
rely on other commonly co-occurring words to disambiguate, and therefore
the responses do not necessarily cleanly correspond to “classifications” of
the term, unlike in the independently trained baseline. In the independently
trained baseline, each term has roughly the same range of possible values in
the output independent of how often it is needed to explain the preference
of the caption in the training data. In Figure 4.3, we compare the response
of an image and its original caption between a jointly trained model and the
independent baseline. The single word “toss” is able to significantly (and
incorrectly) hurt the overall value in the independent case.
4.4.2 Text representation analysis
An explicit model allows us to directly observe the effects of a certain text
representation can have on the results. This highlights some important char-
acteristics of working directly with sentence descriptions. Much of this sec-
tion comes from Hodosh and Hockenmaier [48] c© 2013 IEEE.
L2 Normalization Although the captions can differ significantly in length,
we were unable to find clear benefit to L2 normalizing the captions. The
jointly trained model has stronger responses to words that more strongly
influence the look of an image. Therefore, one would expect L2 normalization
to cause the model to prefer shorter sentences that focus on more visually
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Joint IDF w/ Extra Training
Model responses
Overall 0.35 person 0.05
group 0.18 toss -0.10
large -0.03 yard 0.25
Independent Baseline
Model responses
Overall -0.37 person 0.07
group 0.33 toss -0.87
large 0.26 yard -0.16
Figure 4.3: A comparison between the overall responses of a trained Joint
IDF w/ Extra Training model and the independent baseline on a held out
image paired with its original caption. In addition, the response for the
models on the image paired with individual words are displayed. The values
cannot be directly compared, but “toss” causes the performance to be worse
for the baseline. c© 2013 IEEE.
A well lit room, with three glasses on the table and two plates. A meal is on a table in a restaurant.
Model responses
Overall -0.85 plate -0.12 three -0.45
glasses 0.04 room 0.02 two -0.26
lit -0.05 table 0.22 well -0.25
Model responses
Overall 0.96 table 0.22
meal 0.39
restaurant 0.34
Figure 4.4: An example of a Joint IDF w/ Extra Training model’s response
for a held out image on two of the original captions (and constituent words)
for that image. c© 2013 IEEE.
salient details of the images. However, a shorter sentence may not mention
the background and other largely visual words and instead just describe the
principal actor and action, and L2 normalization would effectively down-
weight the possible impact of that extra information in a longer sentence.
Furthermore without L2 normalization, if a “relevant” caption is short, the
largest possible negative response the model could report is less than a longer
caption. And therefore, only having a few words can effectively bound the
worst case position in the ranking task for that image query. This potentially
has the effect of artificially inflating the performance metrics. In addition,
by using only one caption from each test image, the caption pool may not be
large enough to contain a significant number of both short and long captions
that are relevant for a given image.
Differing information content Related to the issues of L2 normalization
is the fact that annotators may not use the same amount of detail to describe
the same scene. This especially becomes an issue when the annotators fail
to mention highly visual concepts such as “beach” or “street”. For instance
in Figure 4.4, the first caption does not mention “restaurant”, “meal”, or
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Figure 4.5: Biking images from our dataset with different overall contexts.
c© 2013 IEEE.
A man is getting into a red car A small dog tries to catch a red ball  A woman in red shoes walking in the street 
Figure 4.6: “Red” images. The amount of red actually in the pictures varies
significantly. c© 2013 IEEE.
“dinner”, words which have high positive responses according to our model.
This makes it difficult for the first caption to be rated highly for the image.
As a result, an ideal model might have to capture the potential scene even
when it is not explicitly mentioned.
In the strict ranking evaluation framework, where only the original captions
are considered relevant, recovering this missing information can be tricky. For
instance, consider Figure 4.5, which shows two images of the dataset that
involve bikes. One of the original captions for the image on the left is simply
“A man on an orange bike” despite the image being a picture of a person
jumping through the air with the bike and not a more typical action such as
riding the bike down a street. We may also not know that this caption cannot
apply to the biking image on the right, especially if we cannot accurately
check the color of the bike in the image. One possibility to alleviate this
problem is allowing for the addition of plausible “scene words” to the short
caption. However, we may add “woods” or “street” to the caption, allowing
for a greater (incorrect) response for the right image. In addition, it may
be unclear from the training data that phrases such as “jumping” or “in the
air” are likely to be implied by the annotator rather than explicitly stated
when describing pictures of people on bicycles.
Visual Saliency Words in an image’s captions do not necessarily directly
correspond to a significant portion of the image. This is especially apparent
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 Model responses
Overall 1.81 man -0.03
deck 0.17 river 0.70
lake 0.89 stand 0.09
A little boy at a lake watching a duck A man standing on a deck above a lake or river
 Model responses
Overall 1.20 lake 0.89
boy 0.13 little -0.08
duck 0.17 watch 0.09
Figure 4.7: A Joint IDF w/ Extra Training model’s responses to an held
out image to two different captions (and their constituent words). The left
caption is an originally paired caption. By saying “river” and “lake” the
incorrect caption is considered better by the model. c© 2013 IEEE.
for adjectives, such as colors like “red” as shown in Figure 4.6. The red car
takes up a significant portion of the left image, and therefore modeling “red”
to describe the entire image is plausible. However in the image on the right,
the redness of the shoes is salient enough to be mentioned, but it represents
very few pixels of the image. This extends to the actors and objects as well,
as the “shoes” themselves may not have been mentioned if the redness did
not make them stand out. Unsurprisingly, certain words are more likely to
influence the overall composition of an image and lend themselves as being
more meaningful for a non-localized model. For example, words such as
“lake” in Figure 4.7 and “crowd” and “table” in Figure 4.2 can strongly
constrain the overall look of a photograph.
Duplicate mentions A caption may contain multiple words that describe
the same concept in an image. Consider the caption “Three dogs play in a
grassy field”. For images with a “grassy field”, the overall response in our
model to both “grassy” and “field” are likely to be positive. As a result, the
caption will be considered more favorable than if just “field” was mentioned,
even though both “grassy” and “field” refer to the same concept in the image.
For a more concrete example consider Figure 4.7 where the caption on the
right is not completely accurate for the image while the the caption on the
left is. The caption on the right is scored higher by a model because the
annotator said “lake or river”.
Determiners The word “two” has little meaning on its own, unless it
is combined with a noun, i.e. “two skateboarders”. As a result, to use
these determiners correctly, a model would require the ability to count and
localize objects. However, we still found that leaving these words in the text
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A man asleep in a chair in 
front of a full bookshelf
A woman in a red shirt is 
sleeping on a tan couch.
! !
Figure 4.8: Sleeping images. Depending on the context, a person sleeping
can look very different. c© 2013 IEEE.
representation can potentially be beneficial. As shown in Figure 4.2, the use
of the word “two” in the dataset is correlated with the kinds of images where
an annotator would say there were two salient people in the image, which our
model is able to capture to a certain degree. As a result these words improve
performance for such images even if the model is not explicitly “counting.”
This also has the effect of hurting performance when “two” is used differently,
as in the case of the first caption of Figure 4.4. By listing the number of plates
and glasses in the caption, the model incorrectly expects an image of a small
group of people.
Context Consider the example in Figure 4.8 of pictures of people sleeping.
In the left image, the fact that the person is asleep in a chair means that
the person’s position and the general layout of the image is closer to a “sit-
ting” picture than the example of someone sleeping on a couch on the right.
Modeling such concepts as “sleeping” as a single class to predict regardless
of context (even with jointly learning the concepts) may not be expressive
enough to be accurate. A related issue is the fact that annotators can often
refer to the same object with different words. However, given enough train-
ing data, this may not be a significant issue. For instance, in Figure 4.7, as
shown in the right sentence, both “lake” and “river” have strong responses
to the image. It is also important to remember that by casting the task as
ranking, our jointly trained models do not explicitly treat words that are not
used in a caption as being unable to be applied to the image.
4.4.3 Conclusion
Associating images with English captions is a difficult task. In this section,
we applied a model, similar to those applied for the task of image tagging.
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English sentences are not like the labels of typical image classification and
annotation tasks, but models for image tagging should nevertheless be con-
sidered important baselines for this task. One of the advantages of this model
is the ability to scale to large datasets. Unlike approaches such as KCCA, the
model we examine here operates on an explicit text representation. There-
fore, the analysis of our experimental results is able to reveal a number of
linguistic issues that arise in this setting. In particular, captions may only
provide partial descriptions of an image, and different captions convey dif-
ferent amounts of detail. Future models also need to address the problems
of visual polysemy (i.e. the fact that the same word can have multiple visual
interpretations) and visual salience (i.e. the fact that different parts of the
sentence may correspond to smaller or larger portions of an image).
In Chapter 5, we will further analyze models that process language be-
yond simple bag of words, potentially incorporating salience and polysemy.
In Chapter 7, we will revisit the issue of the differing amount of information
conveyed in captions and modeling the implications of the utterances. Fur-
thermore, we will address the issue of the differing amounts of information
per sentence during retrieval being problematic in our new experiment pilots
in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5
Neural Networks and the
State-of-the-Art
Before we continue to analyze how to meaningfully evaluate models of image
description, it is important to consider the recent advances in the litera-
ture. Since the publication of Hodosh et al. [49], new datasets such as the
Flickr30K [113] and MS COCO [69] have become popular in the literature,
and the community has applied recent advances in deep learning for this task.
For example, state-of-the-art neural network vision features such as VGGNet
[99] have been shown to be expressive enough to significantly increase per-
formance on image description independent of model [74, 57].
At a high level, the literature uses two different approaches both utilizing
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [28] or Long Short-Term Memory Net-
works (LSTMs) [47]. One set of models seek to maximize the probability
of the data when generating a sentence token by token, conditioned on the
sentence’s image (e.g. [74, 57, 108, 15]). The other approach is similar to our
KCCA-based approach of Chapter 3 where deep learning to induce a com-
mon semantic space for sentences and images is used (e.g. [55, 57, 102]). The
first has the advantage of being able to produce novel captions directly, while
the latter avoids the need to directly model the distribution of the language.
In the following chapter, we will discuss the details of recently published
models and the background necessary to understand them at a high level. In
Chapter 6, we will discuss some of the difficulties in comparing and analyzing
these models still prevalent in the literature. In Chapter 7, we will consider
the use of the Denotation Graph [113] on the Flickr30K dataset both as an
auxiliary source of information for models and for evaluation design. Finally,
in Chapter 8, we create some concrete suggestions and run initial experiments
that allow us to analyze previously obscured differences between models.
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5.1 Modeling Building Blocks
Much of the recent progress can be traced to the following advances that
form the foundation of the current state-of-the-art.
5.1.1 Base Visual Representations
A common theme among current models for image description is the use of
large scale convolutional deep networks trained on auxiliary vision classifica-
tion tasks for base image representations ([108, 57, 110, 56, 74, 86] to only
name a few). In theory, for a deep image classification model, the final layer
before the classification layer will be a robust, high-level, dense feature repre-
sentation that will generalize well to other tasks, such as image description,
especially if the model was trained on a difficult task with a large amount of
data (potentially orders of magnitude larger than what is available for image
description).
Since the continued design and refinement of these large scale deep neural
networks is a research goal of the computer vision community in itself, due
to their applicability in all sorts of classification tasks, the appropriate “off-
the-shelf” deep vision features for image description constantly changes. As
a result, the various image description papers detailed in this chapter do not
all use the same vision features, only the same general feature concept. This
introduces additional difficulty in comparing models side-by-side, as it is an
important extra variable to consider. Furthermore, some publications do not
specify or make public exactly what vision features were used (e.g. [108]).
However, in general, the models of two following works have been commonly
used to provide vision features:
AlexNet [59] The first model is the landmark 2012 model colloquially known
as AlexNet. AlexNet was trained on over 1.2 million images (much
larger than any image description dataset) for the ImageNet LSVRC-
2010 challenge [4] which requires classifying photographs into one of
1000 possible categories. In short, the overall deep neural network ar-
chitecture consists of 60 million paramers across multiple convolutional,
fully connected, and max-pooling layers.
VGGNet [99] The more recent VGGNet, achieves state of the art per-
formance on the 2014 ImageNet challenge [92], and is a much deeper
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network consisting of 16 and 19 layer variations.
Other than the fact that the models can be applied to images in order to
obtain highly discriminative high-level features, the exact specifics of these
neural network classification models are not necessary to understand image
description models and are beyond the scope of this thesis. During the
training of an image description task, the parameters of these off-the-shelf
features can be treated as part of the overall model and therefore modified.
But, for tractability reasons and scale, instead, they are often considered
fixed (e.g. [31]), just the top layer of deep network is modified (e.g. [108]),
or a learned linear projection is performed on the features before they passed
through the rest of the model (e.g. [55]).
5.1.2 Word Representations
Similar to the vision features, much of the state of the art use neural net-
works to train embeddings that represent the base text features for their
image description models. Much like the word similarity kernels of Chap-
ter 3, these papers use word embeddings in order to encode semantics of
language. Although it is not deep, arguably the most popular dense word
embedding comes from Mikolov et al. [75, 77] and is implemented through
the Word2Vec package.1
Specifically, the model we will consider is known as the Skip-Gram model
trained through Negative-Sampling (SGNS, for short), which is illustrated in
Figure 5.1. A word should be able to significantly inform the distribution of
words that it can appear in context with. Therefore the Skip-Gram model
seeks to learn representations such that given a word, the model learns a
projection that is able to predict the words that surround it. These word
representations have been proven to be quite robust and informative; useful
for many tasks such as analogical reasoning tasks [77] and word and short
phrase translation [76]. An example of the semantic insight the representa-
tions encode can be seen in Figure 5.2, where the relation between country
and capital is encoded into the learned space despite not guiding the learning
to learn such relations.
Fundamental to understanding these word embeddings, Levy and Gold-
1https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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                   CBOW                                                   Skip-gram
Figure 1: New model architectures. The CBOW architecture predicts the current word based on the
context, and the Skip-gram predicts surrounding words given the current word.
R words from the future of the current word as correct labels. This will require us to do R ⇥ 2
word classifications, with the current word as input, and each of the R + R words as output. In the
following experiments, we use C = 10.
4 Results
To compare the quality of different versions of word vectors, previous papers typically use a table
showing example words and their most similar words, and understand them intuitively. Although
it is easy to show that word France is similar to Italy and perhaps some other countries, it is much
more challenging when subjecting those vectors in a more complex similarity task, as follows. We
follow previous observation that there can be many different types of similarities between words, for
example, word big is similar to bigger in the same sense that small is similar to smaller. Example
of another type of relationship can be word pairs big - biggest and small - smallest [20]. We further
denote two pairs of words with the same relationship as a question, as we can ask: ”What is the
word that is similar to small in the same sense as biggest is similar to big?”
Somewhat surprisingly, these questions can be answered by performing simple algebraic operations
with the vector representation of words. To find a word that is similar to small in the same sense as
biggest is similar to big, we can simply compute vectorX = vector(”biggest”) vector(”big”)+
vector(”small”). Then, we search in the vector space for the word closest toX measured by cosine
distance, and use it as the answer to the question (we discard the input question words during this
search). When the word vectors are well trained, it is possible to find the correct answer (word
smallest) using this method.
Finally, we found that when we train high dimensional word vectors on a large amount of data, the
resulting vectors can be used to answer very subtle semantic relationships between words, such as
a city and the country it belongs to, e.g. France is to Paris as Germany is to Berlin. Word vectors
with such semantic relationships could be used to improve many existing NLP applications, such
as machine translation, information retrieval and question answering systems, and may enable other
future applications yet to be invented.
5
Figure 5.1: The Skip-Gram word embedding model of Mikolov et al. [75]
(Figure originally from that work).
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional PCA projection of the 1000-dimensional Skip-gram vectors of countries and their
capital cities. The figure illustrates ability of the model to automatically organize concepts and learn implicitly
the relationships between them, as during the training we did not provide any supervised information about
what a capital city means.
which is used to replace every logP (wO|wI) term in the Skip-gram objective. Thus the task is to
dist nguish the target word wO from draws from the noise distribution Pn(w) using logistic regres-
sion, where there are k negative samples for each data sample. Our experiments indicate that values
of k in the range 5–20 are useful for small training datasets, while for large datasets the k can be as
small as 2–5. The main difference between the Negative sampling and NCE is that NCE needs both
samples and the numerical probabilities of the noise distribution, while Negative sampling uses only
samples. And whil NCE approximately maxi izes the log probability f the softmax, this property
is not important for our application.
Both NCE and NEG have the noise distributionPn(w) as a free parameter. We investigated a number
of choices for Pn(w) and found that the unigram distribution U(w) raised to the 3/4rd power (i.e.,
U(w)3/4/Z) outperformed significantly the unigram and the uniform distributions, for both NCE
and NEG on every task we tried including language modeling (not reported here).
2.3 Subsampling of Frequent Words
In very large corpora, the most frequent words can easily occur hundreds of millions of times (e.g.,
“in”, “the”, and “a”). Such words usually provide less information value than the rare words. For
example, while the Skip-gram model benefits from observing the co-occurrences of “France” and
“Paris”, it benefits much less from observing the frequent co-occurrences of “France” and “the”, as
nearly every word co-occurs frequently within a sentence with “the”. This idea can also be applied
in the opposite direction; the vector representations of frequent words do not change significantly
after training on several million examples.
To counter the imbalance between the rare and frequent words, we used a simple subsampling ap-
proach: each word wi in the training set is discarded with probability computed by the formula
P (wi) = 1−
√
t
f(wi)
(5)
4
Figure 5.2: Figure from Mikolov et al. [77] of a projection of the learned
word embedding for capitals and cities. Note how in this space, the difference
between a country and it’s capital is relatively constant.
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berg [64] recently found that the word embeddings learned through SGNS
are implicitly a factorization of the word-context PMI matrix. Similarly,
Pennington et al. [84] explicitly used a word-context matrix to develop an
embedding that can be used to approximate the probability that two words
cooccur. Therefore, the embeddings commonly used in the literature have
a strong similarity to the significantly helpful distributional features of our
models in Chapter 3, albeit derived from a much larger corpus in a more
complex fashion.
5.1.3 Neural Network Basics
In order to better understand the design of the neural network models em-
ployed for image description, we will define some of the base components uti-
lized. For brevity and clarity sake, this section is not intended as a tutorial
on neural networks or how they are trained, but to highlight the underlying
similarities between image description models in the literature.
Basic Neural Network Layer [7] The most basic neural network com-
ponent where every input dimension linearly contributes to the every
output dimension. These components can be chained together (using
the output of one unit as the input of another) to create a basic deep
neural network. If X is an input vector, f is a non-linear function,
such as tanh, and Y is the output, the network layer is defined as
Y = f(WX+ b), with (learned) parameters W , the weight matrix, and
b, the bias vector.
Softmax [7] Let x be the input vector (of dimensionality n), y be the output
vector (of dimensionality m), and W be a parameter matrix (with
dimensionality m × n) for a Softmax layer. The layer is defined such
that the ith element of the output, yi =
ewix∑
j e
wjx . This layer can be
thought of as a log-linear classifier on the input that can transform an
output into a m dimensional multinomial probability distribution.
Elman Networks [28] / Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) RNNs
are neural networks intended to process a time series (in this case,
the tokens of a sentence) that have a recurrent feedback loop which
uses the output or state If ht is the state vector at time t, and xt
is the input vector at time t, ht = f(Whht−1 + Wxxt) + b) where,
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Wh and Wb are parameter matrices, b is a bias vector, and f is a
(non-linear) activation function such as tanh or a rectified linear unit
(ReLU): f(x) = max(0, x).
Long short-term memory units (LSTM) [47] are an extension of basic
Recurrent Neural Networks in which the layer has gated memory bits.
For a given cell of the layer, the gates control whether, for each output
dimension, the input will be read, the previous step’s memory will be
used, or the cell’s content outputted. These networks were designed
to prevent error signals from vanishing or exploding as they propagate
through the time series. This allows them to better model longer term
dependencies than a simple RNN. As described in Kiros et al. [57],
where (It, Ft, Ct, Ot,Mt) denote the input gate, the forget gate, the
cell’s memory, the output gate, and output respectively at time t and
σ is the sigmoid function, an LSTM is defined as:
It = σ(XtWxi +Mt−1Whi + Ct−1Wci + bi) (5.1)
Ft = σ(XtWxf +Mt−1Whf + Ct−1Wcf + bf ) (5.2)
Ot = σ(XtWxo +Mt−1Who + Ct−1Wco + bo) (5.3)
Ct = Ft • Ct−1 + It • tanh(XtWxv +Mt−1Whc + bc) (5.4)
Mt = Ot • tanh(Ct) (5.5)
5.2 Generation Models
5.2.1 Basic Generation Design
Now that we have described all the basic components of current image de-
scription models, we will begin with models that seek to generate a novel
caption for a given image. The general through-line of most of the genera-
tion models in the literature (e.g. [108, 55, 74]) is to use neural networks to
generate a sentence, token by token while maintaining an internal state. In
order to predict a token, the output of their recurrent network (an RNN or
LSTM), at each time step, is passed to a softmax layer that has the output
size of the vocabulary of the training corpus. This softmax layer is used to
create a probability distribution for the next token given across all possible
words in a dictionary given the current token and state of the model.
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but effective extension that additionally conditions the gen-
erative process on the content of an input image. More for-
mally, during training our Multimodal RNN takes the image
pixels I and a sequence of input vectors (x1, . . . , xT ). It
then computes a sequence of hidden states (h1, . . . , ht) and
a sequence of outputs (y1, . . . , yt) by iterating the following
recurrence relation for t = 1 to T :
bv = Whi[CNN✓c(I)] (13)
ht = f(Whxxt +Whhht 1 + bh + (t = 1)  bv) (14)
yt = softmax(Wohht + bo). (15)
In the equations above,Whi,Whx,Whh,Woh, xi and bh, bo
are learnable parameters, and CNN✓c(I) is the last layer of
a CNN. The output vector yt holds the (unnormalized) log
probabilities of words in the dictionary and one additional
dimension for a special END token. Note that we provide
the image context vector bv to the RNN only at the first
iteration, which we found to work better than at each time
step. In practice we also found that it can help to also pass
both bv, (Whxxt) through the activation function. A typical
size of the hidden layer of the RNN is 512 neurons.
RNN training. The RNN is trained to combine a word (xt),
the previous context (ht 1) to predict the next word (yt).
We condition the RNN’s predictions on the image informa-
tion (bv) via bias interactions on the first step. The training
proceeds as follows (refer to Figure 4): We set h0 = ~0, x1 to
a special START vector, and the desired label y1 as the first
word in the sequence. Analogously, we set x2 to the word
vector of the first word and expect the network to predict
the second word, etc. Finally, on the last step when xT rep-
resents the last word, the target label is set to a special END
token. The cost function is to maximize the log probability
assigned to the target labels (i.e. Softmax classifier).
RNN at test time. To predict a sentence, we compute the
image representation bv , set h0 = 0, x1 to the START vec-
tor and compute the distribution over the first word y1. We
sample a word from the distribution (or pick the argmax),
set its embedding vector as x2, and repeat this process until
the END token is generated. In practice we found that beam
search (e.g. beam size 7) can improve results.
3.3. Optimization
We use SGDwith mini-batches of 100 image-sentence pairs
and momentum of 0.9 to optimize the alignment model. We
cross-validate the learning rate and the weight decay. We
also use dropout regularization in all layers except in the
recurrent layers [59] and clip gradients elementwise at 5
(important). The generative RNN is more difficult to op-
timize, party due to the word frequency disparity between
rare words and common words (e.g. ”a” or the END token).
We achieved the best results using RMSprop [52], which is
an adaptive step size method that scales the update of each
weight by a running average of its gradient norm.
Figure 4. Diagram of our multimodal Recurrent Neural Network
generative model. The RNN takes a word, the context from previ-
ous time steps and defines a distribution over the next word in the
sentence. The RNN is conditioned on the image information at the
first time step. START and END are special tokens.
4. Experiments
Datasets. We use the Flickr8K [21], Flickr30K [58] and
MSCOCO [37] datasets in our experiments. These datasets
contain 8,000, 31,000 and 123,000 images respectively
and each is annotated with 5 sentences using Amazon
Mechanical Turk. For Flickr8K and Flickr30K, we use
1,000 images for validation, 1,000 for testing and the rest
for training (consistent with [21, 24]). For MSCOCO we
use 5,000 images for both validation and testing.
Data Preprocessing. We convert all sentences to lower-
case, discard non-alphanumeric characters. We filter words
to those that occur at least 5 times in the training set,
which results in 2538, 7414, and 8791 words for Flickr8k,
Flickr30K, and MSCOCO datasets respectively.
4.1. Image-Sentence Alignment Evaluation
We first investigate the quality of the inferred text and image
alignments with ranking experiments. We consider a with-
held set of images and sentences and retrieve items in one
modality given a query from the other by sorting based on
the image-sentence score Skl (Section 3.1.3). We report the
median rank of the closest ground truth result in the list and
Recall@K, which measures the fraction of times a correct
item was found among the top K results. The result of these
experiments can be found in Table 1, and example retrievals
in Figure 5. We now highlight some of the takeaways.
Our full model outperforms previous work. First, our
full model (“Our model: BRNN”) outperforms Socher et
al. [49] who trained with a similar loss but used a single
image representation and a Recursive Neural Network over
the sentence. A similar loss was adopted by Kiros et al.
[25], who use an LSTM [20] to encode sentences. We list
their performance with a CNN that is equivalent in power
(AlexNet [28]) to the one used in this work, though simi-
lar to [54] they outperform our model with a more powerful
CNN (VGGNet [47], GoogLeNet [51]). “DeFrag” are the
results reported by Karpathy et al. [24]. Since we use dif-
ferent word vectors, dropout for regularization and different
cross-validation ranges and larger embedding sizes, we re-
implemented their loss for a fair comparison (“Our imple-
Figur 5.3: The generation model of Karpathy et al. [55] (Figure originally
from that work).
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Figure 3. LSTM model combined with a CNN image embedder
(as defined in [12]) and word embeddings. The unrolled connec-
tions between the LSTM memories are in blue and they corre-
spond to the recurrent connections in Figure 2. All LSTMs share
the same parameters.
image and each sentence word such that all LSTMs share
the same parameters and the output mt 1 of the LSTM t
time t   1 is fed to the LSTM at time t (see Figure 3). All
recurrent connections are transformed to feed-forward con-
nections in the unrolled version. In more detail, if we denote
by I the input image and by S = (S0, . . . , SN ) a true sen-
tence describing this image, the unrolling procedure reads:
x 1 = CNN(I) (10)
xt = WeSt, t 2 {0 . . . N   1} (11)
pt+1 = LSTM(xt), t 2 {0 . . . N   1} (12)
where we represent each word as a one-hot vector St of
dimension equal to the size of the dictionary. Note that we
denote by S0 a special start word and by SN a special stop
word which designates the start and end of the sentence. In
particular by emitting the stop word the LSTM signals that a
complete sentence has been generated. Both the image and
the words are mapped to the same space, the image by using
a vision CNN, the words by using word embedding We.
The image I is only input once, at t =  1, to inform the
LSTM about the image contents. We empirically verified
that feeding the image at each time step as an extra input
yields inferior results, as the network can explicitly exploit
noise in the image and overfits more easily.
Our loss is the sum of the negative log likelihood of the
correct word at each step as follows:
L(I, S) =  
NX
t=1
log pt(St) . (13)
The above loss is minimized w.r.t. all the parameters of the
LSTM, the top layer of the image embedder CNN and word
embeddingsWe.
Inference There are multiple approaches that can be used
to generate a sentence given an image, with NIC. The first
one is Sampling where we just sample the first word ac-
cording to p1, then provide the corresponding embedding
as input and sample p2, continuing like this until we sample
the special end-of-sentence token or somemaximum length.
The second one is BeamSearch: iteratively consider the set
of the k best sentences up to time t as candidates to generate
sentences of size t + 1, and keep only the resulting best k
of them. This better approximates S = argmaxS0 p(S0|I).
We used the BeamSearch approach in the following experi-
ments, with a beam of size 20. Using a beam size of 1 (i.e.,
greedy search) did degrade our results by 2 BLEU points on
average.
4. Experiments
We performed an extensive set of experiments to assess
the effectiveness of our model using several metrics, data
sources, and model architectures, in order to compare to
prior art.
4.1. Evaluation Metrics
Although it is sometimes not clear whether a description
should be deemed successful or not given an image, prior
art has proposed several evaluation metrics. The most re-
liable (but time consuming) is to ask for raters to give a
subjective score on the usefulness of each description given
the image. In this paper, we used this to reinforce that some
of the automatic metrics indeed correlate with this subjec-
tive score, following the guidelines proposed in [11], which
asks the graders to evaluate each generated sentence with a
scale from 1 to 41.
For this metric, we set up an Amazon Mechanical Turk
experiment. Each image was rated by 2 workers. The typ-
ical level of agreement between workers is 65%. In case
of disagreement we simply average the scores and record
the average as the score. For variance analysis, we perform
bootstrapping (re-sampling the results with replacement and
computing means/standard deviation over the resampled re-
sults). Like [11] we report the fraction of scores which are
larger or equal than a set of predefined thresholds.
The rest of the metrics can be computed automatically
assuming one has access to groundtruth, i.e. human gen-
erated descriptions. The most commonly used metric so
far in the image description literature has been the BLEU
score [25], which is a form of precision of word n-grams
between generated and reference sentences 2. Even though
1 The raters are asked whether the image is described without any er-
rors, described with minor errors, with a somewhat related description, or
with an unrelated description, with a score of 4 being the best and 1 being
the worst.
2In this literature, most previous work report BLEU-1, i.e., they only
compute precision at the unigram level, whereas BLEU-n is a geometric
average of precision over 1- to n-grams.
Figure 5.4: The Vinyals et al. pip line [108] (Figure riginally from that
work).
In order to train such a model, the model perplexity on the training data
is minimized (that is to say the probability of the data is maximized). It is
importa t to not that, alth ug the m d ls d scribed below use word em-
beddings to drop the di ensi nality and encode features onto the vocabulary
from much larger corpora, the output distribution never directly utilizes any
of this information. The il of n tural lang age might be important o
consi er as it should restrict the ability to capture and utilize rarer words
or phrases in th dataset and s ould promot o erusi g common func ion
works. I remains an open question if we can effectively and tractably in-
corporate word embeddings to guide output word choice. T standard high
level design of this class of models can be seen for Karpathy et al. [55] (RNN)
in Figure 5.3 and Vinyals et l. [108] (LSTM) in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the simple Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and our multimodal Recurrent
Neural Network (m-RNN) architecture. (a). The simple RNN. (b). Our m-RNN model. The inputs
of our model are an image and its corresponding sentence descriptions. w1, w2, ..., wL represents the
words in a sentence. We add a start sign wstart and an end sign wend to all the training sentences. The
model estimates the probability distribution of the next word given previous words and the image.
It consists of five layers (i.e. two word embedding layers, a recurrent layer, a multimodal layer and
a softmax layer) and a deep CNN in each time frame. The number above each layer indicates the
dimension of the layer. The weights are shared among all the time frames. (Best viewed in color)
Generating novel sentence descriptions for images. There are generally three categories of meth-
ods for this task. The first category assumes a specific rule of the language grammar. They parse
the sentence and divide it into several parts (Mitchell et al. (2012); Gupta & Mannem (2012)). Each
part is associated with an object or an attribute in the image (e.g. Kulkarni et al. (2011) uses a Con-
ditional Random Field model and Farhadi et al. (2010) uses a Markov Random Field model). This
kind of method generates sentences that are syntactically correct. The second category retrieves
similar captioned images, and generates new descriptions by generalizing and re-composing the re-
trieved captions (Kuznetsova et al. (2014)). The third category of methods, which is more related
to our method, learns a probability density over the space of multimodal inputs (i.e. sentences and
images), using for example, Deep Boltzmann Machines (Srivastava & Salakhutdinov (2012)), and
topic models (Barnard et al. (2003); Jia et al. (2011)). They generate sentences with richer and more
flexible structure than the first group. The probability of generating sentences using the model can
serve as the affinity metric for retrieval. Our method falls into this category. More closely related
to our tasks and method is the work of Kiros et al. (2014b), which is built on a Log-BiLinear model
(Mnih & Hinton (2007)) and use AlexNet to extract visual features. It needs a fixed length of context
(i.e. five words), whereas in our model, the temporal context is stored in a recurrent architecture,
which allows arbitrary context length.
Shortly after Mao et al. (2014), several papers appear with record breaking results (e.g. Kiros et al.
(2014a); Karpathy & Fei-Fei (2014); Vinyals et al. (2014); Donahue et al. (2014); Fang et al. (2014);
Chen & Zitnick (2014)). Many of them are built on recurrent neural networks. It demonstrates the
effectiveness of storing context information in a recurrent layer. Our work has two major difference
from these methods. Firstly, we incorporate a two-layer word embedding system in the m-RNN
network structure which learns the word representation more efficiently than the single-layer word
embedding. Secondly, we do not use the recurrent layer to store the visual information. The image
representation is inputted to the m-RNN model along with every word in the sentence description.
It utilizes of the capacity of the recurrent layer more efficiently, and allows us to achieve state-of-
the-art performance using a relatively small dimensional recurrent layer. In the experiments, we
show that these two strategies lead to better performance. Our method is still the best-performing
approach for almost all the evaluation metrics.
3 MODEL ARCHITECTURE
3.1 SIMPLE RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK
We briefly introduce the simple Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) or Elman network (Elman
(1990)). Its architecture is shown in Figure 2(a). It has three types of layers in each time frame:
3
Figure 5.5: The m-RNN from Mao et al. [74] (Figure originally from that
work).
The model of Mao et al. [74], as illustrated in Figure 5.5, has multiple
layers to its language mbedding, and integrates the recurrent knowledge,
the original embedding, and the image into one layer before predicting the
next token. However, in their appendix, they show variations that only
contain one word embedding layer, or not connecting the embedding past
the recurrent layer, performing roughly equally, and therefore the efficacy of
such unique aspects is unclear.
5.2.2 Utilizing the Image
The methods used to integrate image information into these models varies
from publication to publication. Models such as those in [74, 110] utilize
the im ge features a v ry time step a the caption is genera ed. However,
Vinyals et al. [108] essentially treat the image representation as the first to-
ken to be processed, before the “start token” that initializes the sentence to
be generated. They noted “that feeding the image at each time step as an
extra input yields inferior results, as the n twork can explicitly exploit noise
in the image and overfits more easily.” Similarly, in their generation model,
Karpathy et al. [55] directly input the projected image representation into
the hidden layer of the RNN (at only the first time st p). At a high level,
this breaks down into two, subtlety different, schools of thought: whether
the image representation functions as something to decode into a sentence,
or as a guide to help a language model create a relevant sentence.
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5.2.3 Alternative Pipelined Approach
Alternatively, instead of jointly modeling the semantic understanding and
language production, Fang et al. [31] use the deep visual features to produce
sentences in a more pipelined approach. They independently train detectors
for the 1000 most common words in their training data using deep visual
features. Inherently, this means the model cannot use or understand any
other words used in the corpora. Given a set of detected words, they perform
a beam search on a maximum entropy language model [6] in order to produce
a caption for an image. Unlike the previous models, this model expects every
token to be visual, and each word to be able to be detected identically across
all contexts regardless of specific image and sentence content.
5.3 Embedding Ranking Models
Much like our use of KCCA in Chapter 3, neural networks have been em-
ployed to embed images and text into the same dense semantic space. In
their comparable baseline model, Plummer et al. [86] simply use CCA with
off-the-shelf neural network text and deep vision features (in combination
with a version of Fisher kernels [85]). Conceptually this is very similar to
our KCCA based models.
Similar to the linear model of Chapter 3, the model of Kiros et al. [57]
embeds images and text such that images are closer to their captions than
other captions and vise versa, through the use of a ranking loss. Their image
embedding is defined simply by a learned linear projection of an off-the-shelf
vision representation (AlexNet, and later VGGNet). For the sentence repre-
sentation, the authors train an LSTM on the captions, taking an embedding
of each token of the sentence as input (fixed to the Word2Vec embeddings).
The LSTM’s output state after processing the entire sentence is used as the
complete sentence’s embedding.
The general idea of the embedding model of Karpathy et al. [55] is to score
an image caption pair based on how well regions of the image align to tokens
of the sentence. For each token representation, they seek to modify the word
embeddings by using a recurrent model to incorporate the context of the rest
of the sentence, before aligning to the image. A key difference of this model
is the use of a Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BRNN) [94] which
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image-sentence score as a function of the individual region-
word scores. Intuitively, a sentence-image pair should have
a high matching score if its words have a confident support
in the image. The model of Karpathy et a. [24] interprets the
dot product vTi st between the i-th region and t-th word as a
measure of similarity and use it to define the score between
image k and sentence l as:
Skl =
X
t2gl
X
i2gk
max(0, vTi st). (7)
Here, gk is the set of image fragments in image k and gl
is the set of sentence fragments in sentence l. The indices
k, l range over the images and sentences in the training set.
Together with their additional Multiple Instance Learning
objective, this score carries the interpretation that a sentence
fragment aligns to a subset of the image regions whenever
the dot product is positive. We found that the following
reformulation simplifies the model and alleviates the need
for additional objectives and their hyperparameters:
Skl =
X
t2gl
maxi2gkv
T
i st. (8)
Here, every word st aligns to the single best image region.
As we show in the experiments, this simplified model also
leads to improvements in the final ranking performance.
Assuming that k = l denotes a corresponding image and
sentence pair, the final max-margin, structured loss remains:
C(✓) =
X
k
hX
l
max(0, Skl   Skk + 1)| {z }
rank images
(9)
+
X
l
max(0, Slk   Skk + 1)| {z }
rank sentences
i
.
This objective encourages aligned image-sentences pairs to
have a higher score than misaligned pairs, by a margin.
3.1.4 Decoding text segment alignments to images
Consider an image from the training set and its correspond-
ing sentence. We can interpret the quantity vTi st as the un-
normalized log probability of the t-th word describing any
of the bounding boxes in the image. However, since we are
ultimately interested in generating snippets of text instead
of single words, we would like to align extended, contigu-
ous sequences of words to a single bounding box. Note that
the naı¨ve solution that assigns each word independently to
the highest-scoring region is insufficient because it leads to
words getting scattered inconsistently to different regions.
To address this issue, we treat the true alignments as latent
variables in a Markov Random Field (MRF) where the bi-
nary interactions between neighboring words encourage an
Figure 3. Diagram for evaluating the image-sentence score Skl.
Object regions are embedded with a CNN (left). Words (enriched
by their context) are embedded in the same multimodal space with
a BRNN (right). Pairwise similarities are computed with inner
products (magnitudes shown in grayscale) and finally reduced to
image-sentence score with Equation 8.
alignment to the same region. Concretely, given a sentence
with N words and an image with M bounding boxes, we
introduce the latent alignment variables aj 2 {1 . . .M} for
j = 1 . . . N and formulate an MRF in a chain structure
along the sentence as follows:
E(a) =
X
j=1...N
 Uj (aj) +
X
j=1...N 1
 Bj (aj , aj+1) (10)
 Uj (aj = t) = v
T
i st (11)
 Bj (aj , aj+1) =   [aj = aj+1]. (12)
Here,   is a hyperparameter that controls the affinity to-
wards longer word phrases. This parameter allows us to
interpolate between single-word alignments (  = 0) and
aligning the entire sentence to a single, maximally scoring
region when   is large. We minimize the energy to find the
best alignments a using dynamic programming. The output
of this process is a set of image regions annotated with seg-
ments of text. We now describe an approach for generating
novel phrases based on these correspondences.
3.2. Multimodal Recurrent Neural Network for
generating descriptions
In this section we assume an input set of images and their
textual descriptions. These could be full images and their
sentence descriptions, or regions and text snippets, as in-
ferred in the previous section. The key challenge is in the
design of a model that can predict a variable-sized sequence
of outputs given an image. In previously developed lan-
guage models based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
[40, 50, 10], this is achieved by defining a probability distri-
bution of the next word in a sequence given the current word
and context from previous time steps. We explore a simple
Figure 5.6: The generation model that incorporates a “Bidirectional RNN”
[94] from Karpathy et al. [55]. (Figure originally from that work).
parses the sentence both in-order and in reverse order to incorporate the
context of not just the previous tokens, but the future tokens of a sentence
as well. Much like Fang et al. [31], this model also expects each token to
have a visual aspect to “detect”. This model is illustrated in Figure 5.6 and
ote how “to” is aligned to a region of the image.
In addition, an embedding model can be employed in tandem with gener-
ation models to “rerank” candidate sentences. In Fang et al. [31], they train
a deep model to embed and define the probability that a generated caption
is associated with an image based on the cosine similarity between the image
and caption. This model does not use a pre-trained word embedding, and
instead first repr sents s nt nces as a bag of character trigrams and then
the authors train a convolutional neural network to obtain the final sentence
representation. On the vision ide, they jointly train a dee fully connected
layer on top of the shelf deep vision features to project an image.
5.3.1 Our Strong B seline “Aver ge” Model
We wanted to discover h w much of the state-of-the-art performance requires
processing language through recurrent network in addition to representing
words through the state-of-the-art word embeddings. We therefore created a
model similar to Kir s et al. [57] with a simpler text representation. Instead
of using a recurrent network that composes the individual tokens, we simply
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averaged the GloVe embeddings [84]2 across the tokens to create the sentence
representation. This average was then used as input to a fully connected
neural network layer which produced the final learned text embedding.3 For
a much simpler (and quicker to train) model, although it did not match
published state of the art on the ranking task, this baseline performed very
comparably to more complicated models as we will see in Chapter 6. More
recently, we have found this simple model might actually produce state-
of-the-art performance when tested on our new tasks as we will discuss in
Chapter 8.
More formally, for the sentence embedding: let w1...wn be the tokens of
a given sentence. Define φ(x) as the GloVe embedding of token x. For this
baseline, we define the learned sentence embedding, Fs(w1...wn) as σw(Ww ·
( 1
n
)
∑
i φ(wi) + bw) where σw is a non-linear activation function. Similarly,
if p is the input image representation, we defined the image embedding as
Fi(m) = σi(Wip + bi). Our loss is set up as a ranking loss similar to Kiros
et al. [57]. For a given image, i, let Si be the set of sentences associated with
i and S−i be the set of sentences not associated with i in the training data.
Similarly for a sentence, s, let Is be the image associated with s and I−s be
all other training images. If θ = (Ww,Ws, bw, bi), the loss function can be
defined in the following way:
L(θ) =
∑
i
∑
x∈Si
∑
y∈S−i
max(0,m− cos(Fi(i), Fw(x)) + cos(Fi(i), Fw(y))) (5.6)
+
∑
s
∑
x∈Is
∑
y∈I−s
max(0,m− cos(Fi(x), Fw(s)) + cos(Fi(y), Fw(s)))
where cos defines the cosine similarity: cos(x, y) = x
T y
||x|||y|| and m is a free
parameter defining the margin of the ranking.
For input image features, we used the 19 layer VGGNet features, applied as
in Plummer et al. [86]. We first pre-processed the GloVe embeddings by per-
forming whitening through zero-phase component analysis (ZCA) [17] based
on every token appearance in our training corpus.4 We set σw to be a ReLU
2Earlier in our research, we also experimented with the embeddings trained from
Word2Vec [75, 77] that many of the current publications use. We found no significant
difference between the use of either, which might be due to inherent similarities between
the two approaches.
3We also experimented with deeper and more complex representations with no conclu-
sive benefit during development.
4In our experiments, it was unclear whether ZCA or other forms of whitening made a
significant difference in the ranking task.
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and simply used the identity function for σi (i.e. no non-linearity) as that
resulted in the best validation performance. The GloVe embeddings have a
dimensionality of 300, while the image representation has a dimensionality
of 4096, and the projected representations are set to be a 1200 dimensional
vector (based on validation performance). Similarly, we set the margin of
the loss function to be 0.2, and the loss was minimized through stochastic
gradient descent, randomly sampling either 50 images (or sentences), and
randomly sampling one of the other training sentences (images)). We ad-
justed the learning rate of each parameter using Adagrad [26] with an initial
learning rate of 0.01, used a momentum value of 0.8, and parameter decay
value of 0.0001 for regularization.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation Revisited
In the previous chapter, we discussed the evolution of modeling since the
publication of Hodosh et al. [49] and Hodosh and Hockenmaier [48] (which
were the backbone of the earlier chapters of this thesis). In the following
chapter, we will discuss and analyze efforts in the literature to evaluate image
description after the publication of those works and analyze some of the issues
that continue to persist and are potentially compounded by the leaps in task
performance as this research area continues to grow. In Chapter 8, we will
seek to address the issues detailed and put forth a concrete set of pilots that
seek to create a foundation for meaningful evaluation and allow for progress
on image description.
6.1 Pre-Existing Metrics
Automated metrics that rely on token overlap between sentences, such as
BLEU [83] and METEOR [22] (which will be discussed later in this chap-
ter), continue to be a primary way to evaluate models in the literature (e.g.
[108, 31, 23, 110]), especially for those models that produce novel text. As
discussed in Chapter 4, we found BLEU to have poor correlation with human
judgment, and question whether or not it is accurate for comparing models
of human description.
In addition, publications tend to continue to have humans directly evalu-
ate model-produced descriptions, as in [31, 23]. Fang et al. [31] and Devlin
et al. [23] had users pick which “caption is better”, a human created gold
caption for the image or one produced by a model. We believe there is some
inherent ambiguity in what makes one caption better than another, espe-
cially between different annotators. For instance, there can be variance in
how much a user balances correct detail vs correct grammar. Furthermore, it
is an open question whether not it is possible to have a “better” caption than
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a person, if by definition, the community is seeking to emulate how people
describe images.
Controlling for such issues is important for interpreting results and is our
goal for task design in Chapter 8. In general, as in Chapter 4, we con-
tinue to posit that such evaluations are of limited use because they need to
be collected for every model and parameter setting. Furthermore, they are
potentially not reproducible between subsequent publications without well
crafted instructions and known high annotator agreement (especially if the
annotation framework and results are not made public) to minimize the an-
notators being a source of variance. Annotating a fixed set of captions, as in
Hodosh et al. [49], will let the community compare evaluation across multi-
ple models on the same data with the same exact human judgments helping
negate variance between annotators.
6.1.1 The Current State of the Ranking Task
Where available, we present the results of several recent publications on the
ranking task in Table 6.1. These results are on the Flickr30K dataset using
the modified task created in Karpathy et al. [56], which the literature has
adopted as a standard. The important distinction between this task and the
task in Chapter 4 is that all 5 captions are used, and for annotation, “suc-
cess”, instead of recall, is therefore used. Observe how the average model,
the work of Plummer et al. [86], and Mao et al. [74] appear to be the best
performing of those who report ranking metrics.
This table illustrates the extreme importance visual features hold for the
overall performance of a model, illustrated most clearly by Mao et al. [74]
whose model went from one of the worst of the table to one of the best with
simply a change in visual features from using AlexNet [59] to VGGNet [99].
Similarly, Kiros et al. [74] showed a similar, but less drastic change. There-
fore if we do not hold these features constant across model structures, these
numbers may not be directly comparable. Similarly, without releasing the vi-
sion features publicly for a model, such as in the model of Vinyals et al. [108],
it may be difficult to interpret the differences in model performance.
There does not seem to be conclusive evidence that richer text represen-
tations beyond the use of embeddings improves perfromance, nor whether
a generative approach (such as Mao et al. [74]) is inherently better than a
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ranking approach (such as our strong baseline average model or Plummer
et al. [86]). These issues are compounded when published ranking perfor-
mance can be improved upon without changing the model design (or mak-
ing said changes clear), such as with the recently released version of Kiros
et al. [57] in Table 6.1. This is a reminder that, for many of models, these
numbers simply represent the best performance that has been observed,
rather than the best performance possible. Without pouring through the
code and learned weights, it is unclear what exactly has changed to result in
such a performance increase. In general, without specific error analysis and
released results, it is unclear how much the difference in results between any
models can be explained by structure, their training regime, or a myriad of
other possibilities (especially for those whose code and exact model param-
eters have not been made publicly available).
However, as we will analyze in later in this chapter, with such a high level
of performance at the ranking task, it may not be clear the differences are
actually meaningful. The simplifying assumption that a caption fits its as-
sociated image perfectly, and only its image, breaks down further as model
performance increases beyond what we observed in Chapter 4, as we will
discuss further in this chapter.
6.2 New Types of Analysis
6.2.1 The METEOR and CIDEr-D Metrics
Since the publication of Hodosh et al. [49], other work on analyzing appro-
priate metrics for image description has been published.
Elliot and Keller [27] performed analysis on automatic metrics for image
description. Their findings concurred with the findings of Chapter 4. In
order to address the failings of the unigram BLEU or ROUGE metrics, they
suggested using either METEOR [22], a modified smoothed BLEU score [16],
or the ROUGE-SU4 variant (skip bigram with a maximum gap of 4 tokens)
for novel text. In short, METEOR is an alignment based metric calculating
the best unigram F1 score between a query and a candidate caption when
aligning the query and the candidate captions. The metric has parameters
that can adjust the trained back off to “stem, synonym or paraphrases be-
tween words and phrases” to allow for partial matches. Therefore, METEOR
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has parameters that need to be consistent between compared model results.
In an ideal situation, a synonym or paraphrase model that is in domain for
image description would be used. However, to our knowledge, this has yet to
be developed in the literature. It is our understanding that the parameters
for METEOR are the defaults of the official METEOR implementation [22].
Vedantam et al. [107] suggest using a novel metric known as CIDEr-D,
which also relies on getting as many candidate captions as possible for the
test set. CIDEr [107] involves the TF-IDF weighted cosine similarity of
bag of n-grams, through a sum of the unigram through 4-gram similarities.
CIDEr-D introduces changes to CIDEr to prevent “gaming” of the metric.
This includes not stemming the tokens in the dataset, making differences in
verb forms (“walk” vs “walking”) count as separate tokens, and introduces a
penalty term that discounts the similarity based on the difference of length
between the gold data and the candidate caption. This similarity is then
averaged across all gold captions. More formally, if m is the number of gold
captions, gn(x) is the vector containing the idf-weighted n-gram counts of
sentence x, l(x) is the length of caption x, σ = 6, ci is the candidate caption
of image i and Si is the set of gold captions for image i, CIDEr-D(ci, Si) is
defined as:
CIDEr-Dn(Ci, Si) =
10
m
|Si|∑
j=1
e
−(l(ci)−l(sij))2
2σ2
min(gn(ci), g
n(si,j)) · gn(si,j)
||gn(ci)||||gn(sij)|| (6.1)
CIDEr-D(Ci, Si) =
4∑
n=1
CIDEr-Dn(Ci, Si)
4
(6.2)
It is important to note that CIDEr-D does not have a range of [0, 1] like
most metrics or a consistent maximum value as we will discuss further in the
next section. Vedantam et al. [107] found that CIDEr correlates better with
humans as the number of references increases, up to a total of 50 captions
per reference images.
6.2.2 METEOR and CIDEr-D Analysis
At a base level, these metrics, much like BLEU and ROUGE, still require a
direct word or n-gram overlap to represent the same semantic aspects and
still assume sentences are direct paraphrases of each other. Neither CIDEr-
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D nor METEOR can consolidate information between captions, relying on
the candidate caption to align well to all (CIDEr-D) or one (METEOR)
of the gold captions at the surface level. As discussed previously, with the
variance of chosen utterances and aspects to be described between annotators
for an image, we expect this metric still to have less than ideal agreement
with human judgement in our data. In addition, since CIDEr-D computes
an average over all the gold captions, the maximum value of the metric is
much higher when all the gold descriptions are (nearly) identical than when
they are not, potentially biasing the evaluation to favor such examples when
aggregating across the dataset. Also, the availability of a large scale image
description dataset with as many as 50 captions per image is limited, with
Vedantam [107] et al. only providing descriptions of photographs for the 1000
images of our PASCAL VOC-2008 dataset [89] with its known limitation in
domain.
In fact, similar to the earlier analysis of BLEU and ROUGE (Section 4.2.2),
we again found poor correlation between METEOR or CIDEr-D and human
judgment. Using the same procedure and the Flickr8K human judgments
that were used in Chapter 4, we found the best value for Cohen’s κ [18] were
0.5033 and 0.5444 respectively. However, we were unable perform this test
with more than 4 gold captions per image. It remains an open question if
the agreement would be higher should more data be available. This may be
evidence that, again, these metrics can be used as a filter, but may not be
sensitive or accurate enough to be useful as a metric to optimize or use to
perform meaningful model comparison.
6.2.3 MSCOCO Captioning Challenge 2015
In conjunction with the release of the MS COCO dataset [69], in 2015, a
shared task was created to “spur the development of algorithms producing
image captions that are informative and accurate.”5 Based on the internet
announcement for the competition, the model that produces the best image
descriptions according to humans would win the competition. This was de-
cided based on metrics on responses from Amazon Mechanical Turk users’
judgments for two questions: 1) “Percentage of captions that are evaluated
3At Human ≥ 3.0 and METEOR ≥ 0.2
4At Human ≥ 2.6 and CIDEr-D ≥ 0.2
5http://mscoco.org/dataset/#captions-challenge2015
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as better or equal to human caption” and 2) “Percentage of captions that pass
that Turing Test.”
The Two Questions of the MSCOCO Captioning Challenge
In the presentation slides at the Large-scale Scene Understanding Workshop
at CVPR 20156, The organizers elaborate further on what the human evalu-
ation entails. Both metrics involve presenting the user, along with an image,
a pair of sentences: one being a model’s output and the other being a human
written caption.
Caption Quality For their first metric, they state that “A good caption
should contain correct information, be detailed, and well written.” They
proceed to ask which caption do they think is better, or if they are
equally good or poor. The final score is the percentage of examples
where the model output was rated as being equally good or better
than the human written caption.
Turing Test This metric instead tells the user that “One of these captions
was written by a human and another by a machine.” They proceed to
ask the user which one do they think was written by a human, or if
they cannot tell. The metric is the percentage of results where either
the model output is chosen over the gold data or where the user cannot
decide between the choices.
The winner of the competition is based on the average of the relative ranking
(among submitted models) between these two human metrics and not the
actual metric values.
Design Analysis
When employed at scale, relative scores may magnify the meaning of non-
significant differences between models, especially since the same annotators
did not necessarily score all of the models. However this may be a minor
issue compared to the overall design of the challenge and the questions posed
to the users. In some sense, both tests deal with measuring semantic, gram-
matical, and pragmatic issues simultaneously. How do you compare a well
6http://lsun.cs.princeton.edu/slides/caption open.pdf
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written, detailed description with a “minor error” in the semantics (i.e. a 3
in our expert judgments of Chapter 4), with a detailed and accurate caption
that has grammatical errors or otherwise appears to have fluency errors?
Furthermore, it is unclear what exactly the difference between the two
tests would be other than priming the annotator to look for a machine made
caption. Arguably any grammar issues that would make a description ap-
pear more “machine made” would also be worse according to their quality
definition. Similarly, we posit that the perceived worse caption would also
appear more machine made unless the user expects human error to be more
likely than machine error (especially if both captions are semantically close
to the “ground truth”) which would result in a worse model being “better”
with the metric.
Perhaps most importantly, relying on annotators’ judgment about what
makes a good caption beyond being correct and detailed (or “is it human-
like?”) may not be objective or repeatable (especially since annotator agree-
ment is unknown). We already have observed that users’ captions are not
necessarily detailed enough to mention every posible aspect of a depicted
scene, so it may not make sense to reward detail beyond a certain point, as
the caption might become unnatural. In such a case, should we actually po-
tentially reward a shorter caption? In addition, choosing an arbitrary gold
caption to present to the users may introduce biases depending on which
specific captions and images were used. Inherently, annotators may feel that
some images have captions of higher quality than others (for the same image
or otherwise). If the caption happens to be relatively poor, the experimental
set up may not be actually testing for any real understanding for that specific
associated image.
Directly Comparing Results?
One of the largest contributions of this task could have been the ability to
directly compare models’ output on specific examples and therefore be able
to analyze specific trends and issues. The metrics aggregated across a whole
dataset may be difficult to interpret without being able to compare spe-
cific examples. Unfortunately, none of the item-level results have been made
publicly available. This makes any follow up analysis or direct comparison
between models submitted to the competition mostly impossible. Even pub-
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licly releasing results on the development set (to make the gold captions of
the test set of the competition still blind to the participants) could go along
way towards meaningful comparison of results.
However, this competition guarantees that all metrics were run identically
for each of the models which could be a valuable tool, especially if we were
able to compare specific scored examples (since there are aspects such as
METEOR having parameters, and more generally, corpus changes, such as if
one lemmatizes, stems, or includes punctuation during evaluation). As part
of this task, they publicly released the evaluation code, allowing for future
work to be run identically as past work [12]. Until this competition, there
was not a standard toolkit for evaluating the automatic metrics on novel
text reported in the literature. When combined with the fact that exact
experimental results reported in publications are not publicly available, this
means that previous claims of improving performance on certain metrics are
not publicly verifiable. This is exactly the situation our proposed ranking
task was seeking to avoid, and even in that framework there are inconsis-
tency between papers (e.g. the dataset split of the Flickr30K dataset used
in Karpathy et al. [56] has become essentially standard and is not the split
as published with the dataset in Young et al. [113]).
Analysis of the Released Aggregate Scores
However, since the aggregate metric scores on the competition of each sub-
mitted model have been released, and the competition is based on relative
ranking, we can coarsely analyze how well the automatic metrics correlate
with the human ranking of this task. In Table 6.2, we report what their
ranking according to the automatic metrics of METEOR and CIDEr-D with
40 reference gold captions and 5 reference gold captions. Even with only 15
models to compare, what immediately stands out is that all the automatic
metrics unambiguously say that the Vinyals et al. [108] model is better than
the rest (not tied with the model of Fang et al. [31] like the human evaluation
suggests). Similarly, Devlin et al. [23] was voted to be in second place by all of
the automatic metrics and not tied for third as decided by human judgment.
Even with only 15 models,7 there is significant disagreement as compared to
their human evaluation, which is evidence that these automatic metrics are
7excluding the “human baseline”
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not strongly enough correlated with human judgement to correctly identify
the state-of-the-art performance. It is important to stress that being con-
clusive would require significance testing on the raw, unreleased evaluation
data to see the differences (even with the human experiments) and even the
human rankings (or their decision of “ties”) may or may not be meaningful to
actually interpret. It is also important to note that, unlike as shown in Table
6.1 for the ranking task, Mao et al. [74] was not among the top performing
models according to human judgment of this task (although many of these
models were not evaluated on the ranking task).
A less obvious issue is exemplified by the model of Vinyals et al. [108]. It is
worth mentioning that across many other experiments and publications, this
model does not perform nearly as well (see Table 6.1). This may be evidence
that the model evaluated on this task is not identical to the model evaluated
for the publication, and therefore this further obscures the relevance of the
shared task for the community if model design or specific results are not
made public.
Humans vs. the Models
In addition to the submitted models, a “human baseline” performance for
the tasks was reported for the automatic evaluation. The use of the word
“baseline” is a bit of a misnomer, as this model is an additional set of cap-
tions collected from humans performing the task, and therefore is literally
the human performance at the task the community seeks to emulate. In
theory, modulo noise, this “baseline” should therefore be performing per-
fectly. However, if we include it among the reported models, it would not
preform perfectly: according to CIDER-D with 40 captions, it would be in
sixth place (0.910), and third with METEOR (0.335). At the very least, this
implies that, after some threshold, optimizing for METEOR and CIDER-D
may guiding models to produce less human-like captions instead of producing
more natural captions.
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6.2.4 Visual Question Answering (VQA)
What is VQA?
Instead of directly captioning images, a related set of tasks has recently
gained popularity in the literature that focus on querying a model with a
specific question about the image. This has the potential to have more objec-
tive evaluation than evaluating on our ranking task or on machine generated
novel captions, as the answers can be designed to be unambiguously true
or false. And, much like our ranking task, the questions are able to focus
on specifically the semantics of the image and not problems with evaluating
novel language.
The exact details of the task and dataset generation varies from publica-
tion to publication. For instance, Yu et al. [114] ask Amazon Mechanical
Turk users to answer a series of simple prompts for the image such as “The
place is a(n) .” and “The person/people is/are .”. While Antol
et al. [1] take a more free form approach, asking Turkers themselves to cre-
ate the questions themselves with the following prompt: “We have built a
smart robot. It understands a lot about images. It can recognize and name
all the objects, it knows where the objects are, it can recognize the scene (e.g.,
kitchen, beach), peoples expressions and poses, and properties of objects (e.g.,
color of objects, their texture). Your task is to stump this smart robot!” For
simplicity, Ren et al. [91] instead focused on questions that can be answered
with a single word. They use the parses of captions of the dataset itself to cre-
ate questions, instead of new human annotation, and the generated questions
are of four categories: object, number, color, and location. Similar to Ren
et al. [91], Malinowski and Fritz [72] developed a dataset on a closed world,
creating questions formulaically and through human annotation which are to
be answered through a set of pre-defined answers, covering “basic colors ...
numbers or objects ... or sets of those.”
VQA Evaluation and Analysis
Because Ren et al. focused on one word answers, they can cast evaluation
as a multiclass classification problem where the correct answer is a single
word of the vocabulary. This may have some significant issue in dealing with
synonymy (just as with automated metrics for novel descriptions) and in
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general is restricted in domain to avoiding questions that require more than
one-word answers. Similarly, Yu et al. [114] evaluated question answering as
a multiple choice problem in which the correct answer from their data col-
lection is contrasted with negatives coming from random images and images
that share objects with a given image. In addition, they also directly evalu-
ated open-ended generation through the use of the BLEU metric which we
posit has many of the same issues as with generated image descriptions as
discussed in Chapter 4.
Antol et al. [1] evaluate in two separate frameworks, based on human re-
sponses to the questions, either open-answer (free-form) or multiple choice.
The open-answer task is graded based on the percentage of humans subjects
who exactly wrote the same answer. This seems to completely ignore the
diversity of language to describe the same scene as illustrated previously.
In fact, for some of their questions types, they show that humans score as
low as 8.21% accuracy in the aggregate. Furthermore, this approach ac-
tively penalizes any model on any example where there is ambiguity from
the human annotators, effectively creating an arbitrary upper bound on the
maximal score and potentially penalizing the model for returning an answer
that humans said just because there was not 100% consensus in content or,
arguably more importantly, phrasing. It is also important to note that even
in the open-answer framework, models still choose one of the top K most
frequent answers, which may or may not align with the actual gold of the
example.
VQA as Image Description
The slot-filling task as designed in Yu et al. [114] is of special interest as, in-
stead of just question answering, it can be thought of as a focused variation
of image description, and more specifically ranking, as described in Chapter
4. The “fill in the blank” nature of the task means they really compare the
distance between an image and a set of complete sentences with the various
answers placed in context rather than a response to a complete statement or
explicit question. This is analogous to image description and more specifi-
cally our ranking task, with a focused set of “distractors” and, specifically,
sentences that explicitly do not capture the entirety of the salient aspects
of an image. However, it may not be clear what the best or otherwise ideal
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Figure 6.1: Example of the Visual Madlibs dataset from Figure 8 of Yu
et al. [114]. Are all of the negatives truly incorrect?
answer to the madlibs questions is when the negatives are semantically rel-
evant. As shown in Figure 6.1, although the person is “modeling with” the
umbrella, arguably, at least, they are also “shading themselves” and “cover-
ing their head” as well.
Improving the Structure of VQA
To varying degrees, all three works undervalue the real possibility of having
multiple correct answers due to ambiguity in the question or the large vari-
ety of ways people can describe things with natural language. Controlling for
this issue would go a long way towards interpreting the results and having a
meaningful task in the literature. This can be done by either having human
evaluation of freeform answers, or simply by annotating which answers are
acceptable in a multiple choice question. Similarly, without an overall struc-
ture to the task, interpretation of the results may be difficult. By design,
Ren et al. [91] and Yu et al. [114] have fixed categories based on the question
templates and Antol et al. [1] choose to group results by the starting word(s)
of the questions. If these categories (or subsets there of) do not align with
interpretable errors for models, or truly test different aspects of the model,
it may be difficult to make progress at this task. The design of our proposed
tasks of Chapter 8 keep these issues in mind.
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6.2.5 Novelty
If metrics in the literature do not model human behavior closely enough, the
research community may not be taking steps towards modeling how humans
describe images or judge the quality of descriptions. Devlin et al. [23] cast
light onto a specific aspect of this issue, the novelty of human written cap-
tions for images. In this work, the authors highlight that for test images,
only 4.8% of human produced captions were identical to training captions
of the dataset, and only 0.6% of the produced test captions were associated
with more than one image. This points to humans describing images in a
way that tries to highlight some level of their uniqueness. However, their
top model, according to BLEU and METEOR, creates only 5,766 unique
sentences among the 20,244 created test sentences (71.5% reuse), and a full
61.3% of the 20,244 were reused from the training set. This may be evidence
of rewarding models, both in our metrics and training, that perform very
much unlike actual people. If a metric rewards token or n-gram precision
too highly, we may be discouraging novelty in sentence generation to a un-
realistic degree. This again points to the difficulties in evaluating machine
generated language. As we will discuss in Chapter 8, the generation models
of the literature have a tendency to strongly prefer shorter captions, which
may contribute to their lack of novelty. Alternatively, this may imply that if
we only evaluate based on model generated text, we may never be evaluating
whether or not the model is able to produce correct details (over incorrect
details) regarding the content of the image. These details are key to produc-
ing human-like image descriptions and therefore, when comparing models,
the community needs to consider metrics and frameworks that can focus on
such details. One such solution is to continue to evaluate primarily on human
provided descriptions, much like our original ranking task of Chapter 4, as
we continue to propose in the rest of the thesis.
6.3 Issues with Ranking
Since the publication of Hodosh et al. [49], performance has significantly im-
proved on our task. As shown in Table 6.1, in the annotation framework,
we are starting to see models that retrieve a relevant caption in the top 3
returned sentences a majority of the time. This level of performance starts
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Figure 6.2: An example from the Flickr30K dataset illustrating the variance
in “uniquely” describing an image for image annotation and search purposes.
Although it is a striking orange outfit, evaluating based on searching for the
image with that information may not make sense.
to expose the drawbacks of such an experiment.
There is an implicit assumption that each caption for an image is a strongly
preferred caption during annotation and, more importantly, that each cap-
tion uniquely describes the image for search. We previously discussed how
captions do not describe everything that is going on in the image, and there-
fore do not necessarily uniquely describe the details needed to disambiguate
the image from the rest of the dataset. For example, the last caption in Fig-
ure 6.2 is true for the shown image, but could describe many more pictures
as well. Without doing a large scale analysis of every image and caption for
a test set, it might be difficult to avoid penalizing for associating the cap-
tion with equally relevant images. There is an important difference between
a caption that “technically” describes an image, and one that would be a
likely human written caption for an image. For the current state-of-the-art
performance at this task, these factors may point to over-optimizing for the
ranking loss metrics, not actually producing better models according to hu-
man judgment. This was less of an issue in Hodosh et al. [49] where models
were weaker in performance (and of the same general architecture) and thus
allowed us still to see strong correlation between human adjudicated rankings
and when ignoring this issue.
In terms of language evaluation, a separate issue is that all negative cap-
tions for an image are sourced from the other images of the test set (and
vice versa). This can make it difficult to whether a model is actually cap-
turing subtleties beyond a topic level. For instance, as illustrated in Figure
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Figure 6.3: All the “hockey” pictures in the Flickr30K development set. If
it is easy to overfit to a hockey topic to do well on all of these images during
ranking, how different captions can focus on different aspects or types of
hockey pictures.
6.3, there are only 8 pictures involving hockey in the Flickr30K development
set.8 It may be quite easy to for a baseline model to capture the visual
aspects of a generic hockey picture (for instance the standard layout and
appearance of the rink, especially for professional hockey). If that is the
case, during search, all 8 pictures will be trivially returned in some order for
all the hockey related queries without needing to understand what makes a
“goalie” picture different from other hockey pictures, and especially for recall
at 5 and 10, the model will still be significantly rewarded. The various recall
and median position metrics therefore may not be sensitive enough to truly
reward correctly modeling specific aspects of a scene beyond topic modeling.
This issue will be touched upon more in Chapter 8.
83000 images, the published development set, not the split used by other papers in the
literature (e.g. [55]).
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6.4 Evaluation Conclusions
In this chapter, we have analyzed the current state of evaluation for image
description. Evaluating on model generated text continues to be difficult:
automatic metrics applied to novel text continue to have poor correlation
with human judgment and these judgments may be to general in scope.
Similarly, the ranking task performance has become so advanced that the
difficulty of related images has become too easy. As a result, the need for
focused, well designed metrics is stronger than ever if we are to make progress
as a community. In Chapter 7, we will take a look at using the Denotation
Graph [113] to design better metrics, and in Chapter 8, we design and run
experiments that take a step towards more insightful evaluation of image
description systems.
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Chapter 7
The Denotation Graph
Correctly understanding which of the collected captions can be associated
with which images is only a stepping stone towards a more ambitious goal.
In an ideal scenario, we would like to concretely model what the space of
images that a natural language utterance can describe is, or conversely, what
the entire space of possible descriptions is that could be used to describe an
image. In order to move toward that goal, we have constructed the Deno-
tation Graph as part of Young et al. [113], whose construction was further
refined and discussed in detail in Young [112]. Much of the directly related
work to the Denotation Graph focuses on automatically learning general
truths and relations rather than implications based on specific instantiations.
For instance, Chen et al. [14] are able to learn “Car is found in Raceway”
and Sadeghi et al. [93] seek to automatically answer questions such as “Do
dogs eat ice cream?” (both along with the corresponding vision modeling
of the concepts). Instead, we seek to capture relations such as “If we con-
sider pictures of dogs in snow, what are they likely doing?” or “Where is
it (im)plausible dogs to find dogs, given that they are swimming?” In this
chapter, we explore two use cases. First, we will discuss using the graph
as a source of information to be utilized by an arbitrary model for image
description. Second, we explore its potential in the design of more focused,
interesting, and accurate frameworks for evaluation.
7.1 Denotation Graph Definition
The Denotation Graph seeks to capture the set of possible images represented
by any observed utterance in an image description dataset. The graph relies
on the fact that the same phrase may be used to describe multiple images,
and that in datasets such Flickr30K, the same image is described in mul-
tiple different ways. As an illustrative example, a simplified version of the
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Denotation Graph can be seen in Figure 7.1. In general, each node consists
of an utterance and a set of images, which in theory are all of the images
of the dataset that can be described by the node’s utterance (the denota-
tion of the utterance), which was constructed in the following manner. The
lowest level of the graph is defined by each caption of the dataset, which
forms a leaf of the hierarchy, along with its corresponding image, such as the
node labeled “A child in red plays on the beach” in the figure. To define
each nodes’ parents, we simplify each caption by applying one of a discrete
set of transformations in order to remove information. Such transformations
include dropping the verb from a sentence, object from a verb phrase or
an optional modifier. For example, “A child in red plays on the beach” is
reduced to “A child plays on the beach.” The set of all possible transfor-
mation rules is enumerated in more detail in Appendix C. This allows us to
identify the simplest sentence to which each caption can be reduced. From
these simple sentences, we extract simple constituents such as noun phrases
and verb phrases. In addition, we can apply hypernym rules, for example
transforming “shirt” into “clothing.” We then generate the graph top-down
by recursively applying the transformations in reverse (i.e. to generate more
specific descriptions from more generic ones) until each nodes description is
specific enough to contain only a single image in its denotation. We then
attach the corresponding original captions as leaf nodes of the hierarchy to
these nodes. As of the publication of Young et al. [113], there are a total of
1,749,097 nodes. However, only 53,000 describe five or more images of the
Flickr30K dataset, and 22,683 describe ten or more images. As we will dis-
cuss in this chapter, because of linguistic variations in the original captions,
images will not be attached to every node that could describe them. Per-
haps more importantly, because language follows the Gricean Maxims [40],
limiting redundancy, it may not be clear what a node represents when it is
removed from the context of a complete sentence. For example, sentences
such as “People swimming at a beach outdoors” do not exist in our dataset,
since “outdoors” is implied by being at a beach. And more importantly, since
swimming at a beach may be more specific (and salient) than a more generic
statement of “swimming outdoors”, the denotation of “outdoors” does not
contain many beach pictures.
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A child plays 
on the beach
A girl plays on 
the beach
A child plays
A child plays 
 soccer
A child plays 
guitar
A girl plays on 
the playground
A child in red 
plays on the beach
A girl plays
Figure 7.1: A simplified example illustrating the design of the Denotation
Graph [113]. Figure courtesy of Julia Hockenmaier.
7.2 Using the Graph to Recover
Implications
7.2.1 What Implications Do We Want to Model?
In Chapter 4, we discussed some issues with missing or varying amounts of
information in the context of the linear model. We knew that input captions,
at test time, would be missing implied knowledge. Our first attempts at uti-
lizing the graph for image description was to directly capture what is strongly
implied by a given caption, to recover some of the “missing information” di-
rectly. The idea was that, given the Denotation Graph’s representation of
an input sentence, we should be able to recover what other nodes should be
true for that input sentence. We then could map back to a bag-of-words
or bag-of-nodes representation for use in our models. However, this can be
difficult, since the graph operates on the original captions and therefore is
missing much of the same implication knowledge we are trying to recover
(even across the five given captions, due to inherent issues of saliency and
lack of redundancy).
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Outdoors: 478 Training Images
Figure 7.2: A random sampling of images from the “outdoors” node in the
Denotation Graph. Observe how it does not match the distribution of images
that take place outdoors in the Flickr30K dataset. For instance, there are
much fewer images of people in a city.
For a concrete example of this issue, let us consider the following pair
of nodes: “throw pitch” and “play baseball”. “Throw pitch” should be
(roughly) a subset of “play baseball” for the Flickr30K dataset. However,
currently over the entire graph, there are 15 “throw pitch” pictures and 55
“play baseball” pictures, with zero overlap between the two. It is assumed
the reader understands that throwing a pitch is part of playing baseball
(especially if a term, such as batter, is used in the original context of the
complete sentence). Furthermore, actions such as “throw pitch” are more
detailed than “play baseball”, which might explain the lack of appearance of
“play baseball” across the four other captions as well. Resolving these issues
will take much more than first-order statistics and therefore might require
auxiliary data or a larger dataset.
The node representing the token “outdoors” encapsulates many issues with
identifying the implications that should be modeled. The node appears in a
fraction of pictures actually taken outdoors. Should that be the case or not?
If we label all captions that happen to describe events that have taken place
outdoors, we would lose important semantics about what kinds of images
and captions are actually described by the token “outdoors.” For instance, a
picture of cars on a city street, or a professional baseball game, are not likely
to be described as“outdoors” Therefore, labeling it as such might make it
much harder to search for, or annotate, images where “outdoors” is quite
salient such as for wildlife pictures. Further illustrating this point, Figure
7.2 shows random images that are members of the “outdoors” node.
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7.2.2 Concrete Example
The Denotation Graph enables us to define the idea of “denotational similari-
ties” [113] between nodes based on the co-occurence statistics of nodes across
images in the dataset. These similarities can be defined in terms of PMI or
asymmetric conditional probabilities and aid in recovering implicit or other-
wise missing implications given an caption (and therefore a set of observed
nodes). Unseen nodes that are similar to seen nodes are likely to also be
true for a caption. When attempting to recover the missing implications, a
major issue is that we cannot simply look at statistics of a complete caption,
as the caption is extremely likely to have never occurred in the training data
(see Section 6.2.5). Moreover, even the most common trigram node, “group
of person” only occurs in 13% of the data, and a more specific, but not
very detailed, trigram node like “person play instrument” occurs in only 3%
of the data, complicating our ability to analyze co-occurrence. To illustrate
that these are not cherry-picked examples, Appendix D lists all verb nodes of
length greater than one, along with their frequency count in the development
set. If nodes are not frequent enough that co-occurrence can be expected, we
cannot judge whether the lack of co-occurrence is meaningful from our data
alone. We therefore have to break a sentence (or longer node) down into its
constituent parts (just the subject, individual words, etc.), which individu-
ally eschew meaningful contextual information. Using the constituent parts,
we chose to look at the maximum PMI and conditional probabilities of other
nodes given that we are observing the nodes of the query, to hopefully model
if any part of the sentence strongly suggests an unobserved node. But, by
needing to back off to these constituents, we end up having plenty of incor-
rect suggestions obscuring the true suggestions.
Let us consider the sentence “A group of people walking as the sun sets”
(with image shown in Figure 7.3) along with the nodes (that should be consid-
ered untrue in this specific example): “Street”, “Sidewalk”, “City”, “Plant”,
“Sky”, “Path”, and “Beach.” In Table 7.1, we show the conditional prob-
ability of any of these nodes appearing (based on the statistics of the node
appearing in any one of the captions of a training image) , given an example
of one of the constituent nodes of the sentence being observed. At the very
least there is strong signal of evidence for “Street”, “Sidewalk” and “Beach”,
with “Sun [set]” being the only node that never co-occurs with even one of
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Figure 7.3: Image from the Flickr30K dataset with a gold caption “A group
of people walking as the sun sets.”
the suggested nodes. Further complicating the issue is that “Sun [set]” only
occurs 47 times in the training data, and therefore we do not have enough
appearances to expect a co-occurrence with “Street” and “Sidewalk” in the
data if they were pairwise independent.
In short, in this case, there just is not enough context in the sentence to
rule out any of the suggested nodes, since all the (wrong) suggestions are
plausible if we ignore the image. To some degree, we should be considering
all of these nodes in question as plausible. However, we cannot add these
proposed phrases to the original caption, as this would both dilute the signal
of what is actually observed and more importantly the meaning of actually
observing words such as “street” in the dataset when they occur.
Perhaps most importantly, with the current state of the art on the task
and the current task design (see Chapters 5, 6, and 8), we are skeptical
we would be able to show any benefit to using such information. If we
use the same corpora to learn these issues, it may not be clear that much
information is to be gained that will not be captured by a model such as
the Average model of Section 5.3.1. We have already designed the model
such that sentences that describe the same image should be close together in
the learned embedding space. This design is already capturing much of the
same implication information as the graph could hope to provide with the
benefit of using the visual features to up-weight or down-weight inferences at
training time. On a much larger corpus, perhaps even one that is text-only,
we may be able to get additional meaningful supervision, but for now that
remains an open question. Therefore, we argue that further effort specifically
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for sentence expansion as a stronger input for image description should not
be a top priority.
7.3 An Evaluation Framework
Independent of whether we can exploit the Denotation Graph for modeling
purposes, we would like to be able to evaluate how well a model understands
not just complete sentences, but any arbitrary natural language utterance or
query. In theory, the Denotation Graph should provide this information, as
each node contains the set of images the associated language represents. We
can evaluate how well a model can separate the positives images of the node
from the rest of the dataset. However, as previously explained, these images
are only a subset of the true positive images represented by a corresponding
phrase. Therefore it is important to come up with a task and metric that
can handle this recall issue.
In our experiments, we found that R-precision and distance-based metrics
(for a learned embedding space) failed to meaningfully correlate with ac-
tual performance for this task. For many nodes, especially those beyond the
“unigram” level, the actual labeled recall was too significantly below human
judgment to be useful. In Figures 7.4 and 7.5, we show examples of failing to
distinguish the performance on two different nodes with R-precision and the
average normalized similarity of the gold labeled data. The average normal-
ized similarity is based on the cosine similarity, in a given embedding model’s
learned space, of a node’s string and the set of images in the development (or
test) set for the node. The similarity value between each image and the string
is renormalized such that the closest development image has a similarity of
one, and then we then examen the average similarity across all gold labeled
instances of the image. The idea was that the average similarity would be
less sensitive to false negatives as it only considers the positive images (which
are labeled with high precision). It should follow that a better model would
have the gold labeled images closer to the string in the corresponding em-
bedding space than a worse model. Regardless, in our exploration, we found
poor agreement between performance increases on these metrics and human
judgment of quality. Human annotation of this data, improving the recall,
would be required for accurate quantitative analysis.
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Node R-Precision Top Development Images
pot 0.00
mustache 0.00
Figure 7.4: According to a trained baseline model (an early version of the
model in Section 5.3.1), the three closest development images to the nodes
“pot” and “moustache” respectively, and the R-precision based on retrieving
all development images. The top three images are not part of the node in our
dataset and in general both “pot” and “moustache” had a R-precision of 0.00
among the closest development images. The first line shows “pots” being
in images being retrieved, while none of the top images contain someone
with a moustache. Arguably, the “pot” query performs much better than
“moustache.”
Node
Average 
Normalized 
Similarity Top Development Images
woman 
hold hand 0.444
man climb 0.443
 
 
Figure 7.5: According to a trained baseline model (an early version of the
model in Section 5.3.1), the three closest development images to the nodes
“woman hold hand” and “man climb” respectively, and the average normal-
ized similarity of the gold labeled images of the node based on all development
images. The top three images are not part of the node in our dataset and in
general both “woman hold hand”’ and “man climb”, and have similar average
normalized similarity (with “woman hold hand” performing slightly better).
In the top three images, “man climb” can arguably describe two of the three
images, while “woman hold hand” can describe none of them. Arguably, the
“man climb” query performs much better than “woman hold hand.”
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Figure 7.6: An example of an image and its captions from our dataset. Notice
how “skateboarding trick”, “a man does a skateboard trick” “a skateboarder
does a trick”, “a man does a trick on a skateboard”, “a skater does a kick
flip”, among many other possibilities, are not mentioned in the captions. In
addition anything involving a “skate park”, clothing, or the elements of the
background are not mentioned as well. Therefore the nodes involving those
concepts are not associated with this image in the Denotation Graph.
7.4 Improving Recall
As exemplified in Figure 7.6, the diversity of language and the nature of image
descriptions strongly work against the spirit of capturing the denotation of
language through the graph. There are practically an uncountable number of
missing reasonable descriptions of images in the dataset. We can attempt to
attack this issue. In order to augment our dataset, manually or automatically
through a trained model, we need to have humans annotate a larger subgraph
that we can trust as accurate.
7.4.1 Manually Annotating the Graph
The most straightforward approach to improving the graph recall is to have
human annotators directly judge node membership for an image. We sought
to develop websites to streamline the process of marking which nodes are
applicable for a given image. It is simply not feasible to manually annotate
the more than one million nodes in the dataset for even a subset of images.
Furthermore, it may be unclear what a useful and tractable subset of nodes
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would be. If we focus on a minimum appearance count to trim the graph,
we may avoid being able to learn actual interesting interactions and instead
focus too much on more generic, high-level, topical nodes (for instance: sim-
ply “Man playing football”). Even with aggressive pruning, we often end
up with hundreds of plausible nodes to annotate, and to effectively present
them to a human to annotate has proven difficult. We tried simplifying the
annotation process to simply focus on “Person”, “Verb”, and “Scene” nodes
and presenting them to the user in a hierarchical nested fashion as shown
in Figure 7.7. However, this still left us with too many nodes per image to
annotate efficiently.
There is inherent redundancy in the nodes. For instance, plausible syn-
onyms can result in an exponential number of equivalent longer phrases. We
had the idea of breaking apart NPs and VPs into head word and modifiers
or arguments to be labeled, and then simply using n-gram statistics to filter
out what combinations are not gibberish, as illustrated in Figure 7.8. Most
importantly, this also called into question what nodes do we actually care
about that would be of interest to the NLP and Computer Vision commu-
nities. If we boil this task down to unigrams to label, would this still yield
a worthwhile resource for language understanding? Again, these issues can
be highlighted by the appearance count of VP nodes as shown in Appendix
D, where, for instance, there are no descendents of “throw ball” that appear.
If the goal is to actually produce interesting examples of the subtleties of
language effecting implications on the visual world (and vice versa), this just
may not be detailed enough. But it is important to keep in mind that, if the
concept does not appear often in our dataset, we might not be able create a
detailed analysis.
7.4.2 What is Appropriate Graph Recall?
A separate, and perhaps more fundamental, issue with the graph is that
it may not be clear what exactly better recall actually means. Much like
the previously mentioned node, “outdoors”, it is important to note that the
“building” node in the graph contains all images where a building explicitly
is mentioned, not all images where a building appears. Phrases that describe
background or location elements are only going to be used if these elements
were somehow notable enough for one user to explicitly mention them, in-
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Figure 7.7: Human annotation of annotation graph interface with 3 columns,
“VP” , “People” “Scene words”. We required nodes to have 20 appearances
in the data and a 0.3 conditional probability with an observed gold node.
The interface is a bit overwhelming, and we found that the cutoffs frequently
left out reasonable nodes.
Figure 7.8: In order to reduce the multitude of nodes to label and capture
the redundancy of various nodes, we developed the idea of breaking apart
parts of nodes into categories such as “Person Modifiers”, “Person Terms”,
“Verbs”, “Verb Modifiers” (e.g. direct objects / adverbs / etc), and “scene
terms”. We believe we can then piece together the parts to get plausible
nodes and separate the gibberish through use of n-gram language statistics.
If we focus on the major action, these are no attachment ambiguities for
the modifiers. This potentially also calls into question if the labels can be
reduced to unigram tags? And if so, are we doing the graph and variety of
language justice?
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stead of being strongly implied. Is the goal of image description to better
understand what kinds of language are used for images, or just to identify
which images can technically be described by certain utterances? This can
be tricky as the base amount of information conveyed can very much based
on an annotators whims instead of anything intrinsic about the image. This
becomes especially complicated when dealing with modifiers, complete sen-
tences, or when for case where it may not be clear what the node should even
mean in isolation (“need”, “couple of adults”, “middle”, etc.).
This also brings up an inherent flaw in the ranking task definition of Ho-
dosh et al. [49] as we discuss in Chapter 6 and attempt to further address in
Chapter 8. We essentially assume that all five captions are equally valid de-
scriptions of an image, and perhaps more importantly, that all five captions
are equally suitable as a search query specifically for the associated image.
We leave attacking the fundamental issues for meaningfully integrating it
into image description modeling and evaluation for future work. We there-
fore keep the focus on a grounded solution to more tractably and improving
evaluation for natural language description modeling in the next chapter.
7.5 Image Classification on Denotation
Nodes
Given the difficulties of improving recall on the graph, we sought to design
tasks on the graph that can evaluate specific aspects of natural language
for image description while simultaneously tolerating the incomplete label-
ing of the graph. Therefore, we examined sets of pairs of nodes such that
membership in the two nodes were mutually exclusive while being related se-
mantically or lexically. For example, we wished to compare the node “brush-
ing hair” with the node “brushing teeth”, which although technically could
co-occur, we can be rather certain they do not in our dataset. We then de-
veloped binary tasks where we could query a model about which of a pair of
nodes is more likely for a given image. In addition, we can consider the dual
task where, given a node, the model computes which of a pair of images is
a better fit. In theory, false negatives would not impact the analysis of this
task, and we may be able to tailor the experiment to evaluate understanding
with more subtlety than relying on only complete sentences in the data (as
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in the ranking task).
7.5.1 What Makes a Good Task?
This first set of these binary pilots attempted to focus on the ability to
classify groups of images as belonging to a node of the denotation graph over
an alternative distractor node. The inherent ambiguities of the graph along
with recall issues of requiring exact surface string match, modulo known
hypernyms, ultimately made the usefulness of the framework of this pilot
inconclusive at best.
For a task and the corresponding evaluation metric to be useful, they need
to offer insight into the successes and failures of a model. More specifically,
if the goal is to evaluate whether or not models understand the meaning
of natural language, we need to be able to highlight language phenomena
or subtleties and, ideally, the task should be of the same scale as the other
image description tasks. Otherwise, there may not be more insight to be
gained besides that model X had better overall accuracy than model Y on
these experiments, which may not help move research forward. Unless we
focus on highlighting language understanding errors that may not be detected
by current metrics (on novel sentences or the ranking task), the creation of
this auxiliary task may not be useful.
One of the major difficulties is that the denotation graph of the Flickr30K
dataset is quite shallow due to the tail of language. As alluded to earlier, most
of the larger nodes are really short strings, not detailed complete thoughts or
ideas. As an annotation task, for a given concept and surface string, it can be
difficult to find meaningful negative phrases in the dataset. If the denotation
of the negative choice is too far away semantically, it will end up being a
trivial example that exposes no additional insight. If the negative example
is of a different topic, the task may only be evaluating how well a model
separates two (visually different) topics versus more subtler denotation or
language differences.
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7.5.2 Difficulties in Incorporating the Denotation
Graph
It is important to consider the restrictions imposed by the data when choos-
ing concepts and phenomena to analyze. Since there are only eight hockey
pictures to work with, as illustrated in Figure 6.3, we would not be able to
focus on subsets of hockey pictures, as there would not be enough examples
to take away anything meaningful besides getting a specific example right
or wrong. There are many instances of verbs, objects, or other semantically
meaningful chunks, only occurring in a few contexts in the dataset. There
are only 4 pictures of “brushing teeth” in the development set of Flickr30K,
all of which involve children. As a result, we are unable to evaluate a model’s
ability to understand any other actor or scenario involving brushing teeth.
Similarly, although there are many different objects one can brush, the only
other instance of brush as a verb in the development set is in one occurrence
of “brushing hair.” Therefore, our ability to evaluate a model’s understand-
ing of the difference between brushing hair and teeth is quite restricted. As
referred to earlier, these appearance count issues are further spelled out in
the VP counts of Appendix D.
Another difficulty in this analysis is that a concept can be expressed in
many different ways, depending on the sentence structure, but seemingly
independent of the image itself. In Figure 7.9, we see the concept of skate-
boarding being expressed in multiple different ways. As a result, the change
in semantic denotation when changing a subject to a verb (or vice versa) in
a caption can vary quite a bit. For example adding the subject of “skater” to
“jumping” strongly restricts the space of possible “jumping” images. How-
ever adding “person” simply just removes animals (mostly dogs) from consid-
eration. Therefore, comparing how often a model gets a test example wrong
when we change a role (e.g. the subject) to produce the negative may not
be meaningful as the effect of doing so depends on many other factors.
Given a node and a set of images, finding meaningful distractor nodes
that are conclusively not true for the set is also difficult. Without the origi-
nal complete sentence that a node’s utterance was used in for each image, it
may be unclear what a specific node even represents. A less intuitive issue
is that descriptions do not necessarily give enough context to automatically
and conclusively identify the semantics, and node membership, of an image.
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Figure 7.9: A “skateboarding” image from the Flickr30K dataset. Notice
how the act of skateboarding is conveyed in multiple ways across the cap-
tions, for instance by mentioning “A skateboarder” as the subject or saying
a “skateboard trick” as part of the verb phrase. This observation forms part
of the main motivation of the graph. However it also shows that the addition
of a subject to a verb node (e.g. “skateboarder” or “man” to “jump”) may
or may not add the semantics of skateboarding for a relevant picture. There-
fore classifying images into the correct, observed “[Subject] jump” node will
not consistently measure the same type of understanding. Furthermore, it is
important to note that this image does not have membership in the “Skate-
boarder jump” node or multiple other accurate “[Subject] jump” nodes.
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Figure 7.10: An example from the Flickr30K dataset. Notice how the house
and tree are not mentioned.
Objects may not be mentioned in any of the five captions of an image (e.g the
background elements as in Figure 7.10), nor are they usually described by all
possible surface strings possible. Even pairs of nodes with a measured nega-
tive PMI, or low conditional probability, might both be still true for a given
node, as many of those still co-occur occasionally. If they never co-occurred
in training, we have to separate the impossible from the just improbable (or
other data biases). A rarer issue occurs when annotators cannot agree and
say mutually exclusive things, for instance in Figure 7.11 where annotators
claim the person is both throwing and catching.
Because of these flaws, in the next chapter, we move to only considering
whole sentences to form the basis of a new task and evaluation metric. This
allows us to focus on image descriptions as complete statements, making
it easier to judge objective quality and accuracy without having to worry
about lack of context. This also gives us more flexibility in how to create
negatives based on each individual description. Instead of focusing on an
extant related node for a set of images based solely on a small snippet of
frequent text, we can utilize specific aspects of the context that surrounds
each specific instance of the common utterance. Furthermore, the additional
context can keep the sentence grounded in a scenario or subject that makes
the example more insightful than just comparing graph nodes. For example,
in Chapter 8, we will discuss comparing two sentences of the same scene for
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Figure 7.11: Annotators interpret the person’s action in this photograph
as both “throwing” and “catching” despite them being mutually exclusive
actions.
an image (the negative of which can be pulled from the much larger training
set), or creating a negative sentence by simply changing a few words of the
sentence, instead of the whole utterance in question.
7.6 Expanded Stanford Action Dataset
Although it does not explicitly create a hierarchy or graph between the con-
sidered “actions”, the recent work of Ramanathan et al. [88] is relevant to the
discussion of the Denotation Graph. Without going into specific modeling
details, the goal of this work is, for a large number of actions (defined as “sub-
ject, verb, object” triples or “subject, verb, prepositional object” triples), to
jointly model the visual representation of actions and the relationships be-
tween them, for better overall modeling of actions. These “actions” bare
a striking similarity to a subset of the sentence nodes in the Denotation
Graph. However, beyond a simple language prior, they treat the actions
as being completely discrete, ignoring the language contained within. They
jointly model the relations of actions as “mutually exclusive” , “type of”,
and “implied by” which has a high level similarity to work such as Young
et al. [113], although this is a simplified setting. However, a major disad-
vantage of this model is that it cannot reason about actions that are unseen
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at test time even if the language is similar to those used in training time
(e.g. because of the use of synonyms), even if the constituents of the triples
have been used before separately. Also, related to the issues we discuss in
Chapters 6 and 8, the choice of negative examples is key to making a mean-
ingful test set, and not all related photographs and actions will have the same
difficulty in disambiguation. Random negatives do not necessarily require a
strong understanding of the subtleties of an action. Without being publicly
available, it is unclear what their evaluation and performance numbers really
imply about the learned relation between learned event classifiers and how
it specifically affects performance.
A major potential contribution, along with a hand-pruned test set, is the
sheer size of the dataset which lets them avoid some of the pitfalls of the
Denotation Graph. There are over 27,000 actions in the dataset, and each
action has between 15 and 200 training images. To get a dataset of such
a size, they assume some level of noise, as they simply use “Google image
search” to retrieve their images. Some level of training noise can be made
tolerable with the design of the model or learning process. However, only a
small subset of about 10% of the actions is planned to become publicly avail-
able (and only the test set thereof). Furthermore, as of this writing, none of
the data has been made publicly available, and therefore we are unable to
provide any analysis or insight of our own.1 In short, without being publicly
available, it is unclear what should be learned from this work. If the released
dataset size is comparable to the Denotation Graph, future work may involve
comparing and contrasting these two data sources.
1Supposedly a subset of the data is supposed to be public at the following url: https:
//sites.google.com/site/actionimagedata/download, but as of October 2015, it only
says “Data will be available soon around mid June 2015”
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Chapter 8
Concrete Steps Toward Better
Analysis
In Chapter 6, we discussed the inadequacy of existing automatic metrics
to evaluate state-of-the-art performance. Many of the metrics in the liter-
ature (e.g. BLEU [83] and ROUGE [66]) continue to correlate poorly with
human performance and fail to capture the variety in human descriptions.
Even our ranking approach (Chapter 4) is becoming too coarse to properly
judge understanding. The numbers reported in the current literature from
state-of-the art models (Table 6.1) make it seem as though the task of im-
age description is quickly approaching being solved.1 In addition, there is a
lack of focus, inherent ambiguity, and subjectiveness in simply asking people
“Which is a better caption?” when attempting to use humans to evaluate
novel generated text.
Therefore in this chapter, influenced by our ranking work (Chapter 3), our
work with the Denotation Graph (Chapter 7), and Visual Question Answer-
ing (especially the work of Yu et al. [114]), we designed some focused pilot
rankings tasks that illustrate just how much is still to be done in this field.
Each of these tasks is a binary ranking task that focuses on a particular type
of negative example. This restriction makes these tasks more informative
than merely using random captions from other test images as negatives. A
caption just being “better” may be too broad of a goal to gain any insight
to the strengths and weaknesses of a model. Perhaps most importantly, we
want to focus on truly evaluating how much beyond very broad, surface level
language understanding is going on in service of explaining an image, while
simultaneously being able to work with the same models and domain as
image description. Therefore instead of multiple-choice, “fill in the blank”
formulaic problems for the model to solve (as in Yu et al. [114]), we seek to
work with the captions directly (and therefore stay in domain), measuring
1Although, it is important to continue to note that the community has adopted a much
smaller, and therefore easier, test set for our data than we had originally published.
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how often a model prefers the original caption of an image over a negative
caption that was specifically designed to highlight a particular aspect of what
could be said about an image, turning this task into a binary choice problem.
These pilots can be thought of as an extension, or a focused variant, of our
ranking task where the distractors are carefully chosen to illustrate aspects
of understanding. Furthermore, these experiments could also be considered
reminiscent of concepts such as contrastive divergence for training maximum
likelihood models [46], just in the domain of evaluation instead. We aim to
focus our experiments on semantically related negatives to the gold caption
that are not completely implausible and thus evaluate whether the mod-
els are truly making important distinctions. Later in this chapter, we will
present multiple experiments seek to ensure negative captions that have high
likelihood in the data, just not for the specific image in question.
8.1 Evaluating on Varying Sentence Lengths
Before we get into our experiments which rank a pair of candidate captions
for an image, it is important to note that, for tasks on predefined captions,
much of the related generation work modifies their models to perform better
on pre-made text despite already inherently working with a variety of sen-
tences lengths through a “stopping probability” (e.g. [108, 74]). That is to
say, their generation process already defines a probability distribution across
sentences of varying lengths and therefore can arguably fairly rank sentences
of varying length for an image. Others simply choose to not examine ranking
based metrics at all (e.g. [110, 31, 23]) and solely test on generated captions
through the previously discussed metrics in Chapters 4 and 6. In the ex-
treme case, Karpathy et al. [55] use an entirely different model for ranking
and generation instead of evaluating their generation model on pre-existing
sentences.
Works such as Vinyals et al. [108] and Mao et al. [74] renormalize their
probability “because there might be some sentences that have high probabil-
ity for any image query (e.g. sentences consist of many frequently appeared
words).” If a model normally produces such sentences differently during
the generation process (i.e. the hypothetical “production” version of the
systems), is renormalization covering up a flaw in their model instead of ad-
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dressing it? And, furthermore, does this obscure the true ability for a model
to be able generate a wide variety of captions? Perhaps most importantly,
the goal of ranking is to have an objective method for evaluating how well
the model defines a distribution on possible sentences of an image; it was not
intended to be a separate domain or task.
In short, the generation models (e.g. [108, 74]) inherently favor shorter
sentences, as the probability of a sentence is a product of the individual con-
stituent emissions. As a result, as we will show in this chapter, in binary
experiments, these models (without adjustment) perform poorly when the
gold is measurably longer than the distractor term, and well in the reverse
case. Employing normalization attempts to reverse this trend, to favor long
sentences with plausible emissions and down-weighting shorter sentences. For
our concept of “natural image description”, our metrics for evaluating image
description models should both penalize producing sentences significantly
shorter or longer than “natural” captions of the image.
8.2 The Pilot Models
In this chapter, we will compare the following models that, although po-
tentially not the current state-of-the-art, were publicly available as of the
writing of this thesis.
Bigram As a baseline, we ignore the image and train a bigram language
model on the training portion of the Flickr30K corpus [113] and choose
the sentence with a higher probability according to this model.
Google We ran Karpathy’s implementation of the Vinyals et al. [108] model.2
This model was trained on the MS COCO dataset [69] not Flickr30K,
as a comparable generation model trained on Flickr30K was unavail-
able. Therefore the difference in domain needs be taken into consid-
eration. In addition, this version uses VGGNet [99] features instead
of unspecified older image features, which as discussed in Chapter 6,
should account for a significant jump in performance as compared to
Table 6.1.
2https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk and http://cs.stanford.edu/people/
karpathy/neuraltalk/ We modified this implementation to allow for easy scoring of given
caption-image pairs.
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People based experiments
Switch People: Section 8.3.1
Just Person: Section 8.3.2
Switch People Just Person
# of pairs 296 2726
Bigram 0.698 0.000
Bigram (Norm) 0.698 0.421
Google 0.693 0.028
Google (Norm) 0.689 0.734
Kiros (MS COCO) 0.520 0.804
Kiros (Flickr30K) 0.520 0.803
Average 0.500* 0.813
Table 8.1: Reported accuracy for our “person” based experiments. For the
Switching People experiment, both the positive and negative examples for our
averaging baseline model are identical and therefore it is unable to perform
beyond chance for this task.
Kiros We compare the performance of the Bigram and Google generation
models with two versions of a embedding model designed for the rank-
ing task, an updated version of the Kiros et al. model [57]3 trained on
MS COCO and Flickr30K. Since we will evaluate on Flickr30K vali-
dation images, the MS COCO trained model might be more directly
comparable to our implementation of the model of Vinyals et al. [108].
However, supplying both can offer insight into the degree of domain
shift between the two datasets.
Average As described in Section 5.3.1, at a high level, our averaging model
replaces the LSTM of the Kiros et al. [57] model with an average pool-
ing layer before being projected into the same semantic space of an
image. This model serves as a strong baseline for ranking models that
seeks to explore how much language understanding is necessary beyond
a model that treats a description as a bag of words.
For the Bigram and Google models, we also evaluate variants with nor-
malization on the ranking task. For simplicity’s sake, we approximate this
normalization term by simply taking the harmonic mean of the emission
probabilities of the sentence.
3https://github.com/ryankiros/visual-semantic-embedding. We modified this
implementation to allow for easy scoring of given caption-image pairs.
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: Person Term Swapped
a man holding and kissing a 
crying little boy on the cheek
a crying little boy holding and 
kissing a man on the cheek
a woman is hula hooping in front 
of an audience
an audience is hula hooping in 
front of a woman
 
 
Figure 8.1: Example from the “switching people” task (Section 8.3.1). The
idea is that we swap the roles of two people in each sentence. In the first
sentence we switch the man from holding the boy to the boy holding the
man. Similarly, the audience becomes the actor “hula hooping” instead of
the “woman.” Note that modifiers and clothing are included as part of the
chunk to be swapped. We wanted to ensure the end result was grammatical
and had an identical bag-of-words representation to rule out those variables
during analysis.
8.3 Tasks Focusing on “People”
8.3.1 Rearranging the Sentence
The Task
In our first experiments, we wanted to consider a subset of existing descrip-
tions where word order mattered. We therefore specifically considered im-
ages and captions where two (explicitly different) people are interacting with
each other asymmetrically. In order to properly describe the image, a model
should be able to understand that switching the people’s roles in the de-
scription should produce a caption that no longer describes the image. Even
though the bag of words representation is identical, “A man holding a child”
and “A child holding a man” represent very different scenes, and current
automatic metrics on novel text cannot capture that fact (as discussed in
Chapters 4 and 6). Some examples of this role reversal can be seen in Figure
8.1. Much like the ranking framework, we can directly evaluate a model on
how highly it scores a gold caption for an image and one where the roles are
reversed.
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On our development set, we start with the chunks labeled as person, based
on a dictionary from the corpus chunking and annotation provided in Plum-
mer et al. [86], which is based on the person lexicon included in Appendix
B. For a person chunk, we also include any subsequent clothing chunks in
addition to adjectives modifying the person. For such an experiment, it is
important to maintain identical bag-of-words representations, to ensure we
focus on the processing order of the tokens rather than slightly different to-
ken counts.
Furthermore, it is important to focus on examples that still remain gram-
matically correct, to attempt to minimize the effect of simply evaluating how
well a model can generate grammatically correct English text rather than
understanding the semantics of the image. This has the unintended result of
drastically narrowing the space of examples we consider due to issues such
as requiring correct singular or plural verb tense after switching the chunks.
This is even further reduced when you filter out examples of symmetric verbs.
For instance, the images described as “A man talking with a woman” are of-
ten the same as those that can be described as “A woman talking with a
man.” What may be less obvious is that often in the Flickr30K dataset,
people will just use phrases like “One man” and “Another man” to describe
two people rather than detailed descriptions, and swapping such phrases is
meaningless. In the end, due to the language distribution of the corpus, this
pilot study has a large focus on being able to distinguish gender or relative
age rather than other distinguishing features.
Analysis
From the 1000 development images (from the split of Karpathy et al. [56]),
we automatically generated and hand pruned a list of the possible permuta-
tions of the person terms of image captions, resulting in 296 sentence pairs
to use for evaluation. Ideally to evaluate image and language understand-
ing, we would want the bigram baseline model, which only has access to the
text, to perform as close to chance as possible. However, as shown in Table
8.1, this baseline had an expected accuracy of approximately 70% (crediting
ties as half-correct). This is primarily due to the bias in the dataset and
more importantly bias in language. For example, “patrons” never offer tea
to “waitresses.” Even so, the Google model was able to only achieve 69%
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accuracy. The Kiros model achieved an even worse accuracy of 52%, near
chance. Since a ranking model is not trying to directly model the language
of the sentence and only receives supervision in service of ranking the entire
semantics of sentences, it makes sense that it is unable to perform as well at
this task.
These differences are subtler than the differences between most other cap-
tions in the dataset. Regardless, correctly understanding the semantics of
the actors depicted is an important step towards accurate and meaningful
image description. These results are strong evidence that current models
and metrics may not be able to capture this beyond just corpus statistics,
underperforming even a very simple baseline. Localization in understanding,
as in [86, 110], may help address this issue, allowing for performance to go
beyond the baseline and may represent a step forward in overal natural image
description.
8.3.2 Context Beyond the “Person”
The Task
For a more baseline task, we wanted to instead just use a person chunk of
a caption (again from the chunking provided by Plummer et al. [86]) as the
negative example. For instance, just “a tattooed man wearing overalls” forms
a negative for the caption in the first example in Figure 8.2. These person
chunks often convey only a base amount of information, and therefore, should
objectively be a worse description of the image (regardless of the salience
choices of the annotator). If a model gets any of these examples wrong (by
choosing the negative over the complete sentence), it should point to the
model not really understanding what is being conveyed by the other aspects
of the caption. It is important to note that because captions are not overly
formulaic, the person chunk can imply quite a bit of information of the events
being depicted (for instance “a team of soccer players” implies a soccer game
occurring unless otherwise mentioned) or just be as generic as “a person.”
Analysis
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 8.1. As previously men-
tioned, this task illustrates the primary problem with evaluating the current
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: The Person Chunk 
a tattooed man wearing
overalls on a stage holding
a microphone
a tattooed man wearing overalls
a team of soccer players is
huddled and having a
serious discussion
a team of soccer players
Figure 8.2: Images and pairs of captions from the “Just Person” experiment
(Section 8.3.2) where the distractor for the experiment is just a person chunk
of the overall caption. The motivation here is that just the person chunk
will not satisfy the minimum amount of information to be objectively an
inferior caption, although it includes clothing and other modifiers. In the
first caption, very little can be inferred from the person chunk except that the
picture depicts a person (wearing certain clothing). In the second example,
the location (soccer field) and that event (a soccer match) can be inferred.
generative models. By the generative, essentially “bigram” process, they
prefer the tiny person chunk “sentences” over any specific, detailed sentence,
instead of rejecting the chunks as not being enough of a complete statement
to describe the image. Instead of hacking a control for this (and only using it
when testing on this metric), the model should understand that an adequate
level of description has not been conveyed. Even so, the length adjusted
models still have trouble at this task, and the ranking models perform bet-
ter, but are not yet able to solve this task. This points to the models either
not correctly modeling the entire context of the described events or overly
focusing on just the person term where available. At times this can be quite
difficult, for instance in the second example in Figure 8.2, where “is huddled
and having a serious discussion” has to be applied in the context of soccer,
which causes our averaging model to be unable to get this example correct.
Further analyzing and isolating these examples (and similar ones) is key for
future progress. In addition, learning how rare instances of this type (even
in the training data) differ from common representations (like how soccer
players discussing things looks different than when generic people have a dis-
cussion) in the aggregate might be important even if any specific example is,
by definition, infrequent.
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Scene based experiments
Just: Section 8.4.2
Replace: Section 8.4.1
Share: Section 8.4.3
Just & Share: Section 8.4.3
Just Replace Share Just & Share
# of pairs 2624 2513 2620 2620
Bigram 0.000 0.775 0.479 0.996
Bigram (Norm) 0.282 0.765 0.509 0.710
Google 0.074 0.852 0.547 0.942
Google (Norm) 0.973 0.855 0.592 0.055
Kiros (MS COCO) 0.865 0.866 0.880 0.582
Kiros (Flickr30K) 0.788 0.870 0.893 0.755
Average 0.846 0.893 0.899 0.713
Table 8.2: Reported accuracy for our “scene” based experiments.
8.4 Tasks Focusing on the “Scene”
Similar to the person experiments, we can also utilize the chunks of our
dataset identified as “scenes” provided by Plummer et al. [86], based on the
lexicon of Appendix A. Since “scenes” describe the overall location and sur-
rounding events of a depicted scene, they have a tendency to describe very
visual, unlocalized components. As a result, our intuition is that, especially
for the ranking task as defined earlier, models can solve most of the task by
just correctly understanding what “topics” can co-occur with the depicted
scene at a high level. For instance, people do not “run” , “jump”, or “swim”
in an “office” and therefore models trained and tested on our datasets do
not need to necessarily model what “jumping in an office” might look like.
Results of the following experiments can be seen in Table 8.2.
8.4.1 Replacing the “Scene”
The Task
Because the scene is important to the overall understanding of a caption, for
a baseline experiment, we wanted to make sure models grasp that changing
the scene terms of a caption can drastically change its meaning. Therefore,
we set out to create negative examples for an image by replacing the scene
chunk of one of its captions with another scene chunk from the data as shown
in Figure 8.3. Because multiple surface strings can describe the same overall
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: Replace the Scene 
two dogs playing on a beach two dogs playing on frozen tundra
a brown dog is bending down trying 
to drink from a jet of water
a brown dog is bending down trying 
to drink from your local brewery
a man in a restaurant having lunch a man in an office boardroom having lunch
Figure 8.3: Images and pairs of captions from the “Replacing Scenes” ex-
periment (Section 8.4.1) that replaces a scene chunk in a gold caption with
another scene from the data to create the distractor. The replaced scene
chunk appears in bold.
scene, we use the training corpus to calculate which scene chunks’ headwords
can co-occur in the training corpus. We avoid all such replacements in order
to ensure that the replaced sentence does not actually still describe the image.
In theory, this should be a baseline that all state-of-the-art image description
models excel at.
Analysis
As shown in Table 8.2, because we wanted to guarantee that the negative
sentence is not also true for the image, the bigram baseline is able to do quite
well, either due to being less coherent or simply by replacing common scenes
with less common ones. This implies that actually understanding the image
is not as important for this task than we had hoped. However, both the
generation and the ranking models perform better at this task, illustrating
that they are both able to capture information beyond recognizing the novelty
of the negative caption. It remains an open question if we can automatically
devise a method to replace scenes with more semantically relevant ones while
remaining untrue of the given image. In addition, this experiment shows that
there is evidence that models do not trivially rely on the scene words alone
or are able to model scenes perfectly, or else we would expect performance
to be higher.
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: A Scene Chunk 
a man sleeping in a green room on a 
couch a green room
a lady is sitting down tending to her 
stand her stand
a child poses wearing glasses near 
water outside water
Figure 8.4: Images and pairs of captions from the “Just Scene” experiment
(Section 8.4.2) that uses just a “scene” chunk as the distractor for the image.
We posit that, objectively, the scene chunk alone does not contain enough
information to be considered a good caption from the image.
8.4.2 Context Beyond the “Scene”
The Task
Similar to the experiment using just the “person chunk”, we also tried using
just a “scene chunk” of the gold caption as a negative sentence, because the
scene is important to the overall understanding. If a model relies on the
scene chunk alone to model the image and caption association, it may be
more likely to consider just the scene word as a valid caption for an image,
especially if the representation of the rest of the sentence did not generalize
well to the specific test image. Examples of this task can be seen in Figure
8.4.
Analysis
The length normalized Google model does quite well at this task. The Kiros
model also does reasonably well, but there is still some room for improvement
even on this simple task, again illustrating that the generic image captioning
task might not be quite as solved as the previous metrics show. This may be
because, for the current loss functions and training regimes used, and espe-
cially for ranking against random negatives, the learning procedure may not
reward understanding subtleties beyond surface level understanding strongly
enough.
For example, let us look at some examples the Average model gets wrong
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: A Scene Chunk 
a single man in a black tshirt 
standing above the crowd at a 
busy bar (0.329)
a busy bar 
(0.203)
a man is making a rock gesture 
while standing on a stool in a 
crowded bar (0.216)
a crowded bar
(0.327)
some people in formal attire stand 
in front of the altar in a church 
sanctuary (0.434)
a church sanctuary
(0.325)
a son and his parents are taking a 
group picture in a church (0.274)
a church
(0.399)
Figure 8.5: Images and pairs of captions from the “Just Scene” experiment
(Section 8.4.2) with the scores from the Average model. Note how synonym
scene chunks get different scores, and how describing the person “making a
rock gesture” in the second example potentially hurts performance.
in Figure 8.5. In general, it appears that the more the rest of the context of
the caption describes an individual aspect of the image, the harder it is to
be modeled as a more accurate description than just the scene chunk alone.
In the second example, the annotator describes aspects localized to the per-
son in the crowd, confusing the model. However, in the third example, by
describing the people in formal attire, there is evidence it actually helps the
model. A possibility is that, although the attire itself is somewhat localized,
the knowledge that the image depicts such attire might drastically constrain
the kinds of images that are likely (and therefore actually does significantly
constrain the global appearance of the image). Also note how, for the first
pair of examples, there is a significant difference between the model’s re-
sponse for “a busy bar” and “a crowded bar”, and therefore the model does
not understand that the utterances represent the exact same thing in this
context. In addition, with the responses being different, it makes the “a busy
bar” example easier. Controlling for this variance (or including all synonyms
as negatives) might help create a better testing framework.
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: Shares a Scene 
a man in a suit and tie in a fancy 
building is speaking at the podium
a lady is giving a speech at the 
podium
an olympic winner takes home two 
medals
a few young people are 
spending time with older people 
in a nursing home
Figure 8.6: Images from the experiment in which positive and negative sen-
tences share a scene headword (Section 8.4.3). Bolded information is not true
for the gold image. Note the variance between examples, which vary only
gender of the speaker in the first example and practically the whole sentence
in the second.
8.4.3 Holding the “Scene” Constant
The Task
Because scene terms strongly constrain the visual semantics of an image,
focusing on negatives that share the same scene may result in a evaluation
task that requires a level of understanding beyond the ranking task, as de-
scribed in Chapter 4. In this experiment, for each of the development image
and caption pairs that contain a scene chunk, we randomly sampled training
sentences that have a scene chunk sharing a common headword. We had
planned to filter out sentences that could still describe the image by hand,
but those instances proved to occur quite infrequently based on manual in-
spection of a random subset of the data. It is important to note that the
amount of semantic distance between a gold and negative example can vary
greatly as shown in Figure 8.6. It remains a future task to either attempt to
control for this variance, or to categorize the differences to gain more insight
into this task.
Analysis
Since both captions are from our data, the bigram language baseline per-
forms understandably around chance. Of more interest is that the generation
model (Google) also performs quite poorly at this task when compared to
the Kiros et al. model (60% accuracy (with normalization) vs. 88% accu-
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: Shares a Scene 
a group of children in the ocean
(0.194)
a person in a kayak rides waves in 
the ocean (0.344)
two women are sitting in ditches of 
dirt with two buckets and a purse 
close by (0.378)
the young toddlers is dressed in 
yellow and purple while sitting on the 
ground with three bucks filling them 
with dirt (0.393)
a group of people hold hands on the 
beach (0.609)
a group of people are lounging at a 
beach (0.613)
a dog drags a white rag through an 
almostdried up creek (0.330)
a dog jumps over a creek (0.433)
Figure 8.7: Examples that the Average model (0.899 Accuracy) gets wrong
in the negative sentences that share a scene headword experiment (Section
8.4.3). Note the closeness in semantics between the positive and negative
items as compared to the examples in Figure 8.6.
racy). By focusing on an adversarial ranking loss between training captions,
the ranking models (Kiros and Average) may be able to more correctly pick
up important subtle differences between in-domain images than a model that
was simply focusing on explaining the data as a whole. Regardless, this is
evidence that comparing semantically related items reveals a very significant
gap in understanding for the generation models that has previously been ob-
scured by the use of automated metrics on novel text.
Although the Average model performs quite well (89.9% accuracy), exam-
ining the error of this model is informative. In general, it appears that the
examples that are wrong require more subtle understanding or are atypical
images for the words in the caption (in addition to a few that are arguably
false negatives, which will be controlled for in future work), as shown in Fig-
ure 8.7. Although the generative approach performs poorly on this task, this
is evidence that just sharing a scene might still yield negatives that are too
semantically different for the goal of a hard benchmark with semantically
similar negatives. Analyzing these harder examples further may be useful in
order to create improved benchmark tasks.
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Harder Subtask
As a sanity check, we designed a harder subtask where instead of using the
original caption as the positive sentence of the pair, we just use the scene
chunk on its own. Unsurprisingly, the un-normalized generative models basi-
cally solve this task, because the scene chunks are much shorter statements,
as shown in Table 8.2. Otherwise, the Kiros model performs worse at this
task, as we expected, since it must rely only on the information that is in-
correct in the negative rather than also utilizing the extra details beyond the
scene chunk in the gold caption. It remains future work to analyze if Kiros
would perform better at this task if it were presented parts of captions instead
of just complete ones during training.
8.5 Conclusion
With the current state of research on image description, the community needs
to develop metrics that are more sensitive for comparing models (than e.g.
the ranking task of Chapter 4), while being more directly correlated to human
judgment than current automated metrics use to evaluate novel text. If the
goal is to be able to describe an image accurately with a “human level of de-
tail”, being able to distinguish scenes with strong lexical overlap is arguably
important. It remains an open question to the community which is worse:
offering no detail or incorrect detail. Regardless, our metrics should be more
sensitive to these issues. We believe refining our ranking tasks from utilizing
test set captions to crafting specific types of negatives takes the community
a significant step closer to developing meaningful evaluation frameworks to
facilitate research.
Although the Kiros and Google models perform somewhat similarly on
the overall ranking task, when using a “scene sharing” negative with a bi-
nary task, Google performs significantly worse. This implies that there is
a significant difference in understanding that may have been obscured by
previous tasks and metrics. When designing tasks, it is important to make
sure we are actually evaluating what is intended. As we saw in these exper-
iments, generative models can favor shorter sentences regardless of semantic
meaning, drastically inflating the scores when the target caption is short. A
less straightforward example is the switching the scene experiment of Section
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8.4.1 in which the Google model actually performed well. This may not be
a case of understanding the “surface string” of the scene words, but instead,
the negative example not being a plausible string in our corpus (or a less
likely string) regardless of the image (as evidenced by the bigram language
baseline performing better than chance).
It cannot be overlooked that there continues to be very strong evidence
that the Kiros model is not taking advantage of the added representational
power of the LSTM [47] when compared to the bag-of-words representation
of the Average model. In general, most of the recent improvements and
state-of-the-art performance may be purely due to advancements in vision
feature modeling and the use of dense word embedding trained on large cor-
pora. However, RNNs [28] and LSTMs [47] offer a convenient way to define
a probability distribution across the space all possible image captions which
cannot be modeled as easily with a bag-of-words style approach. The ques-
tion remains if that convenience comes at the cost of being able to no longer
easily train a model that understands the language to an acceptable amount
of detail. It is also important to note that we were unable to evaluate a
model that combines a generation model with a reranker such as in Fang
et al. [31] and the follow up work in Devlin et al. [23]. In theory, if the gen-
eration models are able produce a significantly enough diverse set of captions,
the reranking can make up the gap in performance, while still being able to
generate novel captions easily.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this thesis, we introduced novel datasets specifically for the task of natural
language image description that have become a benchmark in the literature.
Furthermore, we developed the first baselines for image description that il-
lustrate the importance of linguistic modeling in order to facilitate better
understanding of the image’s semantics. We posit that the analysis and dis-
cussion of the evaluation of image description is the most crucial contribution
of this thesis. Arguably, the most important component of a developing task
is the framework for evaluation. If there is not a metric that truly fits the
task, true progress on the task from the research community may be impos-
sible.
We continue to put forth that it is difficult to conclusively compare models
using model generated text. We highlighted that automatic metrics for eval-
uation of novel text continue to have poor agreement with human judgment
(beyond a basic filter of relevance). Even when directly using human judg-
ment to evaluate novel text, it may be difficult to control for language quality,
content selection, and semantic understanding. Furthermore, human judg-
ments must be collected for every model output under consideration making
comparison across models and publications more difficult. Furthermore, until
recently, there have been issues in the literature with computing automated
metrics for human evaluation not being applied consistently across publica-
tions.
Instead, we put forth the direct use of human annotated captions on pre-
existing text to judge model performance. If a model performs well at un-
derstanding natural language, it should be able to correctly associate images
with their natural language descriptions. This also lets us avoid having to
evaluate syntactic and pragmatic issues and focus on the semantic under-
standing of descriptions. It is important to continue to stress that models
that produce novel text can still be easily, and fairly, evaluated on existing
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text. In addition, our framework allows for the valuable existence of direct
comparable results between publications.
Of special note is that state-of-the-art modeling performance on image de-
scription has jumped by leaps and bounds since the publication of our ranking
task in Hodosh et al. [49]. As a result, we have posited that the generic rank-
ing task has become less informative for separating modeling performance,
causing a wide variety of models to converge to similar performance. Fur-
thermore, in the literature, it is unclear what the error sources are, just that
models have been improving on metrics such as those for model generated
text which may be overselling performance as they are only weakly correlated
with human judgment. Therefore, it is unclear what must be done to make
progress on image description. We feel that evaluation tasks that can focus
on specific semantic and syntactic issues are key to understanding the issues.
In fact, through targeted, specific ranking pilots that require ranking between
specifically created examples, we have shown that there is actually significant
error rate in (and differences between) relatively state-of-the-art models. For
instance, we have found evidence that current models are subject to issues
such as not capturing “person order” in a sentence above a baseline, or being
able to disambiguate sentences that share a common “scene.” Much work is
still to be done, and having the correct metrics is the key to doing so.
9.1 Future Work
In Chapter 8, we took some important steps towards improving metrics for
image description. However, there still is much work to do to provide a
complete framework to the research community.
9.1.1 More than Just “Person” and “Scene”
For the binary experiments, more than just separating models’ performances,
it is important to analyze why these experiments did not result in trivial er-
ror rates. This can be quite daunting. Going back to the previous “just
person” example (Section 8.4.1), as a person, it is easy to understand why
a model at a high level might have trouble understanding what “discussion”
looks like for a bunch of soccer players during a game. Understanding how
to fix this issue during training and concretely what can be changed in the
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structure of the model to adress this error, is a much different story. It is
important to stress that “discussion” as a unique feature is not exposed in
many of the current state-of-the-art models, and instead just the embedding
of said token. Even if so, in the context of soccer this is an incredibly rare
event in the data, as any word form of discussion only occurs in one other
sentence involving soccer in the entire Flickr30K dataset.
In order to generalize this finding, beyond just this specific “soccer” and “dis-
cussion” example is another layer of difficulty. The “scene” experiments of
Section 8.4 were chosen because scenes should define so much about the se-
mantics and overal layout of a photograph. Getting the scene wrong should,
in theory, be strongly discouraged for an acceptable model. Furthermore,
holding the scene constant, in a pair of sentences, should ensure a semanti-
cally related negative example that may be more of a challenge for models.
However, it currently remains unclear how to refine this idea.
Ignoring the “incompleteness” of the set of gold captions for images, a
problem with automated metrics in the literature is that they favor all words
equally. For instance, confusing “Field Hockey” for “Baseball” may make
the accuracy of the rest of the tokens meaningless as the main event of the
image is completely wrong. Therefore, it is important for metrics to correctly
these key differences in semantics. Future work would be to systematically
identify such “minimal pairs” so to speak, that can occur in similar con-
texts and directly testing models for correctly identifying the correct usage.
Furthermore, focusing on the existence of similar contexts can help the liter-
ature avoid rewarding overfitting to the observed distribution of language in
a corpus rather than actual image understanding.
9.1.2 Use the Denotation Graph to Find Examples
One of the major difficulties discussed in Chapter 7 was that, out of the
context of a complete sentence, an individual node’s meaning can become
quite ambiguous making it unclear what the complete set of “negative” and
“positive” images should be. However as part of a greater sentence, it is
clear that each node’s utterance is a concise discrete piece of the information
being conveyed, and the graph exposes other nodes that can occur in sim-
ilar contexts or satisfy the same role in different captions to help find such
“minimal pairs” to swap into complete sentences. For instance “boy” and
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“girl”, although having important denotational differences, should have sim-
ilar descendents and incoming and outgoing edges in the Denotation Graph.
Because the tail of language is quite strong, and image description datasets
are only so conceptually focused, it may not be that clear which nodes or
edges are comparable. However, as current state-of-the-art dense word em-
bedding spaces have proven to be quite useful for this task, we may be able
to project the content of the graph to compare parts lacking word overlap.
Furthermore, we could use the graph to identify more roles, besides “scene”,
and at varying granularities, to be the basis of future binary experiments.
To illustrate the need for more roles, for example, we could create pairs such
as “Basketball” and “Soccer” , or “Bus” and “Train” and create binary neg-
atives by swapping one word for another. However, with 1000 validation
images, that only exposed 74 and 83 examples respectively. Therefore, fur-
ther thought is required to understand how to generalize these experiments
at scale.
9.1.3 The Why of Performance
When designing experiments, it maybe unclear what conclusions can be
drawn from results. Although it can be informative that a specific exam-
ple is doing well, especially if it indicates a difference between two models.
For instance, in Table 9.1, we see that the generation models do quite poorly
for the “Basketball” vs “Soccer” task. However, by focusing so closely, it
becomes unclear what these examples tell us. Is it a product of not modeling
“Basketball” specifically correctly? Or does the model confuse all sports (or
balls), or perhaps fails to understand the attachment of those words as mod-
ifiers? Furthermore, is the average model, which is doing significantly better
than the rest of the models, overfitting to the representation of “Basketball”
and “Soccer”, and not capturing subtleties? Ideally, a large-scale system-
atic examination of comparable pairs would further help expose what the
difference between the multitude of models truly is and better grasp what is
currently not being modeled correctly. But it is clear that focusing merely
on “is a caption good?” according to a human, or only an aggregate metric
over an entire test dataset, can only offer so much insight into the current
situation.
Although they perform very well in most tasks shown so far, to a vary-
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Word replacement trials initial pilot
Basketball vs. Soccer Bus vs. Train
# of pairs 74 46
Bigram 0.464 0.609
Bigram (Norm) 0.464 0.609
Google 0.518 0.630
Google (Norm) 0.446 0.714
Kiros (COCO) 0.729 0.696
Kiros (Flickr30K) 0.759 0.717
Average 0.932 0.696
Table 9.1: Reported accuracy on binary problems to be expanded upon for
future work. In these experiments we take sentences that contain the first
phrase and replace them with the second to create the negative example, and
vise versa. As we can see, the Vinyals et al. [108] model (Google) performs
noticeably worse on the first task than the other models, but not so much on
the second.
ing degree models such as Fang et al. [31] and our averaging strong baseline
model treat words the same regardless of context (in the extreme case, Fang
et al. treat words as discrete objects to detect in isolation). It is currently
an open question whether or not true progress is being held up by this as-
sumption. Clearly, we would expect these models to not be able to correctly
handle cases where word order mattered such as the “People Switching Ex-
periments” sought to explore, but the relevant experiments in Chapter 8 were
biased due to corpus statistics. Furthermore, in many of the experiments, the
average model performed comparably to models that utilize [47]. If this con-
tinues to be case, it is a strong argument that, for image description, almost
counterintuitively, word independence is a fine assumption. Furthermore, in
Chapter 4, our linear model illustrated that modeling “non-visual” words
such as function as things to detect can be beneficial at times. However, we
expect such models to fail when modifiers such as color terms are localized
to a single object of a larger scene. For instance if we are considering a pho-
tograph of a man in red clothing surrounded by snow, it may be unlikely to
associate red with the image. In future work, we would like to analyze these
issues further.
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Appendix A
Scene Lexicon
Below is the lexicon of Plummer et al. [86] used to determine which chunks
of the caption are classified as “Scenes”
room
floor
summer
sunset
sunrise
roof
stream
background
foreground
mountainside
olympics
stadium
train
subway
riverbed
river
stream
fair
lake
ocean
boat
pool
grass
evening
day
site
ground
gallery
public
hill
dirt
environment
sea
memorial
gym
studio
gymnasium
event
night
store
building
water
abbey
access road
acropolis
air base
aircraft carrier
airfield
airlock
airplane cabin
airport
airport terminal
airport ticket
counter
alcove
alley
amphitheater
amusement arcade
amusement park
anechoic chamber
antechamber
apartment building
apse
aquarium
aquatic theater
aqueduct
arbor
arcade
arch
archaelogical exca-
vation
archipelago
archive
arena
armory
army base
arrival gate
art gallery
art school
art studio
artists loft
assembly hall
assembly line
assembly plant
athletic field
atrium
attic
auditorium
auto factory
auto mechanics
auto racing paddock
auto showroom
avenue
awning deck
back porch
backdrop
backstage
backstairs
backwoods
badlands
badminton court
baggage claim
bakery
balcony
ball pit
ballroom
balustrade
bamboo forest
bank
bank vault
banquet hall
baptistry
bar
barbeque
barbershop
barn
barndoor
barnyard
barrack
baseball field
basement
basilica
basketball court
bathhouse
bathroom
batters box
batting cage
battlefield
battlement
bay
bayou
bazaar
beach
beach house
beauty salon
bedchamber
bedroom
beer garden
beer hall
belfry
bell foundry
berth
berth deck
betting shop
bicycle racks
bindery
biology laboratory
bistro
bleachers
boardroom
boardwalk
boat deck
boathouse
bog
bomb shelter
bookbindery
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bookstore
booth
botanical garden
bottomland
boutique
bow window
bow window
bowling alley
box seat
boxing ring
breakroom
brewery
bric-a-brac
brickyard
bridge
bridle path
bubble chamber
building complex
building facade
bulkhead
bullpen
bullring
burial chamber
burial chamber
bus depot
bus interior
bus shelter
bus station
butchers shop
butte
bypass
byroad
cabana
cabin
cabin cruiser
cafeteria
call center
campsite
campus
canal
candy store
canteen
canyon
car dealership
car interior
caravansary
cardroom
cargo deck
cargo helicopter
cargo port
carport
carrousel
casino
castle
catacomb
cathedral
catwalk
cavern
cellar
cemetery
chair lift
chalet
chaparral
chapel
checkout counter
cheese factory
chemical plant
chemistry lab
chicken coop
chicken farm
childs room
choir loft
chuck wagon
church
church tower
circus tent
city
classroom
clean room
cliff
cloakroom
clock tower
cloister
closet
clothing store
coast
coast road
cockpit
cocktail lounge
coffee shop
computer room
conference center
conference hall
conference room
confessional
conservatory
construction site
control room
control tower
convenience store
corn field
corner
corral
corridor
cottage
cottage garden
country house
country road
courthouse
courtroom
courtyard
covered bridge
cow pasture
crane
crawl space
creek
crevasse
crosswalk
cubicle
customhouse
cybercafe
dacha
dairy
dam
dance floor
dance school
darkroom
day care center
delicatessen
dentists office
department store
departure lounge
desert
desert road
diner
dinette
dining area
dining car
dining hall
dining room
dirt track
discotheque
distillery
ditch
divan
diving board
dock
dolmen
donjon
doorway
dorm room
downtown
drainage ditch
dress shop
dressing room
drill rig
drive through
restaurant
driveway
driving range
driving range
drugstore
dry dock
dugout
earth fissure
editing room
electrical room
electrical substation
elevated catwalk
elevator
elevator lobby
elevator shaft
embankment
embassy
embrasure
engine room
entrance hall
escalator
escarpment
estaminet
estuary
excavation
exhibition hall
fabric store
factory
fairway
farm
farm building
farmhouse
fastfood restaurant
feed bunk
fence
ferry slip
ferryboat
ferryboat
field
field
field house
field path
field road
fire escape
fire station
fire trench
firebreak
fireplace
firing range
fish farm
fishmarket
fishpond
fitting room
fjord
flatlet
flea market
flight of stairs
floating dock
floating dock
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floating dry dock
flood
flood plain
floodgate
florist shop
flowerbed
fly bridge
food court
football field
foothill
forecastle
forecourt
foreshore
forest
forest fire
forest path
forest road
formal garden
fort
fortress
foundry
fountain
freeway
front porch
funeral chapel
funeral home
furnace room
galley
game room
gangplank
garage
garage sale
garbage dump
garden
gas station
gas well
gasworks
gate
gatehouse
gazebo
general store
geodesic dome
geodesic dome
geyser
ghost town
gift shop
glacier
glade
glen
golf course
gorge
granary
grape arbor
grassland
great hall
greengrocery
greenhouse
grotto
grove
guardhouse
guardroom
gulch
gun deck
gun store
gymnasium
hacienda
hallway
handball court
hangar
harbor
hardware store
hat shop
hatchery
hatchway
hayfield
hayloft
head shop
hearth
heath
hedge maze
hedgerow
heliport
hen yard
herb garden
highway
hill
hillock
hollow
home office
home theater
hoodoo
hospital
hospital room
hot spring
hot tub
hotel
hotel breakfast area
hotel room
house
housing estate
housing project
howdah
hunting lodge
hut
hutment
hydroelectric plant
ice cream parlor
ice field
ice floe
ice shelf
ice skating rink
iceberg
igloo
imaret
incinerator
industrial area
industrial park
inlet
inn
insane asylum
irrigation ditch
islet
jacuzzi
jail
jail cell
janitors closet
japanese garden
jetty
jewelry shop
joss house
juke joint
jungle
junk pile
junkyard
jury box
kasbah
kennel
kindergarden class-
room
kiosk
kitchen
kitchenette
kiva
lab classroom
laboratorywet
labyrinth
lagoon
lake
landfill
landing
landing deck
landing strip
launchpad
laundromat
lava flow
lavatory
lawn
layby
lean-to
lean-to tent
lecture hall
lecture room
legislative chamber
levee
library
lido deck
lift bridge
lighthouse
limousine interior
liquor store
living room
loading dock
lobby
lock chamber
locker room
lodge
loft
loge
loggia
lookout station
lumberyard
lunchroom
lyceum
machine shop
manhole
mansard
mansion
manufactured home
market
marsh
martial arts gym
mastaba
maternity ward
mausoleum
meat house
meatpacking plant
medina
menhir
mental institution
merlon
mesa
mess hall
mezzanine
military headquar-
ters
military hospital
military hut
military tent
milk processing
plant
mill
millpond
millrace
mine
mineshaft
mini golf course
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mission
moat
moat
mobile home
monastery
moon bounce
moor
morass
morgue
mosque
motel
mountain
mountain path
mountain road
mountain snowy
mountain tent
movie theater
mudflat
museum
music store
music studio
natural history mu-
seum
natural spring
naval base
newsroom
newsstand
nightclub
nuclear power plant
nunnery
nursery
nursing home
oasis
oast house
observation post
observation station
observatory
observatory post
ocean
office
office building
office cubicles
oil refinery
oilfield
oilrig
open-hearth furnace
operating room
operating table
optician
orchard
orchestra pit
organ loft
orlop deck
ossuary
outbuilding
outcropping
outhouse
overpass
oyster bar
oyster farm
packaging plant
pagoda
palace
palestra
palisade
pantry
paper mill
parade ground
park
parking garage
parking lot
parkway
parlor
particle accelerator
party tent
pasture
patio
pavement
pavilion
pawnshop
pedestrian crossing
pedestrian overpass
pedestrian under-
pass
penalty box
perfume counter
perfumery
pergola
pet shop
pharmacy
phone booth
physics laboratory
picnic area
pier
pig farm
pilothouse
pinetum
piste road
pitchers mound
pizzeria
planetarium
plant nursery
plantation house
playground
playroom
plaza
podium
police office
police station
pond
pontoon bridge
poolroom
poop deck
porch
portico
portrait studio
post office
postern
powder room
power plant
precipice
preschool
print shop
priory
promenade
promenade deck
pub
public storage
pueblo
pulpit
pump room
pumping station
putting green
quadrangle
quay
quicksand
quonset hut
racecourse
raceway
raft
railroad track
railroad tunnel
railway yard
rainforest
ramp
ranch
ranch house
rangeland
reading room
reception
reception room
record store
recreation room
rectory
recycling plant
refectory
repair shop
residential neighbor-
hood
residential neighbor-
hood
resort
rest area
rest stop
restaurant
restaurant kitchen
restaurant patio
restroom
revolving door
rice paddy
riding arena
rift valley
river
road
road cut
rock arch
rock garden
roller skating rink
rolling mill
roof
roof garden
root cellar
rope bridge
rotisserie
roundabout
roundhouse
rubble
ruin
runway
sacristy
safari park
salon
saloon
salt plain
sanatorium
sand trap
sandbar
sandbox
sauna
savanna
sawmill
scanner room
schoolhouse
schoolyard
science laboratory
science museum
scriptorium
scrubland
scullery
sea cliff
seaside
seawall
security check point
semidesert
server room
sewing room
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shed
shelter
shelter deck
shelter tent
shipping room
shipyard
shoe shop
shopfront
shopping mall
shopping mall
shore
shower
shower room
shrine
shrubbery
sidewalk
signal box
silo
sinkhole
skatepark
ski jump
ski lodge
ski resort
ski slope
sky
skyscraper
skywalk
slum
snack bar
snowbank
snowfield
soccer field
spa
spillway
sporting goods store
squash court
stable
stadium
stage
stage set
staircase
stall
starting gate
stateroom
steam plant
steel mill
stilt house
stilt house
stone circle
storage room
store
storm cellar
street
streetcar track
strip mall
strip mine
student center
student residence
studio apartment
study hall
stupa
submarine interior
subway interior
subway station
sudatorium
sugar refinery
sun deck
sunroom
supermarket
supply chamber
sushi bar
swamp
swimming hole
swimming pool
synagogue
t-bar lift
taiga
tannery
taxistand
taxiway
tea garden
teahouse
tearoom
teashop
television room
television studio
temple
temple
tennis court
tent
tent
terrace farm
textile mill
theater
theater
threshing floor
thriftshop
throne room
ticket booth
ticket window
tidal basin
tidal river
tiltyard
tobacco shop
toll plaza
tollbooth
tollgate
tomb
topiary garden
tower
town hall
town house
toyshop
track
tract housing
trading floor
trailer park
train depot
train railway
train station
train station
train station
tree farm
tree house
trellis
trench
trestle bridge
truck stop
tundra
tunnel
turkish bath
underwater
university
upper balcony
utility room
valley
van interior
vegetable garden
velodrome
ventilation shaft
veranda
vestibule
vestry
veterinarians office
viaduct
videostore
village
village mountain
vinery
vineyard
volcano
volleyball court
voting booth
waiting room
walkway
war room
warehouse
washhouse
washroom
watchtower
water fountain
water gate
water mill
water park
water tower
water treatment
plant
waterfall
watering hole
waterscape
waterway
wave
weather deck
weighbridge
well deck
wet bar
wetland
wharf
wheat field
whispering gallery
widows walk
wig shop
wind farm
windmill
window seat
windstorm
wine cellar
winery
winners circle
witness stand
woodland
workroom
workshop
wrestling ring
x-ray room
yard
youth hostel
zen garden
ziggurat
zoo
9268
abutment
address
advance
air
airway
angle
apex
apron
area
arena
ascent
atmosphere
avalanche
backside
backyard
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bakery
barb
basin
beak
beat
beehive
bellybutton
belt
bent
berm
block
border
bore
bottom
bound
boundary
break
brink
brow
bush
campground
campsite
campus
capital
cascade
cavern
cell
cemetery
center
chap
chasm
checkpoint
circuit
city
clear
clearing
climb
climbing
coastline
compartment
corner
cornfield
country
countryside
county
crack
cradle
crest
crevasse
crevice
crossing
crotch
crown
crust
current
dark
darkness
den
descent
desert
desktop
destination
dig
dip
direction
distance
district
divide
dockside
downtown
dribble
drip
dump
ebb
edge
elevation
empire
enclosure
end
entrance
excavation
expanse
exterior
fairground
fairway
farm
farmland
field
fingertip
finish
fireside
flow
flowerbed
flowing
flux
focus
forefront
forge
fountain
fracture
fringe
front
frontier
gap
garden
ghetto
gorge
grassland
grave
graveyard
green
greenbelt
greenway
grove
gulf
ha
habitat
hairline
hangout
harbor
hayfield
hearth
heel
hell
hilltop
hole
hollow
home
homeland
hometown
horizon
hub
infield
inside
interchange
interior
intersection
island
jet
junction
jungle
junkyard
lab
laboratory
land
landmark
landscape
landscaping
landslide
laundromat
laundry
lawn
layer
leak
left
lift
locale
lookout
lot
lumberyard
mansion
mantle
matrix
meadow
medium
metropolis
midair
middle
midfield
midst
midway
molding
navel
neighborhood
nook
notch
open
opening
orchard
orient
origin
outdoors
outfield
outline
outside
outskirts
overflow
overhead
overlook
paddy
palate
paradise
parallel
parcel
parish
park
pass
pasture
patch
path
peak
perch
piazza
pike
piste
pitch
place
plantation
playground
plaza
plot
plunge
point
poll
port
position
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post
pouch
prairie
presence
preserve
progress
progression
proximity
puddle
pueblo
quarter
ranch
range
reach
rear
refuge
region
rent
residence
resort
retreat
right
rip
rise
roadside
rooftop
root
round
roundabout
roundhouse
route
rush
sac
sack
safety
sanctuary
scattering
scenario
scene
scenery
schoolyard
scrubland
seam
seascape
seat
section
see
sepulcher
setting
shadow
shantytown
sheet
shift
shipyard
shire
shop
shoreline
short
shower
shrubbery
side
silhouette
site
skyline
slack
slide
slum
snow
sole
solitude
source
southwest
spa
space
sphere
spot
sprawl
spread
squirt
stand
state
stretch
studio
suburb
suburbia
summit
surface
surround
surroundings
tack
takeoff
target
tear
tee
terminal
terrain
territory
timberline
tip
tiptoe
tomb
top
town
track
trail
translation
treetop
turf
underside
vantage
vault
vent
venue
vicinity
view
village
vineyard
void
volcano
ward
wasteland
waterfront
waterline
way
wedge
whirlpool
wight
wilderness
workplace
workshop
workspace
yard
zone
zoom
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Appendix B
Person Lexicon
Below is the lexicon of Plummer et al. [86] used to determine which chunks
of the caption are classified as “People”
adult
adults
asian
asians
ballerina
biker
bikers
boy
boys
bride
child
children
coach
coaches
corgi
corgis
couple
crowd
dancer
dancers
daughter
dog
dogs
drummer
drummers
family
father
female
gentleman
gentlemen
girl
girls
granddaughter
grandfather
grandmother
grandson
groom
guy
kid
kids
lady
male
man
master
men
miner
miners
mother
musician
musicians
pedestrian
pedestrians
people
person
participant
participants
poodle
poodles
puppy
puppies
rider
riders
schoolboy
schoolboys
schoolgirl
schoolgirls
snowboarder
snowboarders
someone
son
student
students
surfer
surfers
toddler
tourist
tourists
umpire
umpires
vendor
woman
women
youth
youths
acrobat
acrobats
activist
activists
actor
actors
actress
actresses
adolescent
adolescents
adult
adults
adult female
adult females
adult male
adult males
adventurer
advocate
african
african ameri-
can
african-
american
african ameri-
cans
african-
americans
africans
agent
aide
airman
airwoman
alien
ally
american
american indian
amputee
amputees
ancestry
ancient
anderson
anesthesiologist
announcer
another
antique
applicants
apprentice
apprentices
arborist
archaeologists
archeologist
archer
armed forces
army
army officer
army officers
array
art deco
artisan
artist
artists
arts student
arts students
art student
art students
art teacher
asian
asians
assistant
assistants
associate
astronaut
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astronauts
astronomer
a-team
athlete
athletes
attendant
attendees
attender
audience
author
authority figure
authority-figure
aviators
baby
bachelor party
backpacker
backpackers
bag lady
bagpiper
bagpipers
baker
ball boy
ball boys
ballerina
ballerinas
ballet dancer
ballet dancers
ballplayer
ballplayers
band
barber
bargemen
baritone
barker
barmaid
bartender
baseball coaches
baseball player
baseball players
baseball team
baseball teams
base runner
basketball
player
basketball play-
ers
basketball team
basketball
teams
bassist
bather
batman
batsman
batter
bearer
beater
beggar
bellboy
belle
bellhop
belly dancer
belly dancers
benefactor
best friend
best friends
bicycler
bicyclers
bicyclist
bicyclists
big brother
big fish
big gun
big sister
biker
bikers
billiards player
bishop
black man
black men
black person
black sheep
black-shirt
blacksmith
black woman
black women
bleachers
blind date
blokes
blond
blonde
bluejacket
boarder
boatman
boat-man
bodybuilder
book fair
boss
bouncer
bowler
boxer
boy
boyfriend
boys
boy scout
brass band
brass section
bricklayer
bride
bridesmaid
bridesmaids
broad
broads
brother
brunette
brunettes
buddhist
buddhists
buddies
buddy
bullfighter
bum
bunch
bunches
bundle
busboy
bus driver
businessman
businessmen
businesswoman
businesswomen
busker
buskers
bus line
buster
butcher
buyer
bystander
bystanders
caddy
cadet
cameraman
cameramen
camera operator
camper
candidate
capo
captain
caretaker
carpenter
carpenters
cartoonist
cashier
castaway
catcher
caterer
catholic church
caucasian
caviler
celebrities
cellist
chairman
chaperone
checker
cheerleader
chef
chefs
chess players
chief
chief executive
officer
chief justice
child
children
choir
christian church
christians
church-goers
church members
cinderella
citizen
citizens
civilian
civilians
clarinetist
clarinet section
class
classmate
classmates
cleaner
cleaning lady
cleaning woman
cleaning women
clergy
clergyman
clerics
clerk
client
climber
closer
clown
coach
coastguards
colleague
collection
collector
college
college boys
college girls
college man
college men
college student
college students
colonist
colored
column
columns
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comedian
commander
community
community col-
lege
commuter
companion
company
competitor
competitors
concert band
conductor
confederate sol-
diers
conference
congregation
constructions
worker
constructions
workers
construction
worker
construction
workers
consumer
consumers
contemporary
contender
contestant
contingent
contractor
controller
convention
conveyor
cook
co-op
coordinator
cop
copilot
cops
corps
costumer
costumers
counselor
couple
cowboy
cowgirl
cowgirls
co-worker
co-workers
craftsman
crazy
crew
crew member
crew members
cricketer
criminal
crook
cross-dresser
crossing guard
crossing guards
crowd
crowds
cub scouts
culprit
custodian
custodians
customer
customers
cyclist
cyclists
dad
daddy
dads
dame
dancer
daredevil
daredevils
dark horse
daughter
daughters
david
dealer
dealership
dear
deep-sea diver
defender
delivery boy
demonstrator
denomination
dental practi-
tioners
dental techni-
cian
dentist
dentists
department
designer
developing
country
dick
digger
diner
dinner party
director
disc jockey
disk jockey
distributor
dive
diver
dj
djs
doc
dock workers
doctor
doge
dressmaker
dressmakers
drifter
drifters
driver
drum major
drum majorette
drummer
drummers
drunk
dry
dry cleaner
ducky
dude
duke
dwarves
dwellers
eagle scouts
easterners
east indian
eater
ec
einstein
elder
electrician
elementary
school
elevated
elizabethan
employee
employees
employer
engineer
enlisted men
ensemble
entertainer
entertainers
enthusiast
entrepreneur
equestrian
equestrians
ethnic group
europeans
executive
experimenter
expert
experts
explorer
eye clinic
fabricator
factory worker
factory workers
falconer
family
family unit
famous person
fan
farmer
farmhand
farm workers
fashion designer
father
fellow
fellow member
female
female child
female children
fencer
fencers
fiancee
fielder
fighter
fire department
firefighter
firefighters
fire-fighters
fireman
firemen
first baseman
first basemen
fisher
fisherman
fishermen
fishmonger
flautist
flier
flight
flight attendant
flight attendants
flock
florist
flower girl
flute player
flutist
folk singer
football coach
footballer
footballers
football player
football players
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football team
football teams
foreign country
foursome
france
frank
freak
free
free spirit
fresh fish
friend
friends
friendly
front man
fry cook
gaggle
gal
gandhi
gang
gangster
garbage collec-
tor
garbage man
gardener
garden party
gathering
gay men
geisha
geishas
gent
gentleman
george bush
giant
gigolo
girl
girlfriend
girls
gladiator
goalie
goalkeeper
goal-keeper
goaltender
goers
golfer
golfers
gondoliers
good eggs
good samaritan
government
governor
graders
grade school
graduate
graduate stu-
dent
grammar school
grandchild
grandchildren
granddaughter
grandfather
grandfathers
grandma
grandmas
grandmother
grandpa
grandparents
grandson
graphic artist
great
great grandchild
grocer
groom
groomer
groomsman
grooms-man
groomsmen
grounds crew
groundskeeper
group
group meeting
groups
grownup
grownups
grown-ups
guard
guardians
guardsman
guest
guide
guitarist
guitarists
guitar player
guitar players
guitars players
gunslingers
guy
guys
gymnast
gymnasts
hairdresser
hairdressers
handicapped
person
handler
handyman
handymen
hard workers
harrod
have
health profes-
sional
heavy
helper
herald
hero
hershey
hiker
hikers
hindu
hippie
hipster
hire
hispanic
hispanics
historian
hitter
hockey player
hockey players
hockey team
hockey teams
hollywood
holy man
hombres
homeless
homeless person
homosexuals
hooker
horseback rider
horseback riders
horseman
host
hostess
hostile
household
housekeeper
house painter
housewives
hulk
human
hunter
hurdler
hurdlers
hurlers
husband
husbands
hypocrites
idiot
imam
immigrant
impersonator
impersonators
indian
indian chief
individual
infant
infants
infielder
inhabitant
inspector
institute
instructor
instructors
instrumentalist
instrumentalists
insurance com-
pany
inventor
ironman
janitor
janitors
japanese
jaywalkers
jazz band
jazz musician
jazz musicians
jerk
jester
jesters
jewelry store
jockey
jogger
joggers
joker
joseph
judge
juggler
jugglers
jumper
kayaker
keeper
keyboardist
kicker
kid
kids
killer
kin
kind
king
kitchen cabinet
knight
laborer
laborers
lacrosse player
lacrosse players
ladies
lady
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lady friend
lady friends
lafayette
lama
landscapers
large person
lassie
latino
leader
league
lecturer
left-handed
pitcher
librarian
lieutenant
lifeguard
lifeguards
lifter
line
line judges
lines
line workers
listener
listeners
little boy
little brother
little girl
little girls
little league
little leaguer
little sister
little sisters
loader
loan shark
locksmith
logger
loggers
london
longer
look-alike
looker
loser
loved one
loved ones
lovely
lover
luke
lumberjack
lunch meeting
ma
machinists
maestro
magician
maid
mail carrier
mailman
majorette
maker
male
male child
male children
mam
man
manager
man and wife
marathon run-
ner
marathon run-
ners
marching band
marching bands
marine
married
married couple
married couples
married man
married woman
marx
masquerade
party
master
matador
mate
mechanic
medalist
meeting
member
members
men
merchant
merchants
messenger
metro
mexican
miami
middle-aged
man
middle-aged
men
midget
militants
military
military band
military forces
military group
military man
military men
military officer
military person-
nel
military unit
mime
miners
minister
misses
missionary
mob
mobs
model
mom
mommies
mommy
moms
monk
mormons
mother
motorbiker
motorcycle cop
motorcycle cops
motorcycle po-
liceman
motorcycle po-
licemen
motorcyclist
motorcyclists
motorist
motorists
mountain
climber
mountain
climbers
mountaineer
mountaineers
mover
movie star
mulcher
mum
murderers
musher
musical group
musician
muslim
muslims
nan
nanny
nation
nationals
native
native american
native ameri-
cans
naval officer
navigator
navy men
nerd
newborn
newborn baby
newborn infant
newborn infants
newlyweds
newscaster
newscasters
newswoman
new yorkers
nigerians
ninja
nobody
nun
nurse
observer
occupant
occupants
odd fish
officer
official
old boy
old hands
old man
old person
old woman
olympian
onlooker
on-looker
onlookers
on-lookers
opponent
orchestra
oriental person
orthodontist
orthodox jews
outdoorsmen
outdoors men
outfielder
owen
owner
paddler
paddlers
paddy
painter
pair
pairs
pal
palestinians
panelist
panhandler
paparazzi
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parachuter
parachutist
parade
paramedic
paramedics
parent
parents
parishioners
participant
parties
partner
party
party-goer
party-goers
pas
passenger
passengers
passer
passerby
passer-by
passer-bys
passers-by
pastor
patient
patrollers
patrolman
patron
paver
payer
peddler
pedestrian
pedestrians
peeler
peer
people
pep rally
percussionist
percussionists
performer
performers
performing
artist
person
personnel
pharaoh
pharmacist
pharmacists
photographer
photographers
pianist
piano player
picker
picket
picketer
pile
pilgrim
pilot
pirate
pitcher
platoon
playboy
player
plumber
poet
pole vaulter
police
police academy
police force
policeman
policemen
police officer
police officers
police squad
policewoman
politician
poof
pop art
pope
posses
postman
potter
potters
preacher
premier
preparer
preschool
presenter
president
president bush
prey
priest
primary school
princess
prisoner
private
professional
professional
golfer
professional ten-
nis player
professional ten-
nis players
professor
professors
prostitute
protector
protectors
protester
provider
public figure
public servant
public speaker
puller
punching bag
punk
punk rocker
quarterback
queen
queue
rabbi
race drivers
racer
radio announcer
railroad
railroad engi-
neer
railroad line
rancher
ranger
reader
realtors
receiver
receptionist
recipient
redhead
red-head
rednecks
redskins
reenactors
ref
referee
reform move-
ment
refs
refugees
registered nurse
registrar
relative
religious leader
religious sect
repairman
reporter
reporters
representative
republic
rescuer
researcher
researchers
responders
restaurant chain
reunion
revelers
richardson
rider
right-handed
pitcher
rip
rival
rivals
road runner
rock band
rock climber
rock climbers
rock-climbers
rocker
rock group
rock star
rock stars
rodeo rider
rodeo riders
rollerblader
roller-blader
rollerbladers
roller coaster
roller-coaster
roller-skaters
roofer
roofers
roommate
roommates
router
rover
row
rower
rowers
rows
royal air force
runner
runners
running mate
sailor
sailors
salesman
salesperson
salvation army
samurai
saver
saxophonist
saxophonists
schoolboy
schoolgirl
schoolgirls
school teacher
school teachers
scientist
scientists
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scorekeeper
scotsman
scouter
scout troop
screw
scribe
scuba diver
scuba divers
sculptor
seamstress
seamstresses
security forces
security guard
security guards
seeker
self
seller
senior
senior citizen
senior citizens
sergeant
series
server
serviceman
servicemen
set
sets
shaker
sharpie
shaver
shell corpora-
tion
shepard
shepherd
sheriff
shopkeeper
shopper
shoppers
shortstop
showgirl
showgirls
showman
shriner
sibling
siblings
sidekick
sightseers
signer
significant other
significant oth-
ers
silly
silversmith
singer
single file
sister
skateboarder
skateboarders
skater
skaters
skier
skiers
ski jumper
skilled worker
skydiver
skydivers
sledder
sledders
sleeper
slicer
slumber party
small boy
small girl
small person
snorkeler
snowboarder
snow-boarder
snowboarders
snowmobiler
snowshoer
soccer player
soccer players
social gathering
society
soldier
soldiers
solicitor
soloist
soloists
somebody
someone
someones
son
sooner
sooners
sort
soup kitchen
south american
spaceman
speaker
specialist
spectator
spectators
speedskater
speed skater
speed skaters
spelunker
spelunkers
sphinx
spinner
sponsor
sports fan
sports fans
sportsman
sportswoman
spotter
spouse
sprinter
sprinters
squad
stack
staff members
stargazer
starlet
steadies
steady
stevedores
stewardess
stewardesses
stewart
storm trooper
straight
straight men
stranger
street person
string quartet
strings
student
stunt man
stupid
stylist
subway system
sumo wrestler
sumo wrestlers
sunbathers
superior
supervisor
supporter
surfboarder
surfer
surfers
surgeon
surgeons
suspect
swat team
swimmer
swinger
swordsman
swordsmen
tackler
tacklers
tailor
taker
teacher
team
teammate
teammates
teams
tech
technician
teen
teens
teenager
teenagers
teen-agers
teeth
temporary
tennis player
tennis players
terrorist
thief
thin person
third baseman
third-baseman
thomas
throng
thrower
tightrope walker
tightrope walk-
ers
tinker
toaster
toddler
toddlers
topper
torchbearer
tour guide
tourist
tourists
townspeople
trader
traffic cop
traffic jam
trainer
transvestite
travel agency
traveler
travelers
traveller
treaters
tree surgeon
trekkers
tribe
tribesman
trombone player
trombonist
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troop
troupe
truck driver
truck-driver
trucker
twin
type
ump
umpire
unicef
union
university
university stu-
dents
us air force
us army
user
us house
usps
vagabond
valentine
vanguard
variety
vendor
vendors
ventriloquist
veteran
veterinarian
victim
viewer
vikings
villager
villagers
violinist
violinists
violist
visitor
visitors
vocalist
vocalists
volleyball player
volleyball play-
ers
volunteer
voters
waiter
watiers
waitress
waitresses
walker
walkers
wanker
warrant officer
warrior
warriors
washer
washington
weasel
wedding guests
wedding party
wedding recep-
tion
welder
welders
westerners
white man
white men
white person
white woman
white women
whizzes
who
widow
widows
wielder
wife
williams
window cleaner
window cleaners
window washer
window-washer
window washers
window-washers
windsurfer
winner
witches
witness
wizard
woman
women
woodcarver
wood-carver
woodworker
worker
working girl
working man
working men
working person
workman
workmen
worshiper
wrestler
wrestlers
writer
yankee
young boy
young girl
young girls
young ladies
young lady
young-lady
young man
young person
youngster
youngsters
young woman
young women
youth
zombie
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Appendix C
Denotation Graph Rules
Transformation Rule Example
Drop pre-nominal modifier “red shirt” to “shirt”
Drop other modifiers “run quickly” to “run”
Replace noun with hypernym “red shirt” to “red clothing”
Handle partitive NPs “cup of tea” to “cup” and “tea”
Handle VP1 to VP2
“jump to catch” to “jump” and “catch”
“seem to jump” to “jump”
Extract simpler constituents
“man laugh(s) while drink(ing)” to
“man laugh(s)” and “man drink(ing)” to
“man”,“laugh(s)”, and “drink(ing)”
Table C.1: Denotation Graph simplification rules as described in Young
et al. [113]
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Appendix D
Denotation Graph: VP Dev.
Set Nodes
Below is the set of Verb Phrase nodes (and their development set image
count) in the Denotation Graph on the Flickr30K dataset [113] that both
have 5 or more images in the development set and whose node’s string and are
longer than a single token. The nature of language diversity and other issues
detailed in Chapter 7, drive these counts well below actual “truth”. The more
images a node has the more likely we can set up an interesting experiment
using the node. However, note the few lexically similar but semantically
different pairs we are able to create: for instance a “soccer ball” is the only
ball that is “kicked” , and we have no descendents of “throw ball”.
sit on: 174
walk street: 130
walk down: 121
walk down street: 110
play instrument: 99
ride bike: 62
wear glasses: 57
sit in: 57
wear hat: 54
sit on bench: 52
play stringed instru-
ment: 49
take picture: 48
pose for picture: 42
do trick: 42
play game: 41
jump in: 41
sit at table: 41
ride bicycle: 40
sit in chair: 40
play guitar: 39
standing on street: 39
walk on street: 37
walk on: 37
wear jacket: 34
walk sidewalk: 33
walk down sidewalk:
33
wear red shirt: 32
wear black clothing:
31
perform trick: 31
sit on chair: 30
talk on phone: 29
jump in air: 28
hold hand: 27
hold up: 27
wear black shirt: 26
wear white shirt: 26
look at something: 26
drink beverage: 25
hold child: 24
wear sunglasses: 24
read book: 24
jump on: 24
talk on cellphone: 24
wear blue shirt: 24
standing on: 24
standing on sidewalk:
23
walk on sidewalk: 23
hold bag: 22
sit on ground: 22
hold baby: 21
sit on floor: 21
carry bag: 20
wear blue clothing:
20
look at camera: 19
smile at camera: 19
play music: 19
hold sign: 19
jump off: 19
hit ball: 18
perform on stage: 18
wear black: 18
wear helmet: 18
catch ball: 18
wear short: 18
watch man: 17
take photo: 17
have conversation: 17
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sing into microphone:
17
wear jean: 16
play instrument on
stage: 16
have fun: 16
wear coat: 16
standing outside: 16
sit outside: 16
standing in front of
building: 16
ride skateboard: 16
sit on bike: 16
jump over: 15
hold instrument: 15
standing in: 15
wear black jacket: 15
play soccer: 15
look at person: 15
wear dress: 15
climb up: 15
make face: 14
eat food: 14
take break: 14
walk road: 14
walk down road: 14
pose for camera: 13
walk down city street:
13
sit on couch: 13
sit down: 13
smoke cigarette: 13
ride horse: 13
wear pink shirt: 13
walk path: 13
walk along: 13
hold ball: 13
wear white clothing:
13
walk city street: 13
standing in group: 13
sit on step: 12
walk down path: 12
run in grass: 12
wear yellow shirt: 12
prepare food: 12
play electric instru-
ment: 12
wear suit: 12
play with ball: 12
hold umbrella: 12
go down: 12
wear some black: 12
kiss person: 11
play musical instru-
ment: 11
be outside: 11
play electric stringed
instrument: 11
collar clothing: 11
hold stringed instru-
ment: 11
walk along street: 11
speak into micro-
phone: 11
wear red clothing: 11
wear orange shirt: 11
standing next to per-
son: 11
wear backpack: 11
kick ball: 11
drink beer: 11
gather around: 11
play stringed instru-
ment on stage: 11
hold something: 11
play outside: 11
run through grass: 11
wear vest: 11
be picture: 11
hold beverage: 11
play guitar on stage:
10
sit on street: 10
hold camera: 10
ride street: 10
standing in front of
group: 10
wear stripe shirt: 10
wear white: 10
sit around table: 10
work on project: 10
standing around: 10
sit table: 10
standing in front of
person: 10
sit on motorbike: 10
ride wave: 10
push cart: 10
jump into water: 10
enjoy day: 10
fly through air: 10
hold drink: 10
use tool: 10
wear red: 10
match clothing: 10
ride down street: 10
sit in circle: 10
hold bottle: 10
look at book: 10
hold stick: 10
standing in front of
wall: 10
walk on path: 10
ride bike on street: 10
pick up: 10
read newspaper: 10
do work: 10
sit on ledge: 9
wear cap: 9
standing in field: 9
show person: 9
hold flag: 9
play drum: 9
sit on sidewalk: 9
wear uniform: 9
hold microphone: 9
have clothing: 9
have drink: 9
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wear black pant: 9
serve food: 9
run on grass: 9
watch something: 9
play tennis: 9
give presentation: 9
sit next to person: 9
play wind instru-
ment: 9
standing in room: 9
look at each other: 9
play wind: 9
standing wear water:
9
play wear water: 9
walk wear street: 9
walk dog: 9
surround by person:
9
play electric guitar: 9
surround by plant: 9
jump into air: 9
wear costume: 9
leap into air: 9
play percussion in-
strument: 9
run through water: 9
ride on bike: 9
face each other: 8
write on: 8
sit at desk: 8
splash wear water: 8
wear blue jacket: 8
play wear snow: 8
wear black t-shirt: 8
catch frisbee: 8
lay on: 8
sit on stool: 8
perform jump: 8
standing on grass: 8
carry ball: 8
standing person: 8
wear green shirt: 8
play with toy: 8
kiss woman: 8
run through field: 8
hold animal: 8
standing on beach: 8
play on beach: 8
play in grass: 8
hold phone: 8
put on: 8
play instrument on
street: 8
sit on grass: 8
do trick on bike: 8
work on computer: 8
watch woman: 8
ride motorbike: 8
reach out: 8
hold object: 8
walk across street: 8
play football: 8
run race: 8
wear apron: 8
sit on motorcycle: 8
sit on train: 8
swim wear water: 8
sit on park bench: 8
wear t-shirt: 8
standing on rock: 8
make way: 8
wear gray shirt: 7
wear blue hat: 7
have picture: 7
use computer: 7
hold flower: 7
wear hard hat: 7
standing in doorway:
7
hold cup: 7
perform in front of
group: 7
jump up: 7
walk through park: 7
raise hand: 7
prepare meal: 7
hold person: 7
run down street: 7
run wear race: 7
sell food: 7
standing talk: 7
do skateboard trick:
7
sit on bus: 7
make food: 7
jump into pool: 7
sit in park: 7
perform in front of
crowd: 7
pose for photo: 7
run with ball: 7
wear red hat: 7
take walk: 7
climb rock: 7
lead person: 7
dance on stage: 7
play brass instru-
ment: 7
play violin: 7
perform stunt: 7
play board game: 7
lay on ground: 7
clean up: 7
hold gun: 7
carry person: 7
do skateboard: 7
sit in room: 7
standing wear line: 7
hold arm: 7
standing wear cloth-
ing: 7
carry backpack: 7
read paper: 7
wear blue jean: 7
open present: 7
standing near person:
7
help person: 7
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play in field: 7
put hand: 7
surround by tree: 7
hold guitar: 7
standing in front of
crowd: 7
have meal: 7
standing in grass: 7
do exercise: 6
prepare to throw: 6
use machine: 6
ride motorcycle: 6
standing on stage: 6
perform dance: 6
have ball: 6
wear red jacket: 6
row boat: 6
watch them: 6
chase ball: 6
sing on: 6
look at phone: 6
throw ball: 6
show child: 6
play in fountain: 6
hold pole: 6
watch group: 6
palm plant: 6
standing in crowd: 6
sit on beach: 6
standing on boat: 6
watch game: 6
sing on stage: 6
run on beach: 6
paint picture: 6
standing on platform:
6
sit next to man: 6
have shirt: 6
wait wear line: 6
wear white dress: 6
write something: 6
lay in grass: 6
play with dog: 6
be wear water: 6
standing together: 6
hit tennis ball: 6
play video game: 6
be on stage: 6
get haircut: 6
paint wall: 6
help child: 6
tackle person: 6
hit ball with racket: 6
walk wear clothing: 6
fill with person: 6
hold up sign: 6
hold book: 6
have arm: 6
rock climb: 6
sleep in chair: 6
get hair: 6
jump through: 6
stretch leg: 6
look over: 6
apply makeup: 6
sit on curb: 6
overlook water: 6
hold toy: 6
have hand: 6
wear cowboy hat: 6
wait for person: 6
sit wear clothing: 6
work on building: 6
sit on wall: 6
standing next to each
other: 6
watch child: 6
climb plant: 5
sit on chair on street:
5
look at plant: 5
wear skirt: 5
enjoy themselves: 5
sit on rock: 5
sit with person: 5
sit on stair: 5
climb tree: 5
hold by person: 5
do gymnastics: 5
hold cellphone: 5
wear orange vest: 5
dance outside: 5
look at her: 5
give person: 5
walk outside: 5
strike pose: 5
sweep floor: 5
wear scarf: 5
look down: 5
do flip: 5
standing in circle: 5
make funny face: 5
have beverage: 5
sit on blanket: 5
eat meal: 5
work on bicycle: 5
fix bike: 5
work on street: 5
sit wear street: 5
make turn: 5
converse with person:
5
standing on leg: 5
do kick: 5
smile for camera: 5
play accordion: 5
wear glove: 5
play wear street: 5
sit in grass: 5
walk with person: 5
ride bike on road: 5
play bass guitar: 5
standing in front of
group of person: 5
hold rope: 5
standing next to man:
5
take photograph: 5
enjoy ride: 5
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take place: 5
run on street: 5
sit wear hand: 5
fall off: 5
wear blue: 5
get ready to throw: 5
walk through field: 5
work in kitchen: 5
wear yellow: 5
hold paper: 5
play on stage: 5
perform music: 5
play bass: 5
walk in front of build-
ing: 5
give man: 5
play with child: 5
give thumb: 5
raise arm: 5
wear life jacket: 5
wear purple: 5
look at him: 5
play trumpet: 5
sit against wall: 5
wear blue sweater: 5
jump through air: 5
wear robe: 5
perform song: 5
wear tank top: 5
run on path: 5
kick soccer ball: 5
look at food: 5
hold piece: 5
sit in seat: 5
wear red coat: 5
perform routine: 5
play baseball: 5
work on laptop: 5
sit on table: 5
play volleyball: 5
swim in pool: 5
shovel snow: 5
sit at computer: 5
walk on beach: 5
run through area: 5
look wear clothing: 5
make jump: 5
hold food: 5
open mouth: 5
cook something: 5
play frisbee: 5
work on bike: 5
look away: 5
wear bathe suit: 5
walk in city: 5
play pool: 5
paddle boat: 5
gather outside: 5
compete wear race: 5
climb wall: 5
walk stair: 5
run through snow: 5
have discussion: 5
look through micro-
scope: 5
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Appendix E
Hodosh et al. [49] Appendix
What follows is the appendix from Hodosh et al. [49], mostly as it appeared,
and therefore is relevant for the experiments in Chapter 4.
E.1 Agreement Between Approximate
Metrics and Expert Human Judgments
Tables E.1 and E.2 use Cohen’s Kappa (κ) to measure the agreement be-
tween BLEU and ROUGE scores and expert judgments. We have selected
a few thresholds that yield optimal results. Table E.3 (a) shows the agree-
ment between the crowdsourced judgments and the expert judgments. Since
the best agreement to the expert scores is obtained with the crowdsourced
judgments using a threshold of 0.6, Table E.3 (b) measures precision and
recall of the resulting binary relevance judgments against binarized expert
judgments obtained with varying thresholds.
E.2 Performance of All Hodosh et al. [49]
Systems
The following tables give results for all models appearing in Hodosh et al. [49].
In Section 4 of the body of the paper, NN corresponds to NN5idfF1, while
Tri5Sem corresponds to Tri5
√
idf
A,DBNC+ic
.
R@k and median rank scores Table E.4 gives the recall and median
rank of the original item (Section 4.3.1) for all of our models.
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S@k and R-precision scores Table E.5 gives the S@k success rate (Sec-
tion 4.3.3) and R-precision scores (Section 4.3.3) for all of our models, based
on the crowdsourced human judgments (Section 4.3.2).
Agreement between expert and BLEU and ROUGE scores (Cohen’s κ)
Case 1: Scand ⊆ Sref
5 reference captions/test image (Scand ⊂ Sref; R5)
Expert BLEU θB ROUGE θR
θE ≥0.9 ≥0.8 ≥0.7 ≥0.4 ≥0.3 ≥0.2
=4.0 0.72 0.70 0.59 0.54 0.47 0.29
≥3.6 0.71 0.72 0.61 0.54 0.50 0.33
≥3.3 0.64 0.67 0.63 0.50 0.50 0.37
≥3.0 0.45 0.54 0.57 0.45 0.54 0.49
≥2.6 0.35 0.45 0.51 0.38 0.51 0.53
1 reference caption/test image (Scand = Sref; R1(gold))
Expert BLEU ROUGE
θE ≥ 0.8 ≥ 0.6 ≥ 0.5 ≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.7 ≥ 0.3
=4.0 0.71 0.70 0.52 0.69 0.67 0.35
≥3.6 0.68 0.68 0.56 0.65 0.64 0.39
≥3.3 0.60 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.40
≥3.0 0.41 0.42 0.48 0.39 0.40 0.45
≥2.6 0.32 0.32 0.42 0.30 0.32 0.43
Table E.1: Agreement (Cohen’s κ) between binarized expert and BLEU
and ROUGE scores when the pool of candidate captions contains each test
image’s reference caption(s).
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Agreement between expert and BLEU and ROUGE scores (Cohen’s κ)
Case 2: Scand 6⊆ Sref
4 reference captions/ test image (R4)
Expert BLEU ROUGE
θE ≥ 0.7 ≥ 0.6 ≥ 0.5 ≥ 0.4 ≥ 0.3 ≥ 0.2
=4.0 0.50 0.40 0.23 0.44 0.40 0.26
≥3.6 0.51 0.43 0.28 0.43 0.43 0.30
≥3.3 0.52 0.46 0.32 0.40 0.44 0.34
≥3.0 0.47 0.48 0.41 0.39 0.50 0.47
≥2.6 0.41 0.47 0.44 0.33 0.48 0.51
1 reference caption/test image (R1(other))
Expert BLEU ROUGE
θE ≥ 0.5 ≥ 0.4 ≥ 0.3 ≥ 0.4 ≥ 0.3 ≥ 0.2
=4.0 0.33 0.27 0.16 0.33 0.30 0.18
≥3.6 0.34 0.29 0.19 0.34 0.32 0.21
≥3.3 0.34 0.32 0.22 0.35 0.35 0.24
≥3.0 0.32 0.36 0.29 0.39 0.42 0.34
≥2.6 0.30 0.35 0.31 0.37 0.41 0.38
Table E.2: Agreement (Cohen’s κ) between binarized expert and BLEU and
ROUGE scores when the pool of candidate captions may not contain each
test image’s reference caption(s).
Agreement between expert
and lay scores (Cohen’s κ)
Expert Lay θL
θE =1.0 ≥ 0.6 ≥ 0.3
=4.0 0.75 0.69 0.49
≥3.6 0.78 0.76 0.57
≥3.3 0.74 0.79 0.65
≥3.0 0.56 0.71 0.74
≥2.6 0.45 0.62 0.73
(a) Agreement (Cohen’s κ) between rel-
evance judgments obtained from expert
scores (relevance = score ≥ θE) and lay
scores (relevance = score ≥ θL).
Lay vs. expert
relevance judgments (θL = 0.66)
θE Precision Recall F1
=4.0 55.9 98.6 71.4
≥3.6 65.4 95.0 77.5
≥3.3 75.2 88.0 81.1
≥3.0 90.0 64.7 75.3
≥2.6 94.7 53.4 68.3
≥2.3 98.2 40.1 57.0
(b) Precision, recall, and F1 scores of bi-
narized lay scores (θL = 0.66) against
binarized ‘expert’ scores with varying
thresholds θE .
Table E.3: Comparing the relevance judgments obtained from the lay scores
against those obtained from expert scores
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Performance of all models (automatic evaluation)
(R@k: percentage of queries with original item in top X results
Median r: median rank of original item)
Image annotation Image search
R@1 R@5 R@10 Median r R@1 R@5 R@10 Median r
NN5F1 1.9 5.9 8.7 251.0 2.1 5.2 7.1 278.0
NN5idfF1 2.5 7.6 9.7 251.0 2.5 4.7 7.2 272.0
NN5BoW5 2.1 5.9 9.6 258.5 2.8 6.4 9.1 266.0
NN5Tri(best) 2.1 5.9 9.4 248.0 2.3 6.1 9.0 240.0
BoW1 4.8 13.5 19.7 64.0 4.5 14.3 20.8 67.0
Tri1 4.6 14.4 21.0 68.0 4.5 14.0 22.5 71.0
BoW5Histo 5.9 14.9 21.2 69.0 4.8 14.2 20.8 74.0
BoW5 6.2 17.1 24.3 58.0 5.8 16.7 23.6 60.0
BoW5idf 6.1 17.0 23.2 60.5 6.4 16.5 24.5 59.5
BoW5
√
idf
6.1 17.3 23.9 56.0 6.1 16.9 24.5 60.5
TagRank 6.0 17.0 23.8 56.0 5.4 17.4 24.3 52.5
Tri5Histo 6.0 15.0 21.7 63.5 5.7 14.5 22.1 67.0
Tri5 7.1 17.2 23.7 53.0 6.0 17.8 26.2 55.0
Tri5Lin 6.2 16.7 23.7 53.5 6.0 16.7 24.4 61.0
Tri5DBNC 7.5 19.8 26.1 40.0 7.2 18.4 27.4 44.5
Tri5Dic 7.0 19.5 27.1 36.0 7.0 19.3 27.5 41.0
Tri5DBNC+ic 7.3 20.0 27.0 36.0 6.9 19.2 28.0 42.0
Tri5A 7.2 20.2 28.0 41.0 6.8 18.5 27.7 41.5
Tri5A,DBNC 7.9 20.3 28.4 39.0 7.8 19.0 27.4 39.0
Tri5A,Dic 6.9 20.2 29.5 35.0 7.3 19.9 28.7 39.5
Tri5A,DBNC+ic 7.6 20.7 30.0 35.0 7.4 19.4 29.2 38.0
Tri5
√
idf
7.6 18.8 25.1 46.0 6.2 18.0 26.5 52.0
Tri5
√
idf
DBNC
6.8 18.7 28.9 40.0 6.7 18.2 27.6 45.0
Tri5
√
idf
Dic
7.3 20.4 27.5 38.0 8.1 19.1 28.4 40.5
Tri5
√
idf
DBNC+ic
6.7 20.0 28.9 35.0 7.0 19.7 28.8 39.0
Tri5
√
idf
A 7.3 21.1 28.3 37.0 7.5 19.2 28.7 38.0
Tri5
√
idf
A,DBNC
7.5 21.3 30.0 38.0 7.8 18.9 29.0 41.5
Tri5
√
idf
A,Dic
7.2 20.8 29.6 34.0 7.4 21.4 30.1 37.5
Tri5
√
idf,Histo
A,DBNC+ic
6.5 18.0 26.7 45.0 6.0 18.0 24.2 48.5
Tri5
√
idf
A,DBNC+ic
8.3 21.6 30.3 34.0 7.6 20.7 30.1 38.0
Table E.4: Performance of all Hodosh et al. [49] models, measured as the
percentage of test items for which the original item was returned among the
top 1, 5 or 10 results, as well as as the median rank of the original item. In
Section 4, NN5idfF1 = NN, Tri5
√
idf
A,DBNC+ic
= Tri5Sem.
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Performance of all Hodosh et al. [49] models (human evaluation)
S@k: Percentage of items with relevant response among top X results
R-prec: R-precision computed over relevant responses
Image annotation Image search
S@1 S@5 S@10 R-prec. S@1 S@5 S@10 R-prec.
NN5F1 4.9 13.3 19.1 4.2 4.9 13.2 17.8 3.8
NN5idfF1 5.8 15.4 20.2 5.2 5.0 13.3 18.4 3.8
NN5BoW5 6.4 14.8 20.6 5.4 5.7 13.4 18.4 4.6
NN5Tri(best) 7.2 17.4 23.1 6.2 4.4 13.5 19.8 4.3
BoW1 12.2 30.3 39.7 10.7 11.4 30.5 40.2 9.6
Tri1 12.8 32.2 40.2 10.5 12.2 30.6 41.5 9.9
BoW5Histo 13.9 29.8 39.6 9.9 11.5 28.0 38.1 9.3
BoW5 15.0 34.1 42.7 11.1 12.1 31.5 40.8 10.5
BoW5idf 13.9 32.7 42.4 11.0 13.3 30.8 41.8 10.6
BoW5
√
idf
15.0 34.0 42.7 11.3 12.9 31.3 41.0 10.7
TagRank 16.2 34.2 42.9 11.7 12.4 31.5 41.6 10.5
Tri5Histo 15.0 29.0 38.9 9.9 12.9 28.9 39.9 10.5
Tri5 16.4 32.9 43.4 11.6 13.1 33.1 43.8 11.0
Tri5Lin 15.5 34.1 43.8 11.7 12.7 32.5 41.7 10.7
Tri5DBNC 16.8 37.4 45.5 12.7 14.5 35.3 44.9 12.1
Tri5Dic 15.8 36.7 47.0 12.7 14.5 36.6 46.1 12.8
Tri5DBNC+ic 16.4 37.2 47.1 12.5 14.8 36.3 45.8 12.7
Tri5A 17.3 36.9 47.4 13.4 14.3 35.4 46.6 12.3
Tri5A,DBNC 16.6 36.5 47.4 13.2 15.3 35.0 45.8 12.8
Tri5A,Dic 15.8 37.0 48.2 13.0 15.2 37.4 47.6 12.8
Tri5A,DBNC+ic 16.4 37.4 48.3 13.4 15.4 37.0 46.8 13.2
Tri5
√
idf
16.9 35.4 44.2 12.5 13.0 33.4 43.9 11.3
Tri5
√
idf
DBNC
16.1 36.0 47.5 12.9 15.0 34.0 44.6 12.2
Tri5
√
idf
Dic
15.9 36.9 46.8 12.8 16.0 35.8 47.5 13.1
Tri5
√
idf
DBNC+ic
16.2 37.4 47.5 13.3 15.3 34.8 46.7 13.0
Tri5
√
idf
A 17.4 37.6 46.3 13.4 15.8 36.3 47.3 13.2
Tri5
√
idf
A,DBNC
15.7 36.9 48.1 12.9 15.8 35.3 47.2 12.9
Tri5
√
idf
A,Dic
15.7 37.3 47.3 13.3 15.5 38.3 47.8 13.4
Tri5
√
idf,Histo
A,DBNC+ic
13.6 30.6 41.9 11.1 14.4 33.8 42.7 12.2
Tri5
√
idf
A,DBNC+ic
16.6 37.7 49.1 13.7 15.7 36.9 48.5 13.4
Table E.5: Performance of all models, measured as the percentage of test
items for which they return an item that was deemed relevant according
to the crowdsourced judgments among the top 1, 5 or 10 results, and as
R-precision computed over these judgments. In Section 4, NN5idfF1 = NN,
Tri5
√
idf
A,DBNC+ic
= Tri5Sem.
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